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Chapter 1
An introduction to media

New medis, such as the Internet and better-targeted megezines. radio. and TV
channels create new opportunities for marketing communication. Given the
available media options, a strong need arises to coordinate the use of media ill
merketing-communicetion campaigns, in order to effectively reach the desired
communication objectives. In order to communicate a message effecHvely by
using multiple media, we need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of
each medium end. more importsntly. we need to understand how consumers
process intormetion presented by diiterent medie. In this chapter. we discuss
research and theory related to the issue of how media cherecteristics affect
individual responses to advertising and the processes by which these effects
occur.

1.1. Scope of study

The marketing communication field has changed during the last decades. A number of
new media options, such as interactive media, out-of-home media, better-targeted
magazines, radio, and TV channels, have emerged by which advertisers can communicate
with consumers. The emergence of these new media options provides new opportunities
for marketing communication. Advertisers make use of these new options and rarely air
just a single ad execution or use only one medium to communicate. Rather, they use
communication campaigns that consist of multiple executions that are communicated by
multiple media to reach target groups.

An often-used argument for using multiple media is to reach different target groups.
However, the high penetration of TV (98%of the Dutch households), with more than 30
local, national, and international channels, suggests that TV advertising would be
sufficient to reach the desired target groups. Using one medium also has the advantage
that media fragmentation can be avoided; using too many media in a campaign may result
in higher reach but possibly insufficient frequency for those individuals reached. The
minimum effective frequency may not be reached, causing the campaign to be less
effective than it could be. As Rossiter and Percy (1998,p. 449) pointed out, "reach at too
low frequency is wasted advertising", suggesting to favor frequency over reach in media
planning. Hence, using different media for communicating a persuasive message is only
justified if communicating by multiple media results in advantages in terms of either cost
effectiveness or enhanced communication effects (i.e., changes in knowledge, attitude, or
behavior).

In advertising research, media have traditionally been characterized as "measured" media,
referring to the availability of quantitative information to assess the number of viewers or
readers potentially exposed to advertising messages (i.e., reach) (Galpin & Gullen, 2000;
Stewart and Ward, 1994).Besides this quantitative research approach, there is a general
recognition that media have quslitetive differences and that these qualitative differences
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may influence consumer response to advertising. The nature of the medium differs from
one type of information transfer to another, and the properties of different media both
facilitate and constrain the different kinds of information transfer that are possible. Media
have different strengths and may accomplish different objectives. Advertising managers,
however, often do not go beyond rules of thumb to account for these effects. For example,
print media are better to explain complex products; television is better because it can show
product presentations, and so on (Stewart and Ward, 1994).

Understanding the potentials and limitations of media and their performance is the key to
designing successful communication campaigns. It is also the key to establishing
appropriate expectations about what can be accomplished with media over what period of
time. In order to communicate a message effectively by using multiple media, advertisers,
media planners, and advertising agencies need to understand the strengths and
weaknesses of each medium and, more importantly, need to understand how media
interact with, substitute, or complement each other in a campaign.

The main purpose of the research is to gain insight into the single and synergistic effects of
particular types of advertising media on information processing and brand communication
effects. The key question to be dealt with is the following: "Do multiple-media campaigns
result in synergistic effects in ad processing and brand communication effects, and If so,
how do these effects arise?"

1.2. Research on media effects

At the most general level, a "medium" refers to any transmission vehicle or device through
which communication may take place from sender to receiver. Even face-to-face
information transfer involves certain kinds of devices or vehicles, such as the vocal and
larynx cords, airwaves, and ears, in order to send and receive meaningful sounds. In the
context of advertising communication, the term "mass communication media" is often
used to distinguish advertising from "personal selling", which occurs through the medium
of "interpersonal communication".

The term "media", therefore, refers to a broad and general category of carriers, such as
books, newspapers, magazines, radio, television, billboards, the Internet and so on, which
are often classified in terms of print media, broadcast media, and other media (e.g.,
outdoor media, interactive media) (Floor and Van Raaij, 2000).The term vehicle or title is
used to refer to a more specific carrier within a media category- Elle and Financial Times
are vehicles within the print media, Big Brother is a vehicle within the medium TV, and
Amazon.com a vehicle within the medium Internet.

Media-effect research received considerable attention in a variety of disciplines (e.g.,
communication research, psychology, SOCiology,economics; see Stewart and Ward, 1994)
and has been approached from several perspectives.
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A medium, defined as the means or vehicle by which the message is transmitted from
senders to receivers, implies that the medium of communication is capable of altering the
nature of communication between senders and receivers. This idea of viewing medium as
a function of the receiver adopts a receiver-centered perspective by aligning media stimuli
along a number of psychological dimensions, such as modality, "notationality",
"repleteness", interactivity, mental representation, "intended symbolicity", informational
and computational equivalence, realism or vividness (Sundar, Narayan, Obregon, and
Uppal, 1998).Such a receiver-centered perspective facilitates a variable-based approach to
communication research by helping to isolate the precise variables of media technologies
and the values of those variables that cause the observed changes in receivers' processing
as well as responses to media stimuli.

In line with this receiver-centered perspective, we take an information-processing
approach. A definition of media messages from an information-processing perspective
focuses on the kinds of dimensions that are likely to have an impact on the way consumers
attend to, process, respond to, remember, and learn from media. This perspective of the
consumer as an information processor has dominated research on media effects ever since
Wilbur Schramm (1971, pp. 24-25) commented on how the understanding of the
communication process was incomplete without an understanding of the "black box" of
the central nervous system. Schramm and other cognitive theorists argued that a complete
understanding of the impact of media on people requires knowledge of how people
process information. Taking an information-processing approach, the present research
takes into account the basic psychological processes provoked by a communication
stimulus in the consumer, namely the processes of learning, information processing, and
consumer responses.

Figure 1-1 portrays our research model of advertising effects. Processing consists of
immediate responses to elements of an ad, namely attention, cognitive responses, and
affective responses (Rossiter and Percy, 1998).Processing starts with attention to the ad
stimulus. Attention can be defined as the general distribution of mental activity to the
tasks being performed by the consumer (Moates and Schumacher, 1980).Attention is a
limited cognitive resource allocated in varying degrees to the ad and other stimuli (internal
thoughts, external stimuli) in the exposure context. Besides the ad itself, characteristics of
the media may influence the attention given to the ad stimulus.

tual research model of advertisin effects

Processing Brand communication effects

Exposure
to ads in
media
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Attention allocated to the advertisement influence the types of cognitive and affectiOve
responses consumers have during ad exposure. Cognitive responses are defined as
thoughts (including inferences) during ad exposures. Such thoughts can be evaluative or
nonevaJuative in nature and may be in response to the ad execution (ad-related responses)
or to the message (brand-related responses) (MacInnis and Jaworski, 1990a). Affective
responses consist of positive or negative emotions or feelings elicited during ad exposure
(Batra and Ray, 1986b), including attitude toward the ad (MacKenzie and Lutz, 1989;
Mitchell and Olson, 1981).

The nature of the cognitive and affective responses has a direct influence on the types of
communication effects that can be achieved (MacInnis and Jaworski, 1990b).
Communication effects consist of more permanent responses, associated with the brand
(Rossiter and Percy, 1998). In the present model, the communication effects are brand
knowledge, brand attitude, and purchase intention. Brand knowledge is defined as
consumer's knowledge about the brand, such as the brand name, and beliefs about its
features and benefits, stored in memory. Brand attitude is defined as the consumer's
overall evaluation of the brand. Attitudes are built on the integration of cognitive and
affective responses to information (Ostrom, Petty, and Brock, 1981). Brand purchase
intention is defined as the consumer's self-instruction to purchase the brand (Rossiter and
Percy, 1998).This is often the ultimate communication effect for advertisers to reach.

Information processing is a cognitive concept that examines the way in which knowledge
enters the mind, is stored in and combined with existing knowledge structures, and
retrieved from memory. This concept stresses the importance of mental processes, and
focuses on the cognitive processes by which people actively interpret and organize
information they receive from multiple media. Cognitive response theories, such as the
elaboration likelihood model (ELM,Petty and Cacioppo, 1986a), posit that certain stimuli
are processed "centrally" (i.e.,with considerable expenditure of cognitive energy), whereas
other stimuli are typically processed "peripherally" with little or no cognitive involvement
or effort. Cognitive response theory defines involvement in terms of its effects. If message-
related thoughts are elicited, the situation is highly involving by definition. If thoughts are
elicited that relate to the message peripherally, the situation is low involving (Stewart and
Ward, 1994). The distinction between central and peripheral processing echoes the
distinction made by Krugman (1965, 1966) between "hot" and "cold" media, the former
eliciting active engagement by audience members, and the latter responded to passively.
Krugman described broadcast media as "cool" or low-involvement media, and print merna
as "hot" or high-involvement media. McLuhan (1964)was the first to describe media in
terms of "hot" or "cool" according to the amount of information provided. Hot media do
not leave so much to be filled in or completed by the audience, and are therefore low in
participation, whereas cool media are high in participation or completion by the audience.
Although McLuhan (1964)also labeled television as "cool", he perceived television not as a
passive but as a highly involving medium that requires high participation on the part of
the audience. However, Krugman's opposite description - TV and radio as passive and
print media (including, later, the Internet) as requiring active involvement by the audience
- turned out to be correct. Brain-wave activity data in his study confirmed that people were
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working to learn something from the print ad, and that people's response to television was
more passive (Krugman, 1966).

1.3. Media comparison

There is a considerable amount of research and theory on the issue of how media
characteristics affect individual responses to advertising and the processes by which these
effects occur. In line with the information-processing approach, most research focuses on
demonstrating and delimiting the differences between modalities in terms of the effects
they evoke or their influence on subsets of outcome variables (e.g., recall and recognition;
comprehension; evaluations and attitude; intentions and choices) (e.g., Edell, 1988; Edell
and Keller, 1989,Jacoby, Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983;Kisielius and Sternthal, 1984).

Modality refers to the mode of presentation (i.e., text, audio, picture, and video) that
corresponds to the human senses used for processing the presented material. Each sensory
mode may potentially affect processing by directly evoking cognitive and affective
reactions or indirectly influencing the processing of and reactions to other sensory modes
(Edell, 1988).Media differ in the content and number of the sensory modes they stimulate.
Television reaches the ear and eye by moving visuals, words, and sounds. The
combination of moving visuals and audio gives television more attention potential than
static media, such as print with only text and static visuals. Moreover, the multitude of
pictures in a TV commercial may facilitate cognitive processing, as pictures are easier to
process than words.

Comparing print media with the new online media raises questions about differences in
the psychological importance of medium and modality. As the modality of print and
online media is predominantly textual, a good case could be made for the absence of any
psychological difference between the two media. On the other hand, the difference in
delivery vehicle (paper versus computer) could be argued to have Significant
psychological effects, as suggested by the abundance of literature on the social aspects of
human-computer interaction (e.g., Hoffman and Novak, 1996), as well as more effort
required to read on-line text (Hoque and Lohse, 1999).Muter and Maurutto (1991) found
that consumers take about 41 % longer to read text on screen compared with on paper.
Moreover, advertisers are increasingly using moving visuals on their websites (e.g.,
Peugeot, Centraal Beheer, Aegon, Coca-Cola) and integrate the audio and moving visuals
of television with detailed information as given in the static media. This way the Internet
becomes a dynamic medium. Dynamic Internet allows for the use of multiple modes, and
has the potential to increase the communication impact by synergistically conveying
different aspects of a message in each mode.

Researchers examined the effects of modalities on numerous outcome variables, such as
attention, comprehension, attitudes, and persuasion. For example, Chaiken and Eagly
(1976)studied message comprehension, often assessed by memory tasks such as recall and
recognition, as a function of communication modality. They found better comprehension
for difficult messages in a written modality, but equivalent message comprehension for
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easy messages in video, audio, and written modalities. Jacoby, Hoyer, and Zimmer (1983)
found that print was comprehended better than television or audio but did not find
differences in comprehension between audio-visual and audio-only. Liu and Stout (1987)
found that audiovisual messages evoked more counterarguments than audio-only
messages. They also demonstrated that pictures and words, or pictures only, are more
effective than words only in facilitating brand claim recall and in evoking favorable
attitudes. Bettman (1979)found that modality effects are typically observed for short-term
memory rather than for long-term memory, and that these effects are larger for auditory
stimuli than for visual stimuli. DeFleur, Davenport, Cronin and DeFleur (1992) made an
inter-media comparison between TV, radio, newspaper, and computer using news stories.
Their participants recalled about the same amount of news information from newspaper
and computer, but Significantly less from television and radio. The researchers accounted
for the lack of differences between newspaper and computer conditions by proposing that
these media represent the same modality and require similar cognitive processing unlike
that of the audio-visual or audio-only versions related to TV and radio. A recent study
conducted by Sundar (2000)found that compared to static Internet, dynamic Internet (text,
picture, video and audio) hinder consumers' memory for news story content, but impact
positively memory for advertisements on the site. Another laboratory experiment
comparing a text-only news website with a dynamic version failed to show any differences
in audience recall (Berry, 1999).Gopal (1996)found that the addition of sound to a website
resulted in lower retention of the content of the web page than a website without sound
(cited in Sundar, 2000).

Krugman (1966)empirically documented the differences in the amount of brain activity
involving in different media technologies, such as television and print. He observed that
reading and speaking are left-brain functions, while perception of images (TVviewing) is a
right-brain function. Moreover, he noted that the right brain easily absorbs and retains a
limitless amount of visual material, suggesting that TV will be instrumental to enhance
learning processes.

Persuasion is another goal of information processing that has been examined as a function
of communication modality. Chaiken and Eagly (1976) found that videotaped messages
were the most persuasive, audio messages were moderately persuasive, and written
messages were least persuasive. This study demonstrated that messages conveyed through
video, audio, or written modes differ in the impact they have on persuasion and suggests
that the extent to which an advertising message is persuasive can be influenced by the
selection of modalities.

Research on selective attention underscores the need for considering possible interference
effects of modalities, as was shown by Bither and Wright (1973)and Broadbent (1958).Two
contrasting views exist on the capacity of consumers to process information from different
sensory modes. Broadbent (1958)found that the capacity of the human perceptual system
is limited and that it can only process sensory information selectively. In a complex and
cluttered media environment, individuals react by handling one sensory mode at a time
and switching back and forth between modes in a scanning procedure to piece the message
together. Edell and Keller (1989)noted that, while television provides more information to
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the viewer, this information might require more effort to process. Furthermore, distracters
(e.g., discrepant verbal and visual components) may interfere with and inhibit cognitive
elaboration and critical thinking (Edell and Keller, 1989).According to Wright (1980),the
interference or negative synergy of concurrent sensory modes depends on the nature of the
sensory modes themselves (i.e., their postponability, their interest value, and the absolute
information load).

In contrast to Broadbent's view, some researchers have found that multiple sensory modes
facilitate learning, that is, recognizing the meaning of information in one mode may
facilitate the interpretation of meaning in another mode (Edell and Keller, 1989, 1998;
Kisielius and Sternthal, 1984). No or little interference between modes is assumed.
Research has shown that consumers have a rather impressive ability to pay attention to
what they need to attend to ("focusing") and at the same time to monitor other less well-
attended sources of information at some minimum level of meaning ("scanning") (Deutsch
and Deutsch, 1963;Treisman, 1964).According to this view, television would be superior
for memory and cognitive responses. In addition, television advertisements contain more
visual elements that are easier to process and that may support the verbal information
delivered in the message. Paivio's (1971)dual-coding hypothesis suggests that pictures are
easier to retrieve from memory because they are encoded both visually and verbally,
whereas words are encoded usually only verbally. Visuals carry meaning and enhance
affective responses and thus can have effect on brand attitudes (Edell and Staelin, 1983;
Lutz and Lutz, 1977).

Research on presentation modality has indicated that visual stimuli and auditory stimuli
are processed in different ways and may influence consumer responses. However, the
results of these previous studies as regards media effects are often contradictory and no
general conclusions can be drawn from them. Moreover, the research that suggested that
multiple modalities facilitate learning only included the effects of media with two
modalities (i.e., TV). More than two modalities, as with dynamic Internet (i.e., four
modalities), may be too distractive and will rather inhibit learning.

The research and theory on media modalities reviewed here reflect a media environment
with mainly push-style, sender-controlled mass media. Traditional media tend to convey
messages in a mass communication, push-style format. A television commercial is a fixed
presentation of visual and auditory message elements that is transmitted at a certain time
by the advertiser. Although print media enable consumers to exercise some attentional
selectivity, the format of the communication is still predetermined by the advertiser. In
contrast, the Internet enables active, selective exposure to information (a "pull" rather than
the "push" of traditional media), which consumers can process whenever and wherever
they want. This medium, therefore, gives consumers more control over the information
(Stewart, 1992). The emergence of this more controllable advertising medium requires
media-effect research to incorporate other media characteristics, that is, characteristics
related to receiver control over the medium, to obtain better insight into the qualitative
value of media and its influence on information processing. Specifically, research should
include media characteristics such as pacing and delivery and retrieval characteristics, and
also the extent to which media allow for consumer interaction. Next to modalities, control
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over and interaction with the medium are expected to be crucial for the differential effects
of media.

A distinction can be made between delivery media and retrieval media (Van Raaij, 1998).
With a delivery medium, the ad is presented to the consumer; whereas, with a retrieval
medium, the consumer self-selects exposure to the medium and the ad within the medium.
A further distinction (Pieters and Van Raaij, 1992)can be made within the medium, in that
control over the speed and sequence of advertising information presentation (i.e., pacing)
may be controlled by the sender (external pacing) or by the receiver (internal pacing).

Television is an example of a delivery medium with external pacing. The advertiser
controls the speed of information transfer and the order of the information items in a TV
commercial. The transient nature of TV does not allow consumers to process information
at their own pace. Because of its transient character, television is also poor on
documentation, that is, it does not facilitate consumers' retrieval of the information
presented, such as prices, telephone numbers, and Internet addresses. However, with the
emergence of interactive TV, internal pacing becomes possible. Television, as a delivery
medium that uses multiple sensory modes, is expected to have cognitive impact even on
low or uninvolved consumers (Buchholz and Smith, 1991). Consumers who have low
involvement or interest in the product category may engage in superficial processing, in
line with Krugman's (1965)"low-involvement learning" hypothesis.

In contrast to television, print media and the Internet are retrieval media with internal
pacing. With ads in print media and the Internet, consumers can process information at
their own pace and in their own sequence. Self-paced retrieval media enhance the
opportunity to process the information, facilitating cognitive processing (Iacoby, Hoyer
and Zimmer, 1983). It is assumed that print media and the Internet enhance cognitive
responses only if consumer involvement is sufficiently high. Print media and the Internet
require more active and involved participants because the processing of information of
these media is a relatively demanding task (Krugman, 1965), which requires personal
control. According to the "information-processing-parsimony" hypothesis (Holbrook,
1978), consumers attempt to minimize demanding cognitive endeavors and would be
unlikely to read information that is of little interest to them (Buchholz and Smith, 1991).
Self-paced retrieval media have limited capacity to influence low-involved or passive
consumers (Buchholz and Smith, 1991). Low-involved consumers can easily skip the ads
and read only information that is interesting to them. On the other hand, ads in retrieval
media may be processed more extensively by high-involved consumers because of their
high interest in the advertised product.

Increasingly, it is the consumer who is doing the selection. Consumers make selections
among media and within media. Today, and certainly in the future, there is a difference
between media exposure and advertising exposure (Stewart, 1992), especially with the
arrival of interactive media (e.g., interactive TV, l-Mode, CD-I, Internet). How consumers
interact with the medium determines to a large extent the effectiveness of the medium as a
communication tool. For example, consumer zapping and zipping behavior,
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responsiveness to barmer ads, and involvement with and attitude toward the medium
influence the likelihood that a consumer will be exposed to advertisements.

Consumers do more than just deciding whether to attend to a particular medium or
message within a medium. They also select modes of interacting with media. Some people
leave the television set on while reading a magazine, thus attending to two media
Simultaneously. Others use media only sequentially. It is not clear how people process and
store information when they are simultaneously exposed to information in different media.
Research on modalities has shown that consumers have a rather impressive ability to pay
attention to what they need to attend to and at the same time to monitor other less well-
attended sources of information at some minimum level of meaning. However, these
studies refer to simultaneous processing with multiple sensory modes within one medium.
Simultaneous processing of inconslstentinformation in different media may interfere with
and inhibit cognitive elaboration (Edell and Keller, 1989).The likelihood that messages in
two media are consistent at the moment of exposure is practically zero. Therefore,
attending to media simultaneously may inhibit cognitive processing of the messages
(interference of messages in different media).

In sum, converging evidence from theory and research suggests that there are considerable
psychological differences in processing stimuli transmitted by different media. These
differences lead to different communication effects for different media.

1.4. Effects in multiple-media campaigns

An international field study suggests that multiple-media campaigns are more effective
than Single-medium campaigns (International Federation of the Periodical Press (FIPP),
1991).The results are based on surveys conducted in the United States, the Netherlands,
United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, and Germany looking at multiple product categories in
different price ranges. The study showed that, in a coordinated TV-print campaign,
consumers had a better recall of the brand name and brand-related information than
consumers who were only exposed to TV commercials. This effect was demonstrated, for
example, by the campaign for the phosphate-free detergent Omo. Compared with
participants exposed to TV only, 50% more participants in the TV-print condition recalled
the claim that Omo contains no phosphates, even though this claim was not used in the
print advertisement. Moreover, the study found that ad campaigns communicated by TV
and print were perceived as more credible than campaigns with TV commercials only. In
addition, participants in the TV-print condition had more thoughts, more positive
thoughts, and less negative thoughts about the ads and the brands advertised. Even the
image of the advertised brand, as compared with competitive brands, was rated more
positively in the TV-print condition than in the TV-only condition. Finally, the campaigns
with TV and print led to better comprehension of the message, higher preference and
purchase intentions than TV-only campaigns. These outcomes suggest that multiple-media
campaigns are more effective than single-medium campaigns.
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However, this research is unclear about the procedure of exposure to the ads (number of
exposures, sequence of exposures). Moreover, this research was conducted with familiar
brands. ntis implies that people already have prior attitudes toward and knowledge of the
brands, which needs to be allowed for. Not only this, but the TV-only population may
differ from the TV-print population in education or other relevant demographic
characteristics. The conclusions focus on how effective campaigns are with print media
only and print in combination with TV, whereas in the results section only the results of
TV-only and combination TV and print are discussed. The results of print-only campaigns
are not presented and may not have been examined, The conclusions are one-sidedly
presented in favor of the print media industry. The way the results, especially the
conclusions, are presented raises some doubt about the objectivity of the research.

A laboratory study that examined multiple-media campaigns conducted by Edell and
Keller (1998), arrived at different results. This study revealed that the TV-only and the TV-
print condition do not differ with respect to the number and type of thoughts. Although
higher brand name recall and brand claim recognition was found for the TV-print
condition, the participants in this condition recalled fewer brand claims than the
participants in the TV-only condition. Moreover, exposure to TV-print did not result in
more positive attitude toward the brand and ad, and in a higher purchase intention.
However, these results have been obtained under laboratory conditions in which attention
to the ads was virtually assured or forced.

It is important to point out the difference between field studies and laboratory studies, and
the consequences for the interpretation of the results of these types of studies. The first
multiple-media study above was a field study, which has as advantage that the research
situation is more realistic and projectable, which contributes to external validity. However,
field studies lack control with respect to the independent variables (e.g., media exposure),
environmental variables, and random assignment of consumers to the treatment
conditions (i.e., media condition). The latter leads to self-selection and causes a natural
selection effect, in that readers of print media are more likely to be better educated and
more intelligent, which could affect responses such as attention, comprehension, and
perhaps even evaluation of brands. Due to the lack of control, there is a risk of improper
interpretation.

In multiple-media laboratory experiments, there is the possibility of virtually complete
control, contributing to high internal validity. Although laboratory experiments have
relatively high internal validity, they may lack external validity; they do artificially force
exposure to all media. In extreme terms, people who do not usually read print media are
forced to do so if they are in that condition of the experiment. In the real world, they
would not normally be exposed to certain media, even if the results show that this is the
most effective medium.

It is thus still unclear whether and when multiple-media campaigns are more effective
than single-medium campaigns and for which communication objectives multiple-media
campaigns are instrumental. Moreover, insight into the processes by which synergistic
effects in multiple-media campaigns occur is lacking. As research indicates that media
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have different strengths and weaknesses and that media characteristics affect individual
responses to advertising, media may complement each other, thereby resulting in
synergistic brand communication effects. In contrast, it is also conceivable that multiple
media lead to interference effects (i.e., negative effects). A message in one medium may
interfere with or inhibit correct processing of a message in another medium. This is likely
to occur when the media in a campaign are sending different, incongruent messages. If the
ad in the second medium is very incongruent with the .firstad, consumers may not be able
to integrate the information from the second ad in the existing memory trace for the brand.

In this dissertation, we examine three processes that may explain synergistic effects in
multiple-media campaigns, if these occur (see Chapter 4). These processes are priming,
image transfer, and multi-source.

A first process that may explain synergistic effects in multiple-media campaigns is caned
priming. Priming occurs when exposure to the first ad primes the consumer's interest in
seeing the second ad, thereby facilitating the encoding and processing of the second ad.
However, a negative may alternatively occur. The ad in the first medium may demotivate
consumers to process the ad in another medium. This is likely to occur if consumers are
not interested in the advertised brand, or if the message in the first medium created a
negative attitude toward the brand or the ad.

The second process, image transfer, is defined to occur when ad elements in the second
medium function as a retrieval cue to the ad memory trace from the initial ad exposure,
resulting in better brand communication effects.

The last process that may occur in multiple-media campaigns is called multi-source, which
is expected to cause higher ad convincingness through consensus. Consumers may
perceive different media as different information sources. If there is consensus between
messages received from different sources and if these messages are consistent, ad
convincingness may be enhanced. According to Moriarty (1996),messages received from
different sources that are perceived as different, are more convincing than messages
received from one and the same source. On the other hand, using too many media may
fragment the communication budget and may result in insufficient frequency and lower
effectiveness of the campaign. Hence, we should note that "the more, the better" principle
may not apply to the number of media in an integrated communication campaigns.
Integrated communication does not mean that many media should be employed, but
rather a combination of just a few media that supplement each other in reaching the
communication objectives.

1.5. Overview of this dissertation

In this chapter, we briefly outlined media effect and inter-media comparison research. We
discussed the research and theory pertaining to the issue of how media characteristics
affect individual responses to advertising and the processes by which these effects occur.
The differential effectiveness of media is the starting-point for the information processing
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implications of multiple-media campaigns. We argued that multiple media campaigns
may result in synergistic effects in terms of brand communication effects, and that these
synergistic effects may be explained by three types of processes, that is, priming, image
transfer, and multi-source.

Chapter 2 presents the results of the first experiment (a pilot study), in which we explore
the effects of single-medium and multiple-media campaigns on consumer responses, using
forced exposure to television, print media, and the Internet. These responses are cognitive
and affective processing responses, which in tum relate to brand-level communication
objectives of creating brand knowledge, brand attitude, and purchase intention. We
examine whether multiple-media result in synergistic effects in terms of brand
communication objectives.

Chapters 3 and 4 present the results of the second experiment, which addresses the effects
of multiple exposures to an ad in either the same medium (Chapter 3) or multiple
exposures across different media (Chapter 4), again using forced exposure. In Chapter 3,
we examine ad repetition effects within media and repetition differences between media
types. In Chapter 4, we examine the processes that may explain synergistic effects in
multiple-media campaigns. We examine whether priming and image transfer occur
between television, print, and the Internet and whether these processes will lead to better
communication effects. In addition, we investigate whether communicating by multiple
media sources enhances the convincingness of the ad.

Chapter 5 presents the results of the third experiment. The procedure of this experiment
differs from the previous experiments. The previous experiments forced the participants to
process information in different media within a certain time frame. This experiment allows
voluntary exposure to advertisements in various media, by which we gain insight into
media effects in real life. TIle Internet, and also remote control devices, enable active,
selective exposure to information and interactivity, thus giving consumers the discretion to
attend to particular information within a medium.

In Chapter 6, we compare the results obtained in the forced exposure experiments with the
results obtained in the voluntary exposure experiment.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we more extensively discuss the main findings of this dissertation.
Implications of our findings for media planning are examined. This chapter concludes with
the limitations of this research and directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Pilot study: The single and combined effects of media

In this chapter. we explore the effects of single- and multiple-media advertising
on consumer responses, using television print media, and static Internet. A
forced-exposure experiment is conducted. It is expected that advertisements
placed in multiple media can "complement" one another in terms of consumer
processing of the ad's message, producing a favorable "synergistic" effect for the
advertised brand.

Several studies have assessed the single and combined effects of mass media, such as
broadcast (radio and TV) and print media (Buchholz and Smith, 1991, Edell and Keller,
1989,1998;Jacoby, Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983).In contrast, little research has been done to
assess the effectiveness of the Internet compared with mass media (Sundar, Narayan,
Obregon, and Uppal, 1998).If there are differences in information processing and affective
responses among media, media may complement one another. Media are complementary
when the strengths of different media are combined in a multiple-media campaign, which
produces synergistic brand communication effects. In this chapter, we explore the effects
of single and multiple-media campaigns on consumer responses, using television, print
media and static Internet.

2.1. Theoretical background and hypotheses

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Internet and print media are largely similar
considering the senses stimulated and the speed and control of information transfer, and
therefore we expect no Significant differences in cognitive responses and affective
responses between ads in these two media. It follows that the print medium and Internet
will be equally effective with respect to the brand communication effects (i.e., brand
knowledge, brand attitude, and purchase intention). On the other hand, Sundar et al.
(1998)found better memory performance for the print medium than for the Internet and
they imputed the difference to difference in delivery mechanism. They stated that print ads
allow the readers to easily process the ad in its entirety, whereas Internet ads must be
scrolled through to be processed.

In comparing TV with these static media, it is not evident which medium will be more
effective in evoking cognitive responses. TV ads may produce more cognitive responses
because of the video and audio modes. On the other hand, the rapid transmission rate of
TV may inhibit both the amount and variability of cognitive responses (Stewart and Ward,
1994).The nature of print and the Internet as being retrieval media with internal pacing
suggests that ads in these media will be superior on cognitive responses, if involvement
sufficiently high. Because of these contrary processes, we expect no differences between
ads in the three media on cognitive responses. We state the following hypothesis:
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H: Participants exposed to the ad in print-only Internet-only or TV-only
W}JJ not differ on cognitive responses.

Compared with print media and the Internet, the speed of information transfer in TV is
relatively high and not under control of the viewer. As a consequence, the cognitive
processing and rehearsal of messages transmitted by television may be low. Under these
circumstances, it is expected that consumers may restrict themselves to global evaluative
responses to the ad, such as good(bad and attractive/unattractive (Pieters and van Raaij,
1992). On the other hand, TV may transfer moods, feelings and images that facilitate
affective responses. Therefore, it is expected that consumers exposed to television ads will
give more affective responses (H2a) and more favorable ad attitudes (Ha) than consumers
exposed to the ad in the print medium or the Internet medium.

H2a: Participants exposed to the ad in TV-only will have more affective
responses than participants exposed to the ad in print-only or Internet-
only.

H2b: Participants exposed to the ad in TV-only will have more favorable ad
attitudes than participants exposed to the ad in print-only or Intemet-
only.

Assuming that media differ to the extent in which they evoke certain type of responses
because of their differences in communication power, we expect that media will
complement one other in terms of consumer processing of the ad's message, producing a
favorable "synergistic" effect for the advertised brand. We expect that campaigns
consisting of three different media will build on the strengths of each medium in. the
campaign and evoke more cognitive and affective responses than campaigns with only one
medium. We state the following hypothesis:

H3: Media campaigns consisting of ads in three different media will evoke
more cognitive and affective responses than media campaigns that use
only one medium.

In this experiment, our focus is on ad processing responses. We do not propose hypotheses
about brand communication effects, although these were also measured.

2.2. Research methodology

An experimental approach was used to study the effects of Single-medium and multiple-
media campaigns on consumer responses under controlled conditions. One hundred and
forty six students of Erasmus University Rotterdam participated, of which 8S were male
and 61 were female. As a reward for their participation, they received a € Slottery ticket.
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2.2.1. Procedure

A complete factorial experimental design would take all combinations and sequences of
the three media (television, print, Internet) into account. In this study, an incomplete
factorial design was used including three one-medium campaigns (television-only, print-
only and Internet-only) and six different sequences of three-media campaigns. This
resulted in nine conditions with about 15 participants, randomly assigned to each
condition. Each participant was exposed three times to news items of the Rotterdam
Broadcast Company (TV Rijnmond) and three times to the two target ads and two filler
ads. In all conditions, participants were exposed to the target ads three times. The exposure
(external pacing) to television was 8 minutes to the news and 2 minutes to the ads. The
opportunity to see (internal pacing) the print ads and the Internet ads (and banners) was
10 minutes. During these 10 minutes, participants could see or read the news and the ads.
The participants were told that the news items were sponsored and that there was an
arrangement with the sponsors that all participants could make use of the promotions
offered in the ads. After the three exposures to the news items and the ads, participants
filled out a questionnaire to assess their responses to the ads and the advertised brands.

2.2.2. Stimuli

Four ads (two target ads and two filler ads) for uniarniliar brands were obtained and
developed in cooperation with an advertising agency and an audiovisual company. Using
uniarniliar brands eliminates the differences between the participants due to prior
knowledge or attitudes associated with existing brands and ads (Edell and Keller, 1998).
All ads were pre-tested on likability, because differences in ad liking may cause differences
in attention and processing. Fifteen students of the Erasmus University evaluated the ads
on four 7-point semantic differential scales (from 1 to 7): "unappealing"/"appealing",
"confusing" l" clear", "uninteresting"/" interes ting", and "dislikable"/"likable". Paired
sample t-tests revealed that the ads were equally liked.

The target ads were advertisements for a brand of wine and a book. The two filler ads (for
the Dutch Air Force and a brand of tacos, Casa Tacos) were unrelated to the target ads. The
book ad and the wine ad were selected because these products may be interesting for the
students participating in the experiment. The book commercial contained a picture of the
cover of the book (Milan Kundera's The Unbearable Lightness of Being), pictures of the
main characters, a voice-over telling what the book is about and that the book is available
at a reduced price, and music to create an attractive ambiance. The wine commercial
consisted of a picture of the wine bottle with its label (Dude Keep, a South-African wine)
and pictures of vineyards, wine cellar, wine producing process, and wine tasting. The
audio part contained background music and a voice-over giving information about the
wine and the price. The book title and the wine label are the brands in these ads.

Pictures from the TV commercials were used in the print and Internet ads (see Appendix
A). Furthermore, the spoken words of the TV commercial were used as written copy in the
print ads. The book ad contained a price coupon, a picture of the cover of the book, a
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background picture of the key scene of the commercial (the end scene in which the main
character tells that she cannot bear the lightness of being) and a smaller picture from
another scene of the TV commercial. In addition, the ad contained a book review that
recommends the book. The wine ad consisted of a price coupon, a picture of the wine
bottle and the wine label, the Internet address, and two pictures of the region in which the
wine is produced. We chose these scenes from the TV commercial because the ad claims
that, due to the unique environment (water, mountains, and climate), the vineyards
produce the finest grapes for the advertised wine.

The Internet ads were based on the print ads. The news websites were in an Intranet
environment and consisted of news pages and advertising pages. On each news page,
banner ads served as a link to the ad pages. The banners consisted of a picture from the ad
and the brand name. The place of the banners on the news pages differed randomly.

The Internet ad for the book contained a more extensive description of the book compared
with the description in the print ad, a response device (email) to order the book at a
reduced price, and two book reviews. In addition, further scenes from the TV commercial
were included to support the book story. The Internet ad pages for the wine brand
consisted of one ad page and two additional pages with information about wine (i.e., how
to store it, how to taste it, and a recipe for food that goes well with this wine). The wine ad
page included the response device to order the wine at a reduced price.

To surround the ads with news, three news broadcasts from a local news station were
recorded and edited. Based on the informational content of the news broadcasts, the
newsletter and news websites were constructed. The informational content of the three
news items differed within a condition in order to get and to keep the attention of the
participants. Exposing participants three times in a row to the same news program might
diminish their attention to the news, while probably increasing their attention to the ads,
thereby distorting the results of the experiment.

2.2.3. Measures

The dependent variables of this study were cognitive and affective responses to the ad,
and the brand communication effects. Appendix A presents the questionnaire for this
experiment.

Ad processing measures
Cognitive and affective responses were measured as respectively thoughts and feelings
elicited by each ad. Participants were asked to list all the thoughts and feelings they
experienced during ad exposure.

Two graduate students coded the listed thoughts and feelings. A third person solved all
disagreements. The thoughts were coded on two aspects (i.e., whether the thoughts were
product- or ad-related and whether the thoughts were positive, negative or neutral). The
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agreement measure, Cohen's Kappa, was .82. The feelings were coded as positive or
negative, and Cohen's Kappa was .78.

Attitude toward the ad was assessed with four 7-point semantic differential scales:
"confusing" (1) / "clear" (7), "uninteresting" (1)/ "interesting" (7), "dislikable" (1)/
"likable" (7),and "unappealing" (1)/ "appealing" (7).

Brand communication effects
Brand claim recallwas assessed by asking the participants to write down everything they
remembered about the advertised brand (its brand name, features, benefits, and uses).

Attitude toward the brand was measured on four 7-point semantic differential scales. For
the book, we included the following items "uninteresting" (1) / "interesting (7)",
"unappealing" (1) / "appealing" (7), "dislikable" (1) / "likable" (7), and "bad" (1) / "good"
(7). For the wine, we included the following items "low quality" (1) / "high quality (7)",
"unappealing" (1)/ "appealing" (7), "not tasty" (1)/ "tasty" (7),and "bad" (1)/ "good" (7).

Purchase intention was measured on a 7-point scale ("extremely unlikely" (1) to
"extremely likely" (7».

Covariates that may affect ad response were also measured. These covariates were product
category knowledge, product category involvement, and general attitude toward
advertising (Lutz, 1985;Edell and Keller, 1989).Participants with prior knowledge of the
product category and with more favorable attitudes toward advertising in genera] tend to
have more positive attitudes toward advertised brands. Participants were asked to indicate
their knowledge about the product category on a 7-point scale from "not at all
knowledgeable" (1) to "very knowledgeable" (7). Product involvement may influence
processing intensity and may lead to stronger positive or negative affect. The two facets of
consumer's product involvement, perceived product importance and interest (McQuarrie
and Munson, 1992),were measured with two 7-point scales ("very unimportant" (1) to
"very important" (7) and "very uninteresting" (1) to "very interesting" (7».1The general
attitude toward advertising covariate was formed by averaging participant's responses to
how informative, enjoyable, and useful they judge advertising in general (7-point scales
from "not at all" (1) to "very much" (7». Moreover, we assessed the participant's age,
gender, and experience with the Internet (from "no experience" (1) to "very much
experienced" (7».

1 A two-item scale, rather than a lengthy 20-item Personal Involvement Inventory (Zaichkowsky, 1985)
is sufficient for measuring involvement with concrete and singular products such as a book and wine.
With too many items, we incur the risk of conditioning and satiation of participants. Conditioning and
satiation reduce the validity of the measurement. Thus, a multi-item measure may increase the
reliability of the measurement, but decrease the validity of the measurement (Rossiter and Kayande,
1999).
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To test the internal consistency of the multiple-item scales, Cronbach alphas were
computed for book attitude (a = .92), wine attitude (a = .89), book involvement (a = .90),
wine involvement (a = .88), and general attitude toward advertising (a = .66). The low
alpha for general attitude toward advertising shows that this concept is not
unidimensional. For this reason, this variable was excluded from further analysis. The
values of the other a's indicate satisfactory internal consistency.

2.3. Results

Analysis of covariance was used to correct for any linear relationship between the
dependent variables and the covariates of product involvement and product knowledge.
Covariate-adjusted means are reported if there is a linear relationship with one of the
covariates.

First, the Single-medium conditions are compared on cognitive and affective responses to
test HI and H2.Subsequently, we compare the single-medium conditions with multiple-
media conditions on cognitive and affective responses to test H3. Appendix A presents the
power of the tests.

2.3.1. Single-medium effects

The means and significance tests for the media conditions on cognitive responses (Hi) are
presented in the first three rows of Table 2-1. Our hypothesis was that the three media
would be equally effective in generating cognitive responses.

The total number of thoughts listed is an indicator of the amount of processing (Edell and
Keller, 1989).We found a marginally significant media exposure effect for the total number
of thoughts (for book F= 2.97, p<. 10; for wine F= 2.79, p<. 10). For both products,
participants in print-only condition produced more thoughts than participants in the
Internet-only condition (book, p< .10; wine, p< .05). In the TV-only condition, participants
reported significantly more thoughts than participants who were only exposed to the
Internet (book, p< .05; wine, p< .05). No Significant differences are found between print-
only and TV-only, indicating that both media lead to the same amount of cognitive
processing. Using total thoughts as the measure of cognitive processing, therefore, Hi,
predicting no differences, is rejected. TV ads produced more cognitive processing than
Internet ads, with print ads intermediate.

Looking more closely at the cognitive processing differences, we notice that the print ad
evoked especially brand-related thoughts, whereas the TV ad evoked more ad-related
thoughts.
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TabJe2-1. Means and significance test for cognitive responses

Book ad Wine ad

Media Total Brand Ad Total Brand Ad
conditions' thoughts thoughts thoughts thoughts thoughts thoughts

1-1-1 2.33' 1.47a 0.87a 2.40a 1.27a 1.13a

P-P-P 3.47ab 2.40ab 1.07abc 3.671' 1.73" 1.93abc

TV-TV-TV 3.62b 1.62a 2.00bc 3.62b 1.08a 2.54bc

I-P-TV 3.871' 2.40ab 1.47abc 3.33ab 1.80a 1.S3ab

1-TV-P 3.62b 2.00ab 1. 62abc 3.23ab 1.77a 1.46ab

P-I-TV 3.80b 2.60b t.zo= 3.471' 1.20a 2.271'<

P-TV-I 3.07ab 2.36ab O.71a 4.071' 1.29" 2.79c

TV-I-P 3.60b 2.60b 0.93ab 3.671' 1.80a 1.87abc

TV-P-I 3.73b 1.60a 2.13c 3.13ab 1.07a z.oz=
'P = Print;1= Intemet;TV = Television.
a,bMeanswith the sameletterwithina columndo not differsignificantlyat the5% level.

Tables 2-2 and 2-3 (top three rows) contain the means for the affective responses and
attitude toward the ad, respectively, for the single-media conditions to test Hz. We
hypothesized that TV ads would produce more total affective responses (Hzs) and a more
favorable attitude toward the ad (I-Ub) than print ads and Internet ads. For the book, in
terms of totaJ number of feelings we did not find significant media differences. On the
other hand, we found that exposure to the print ad or the TV commercial resulted in more
negative feelings than exposure to the Internet ad.

For the wine, the results showed that participants in the Internet-only condition reported
fewer total feelings than participants in the print-only and TV-only conditions, although
the difference between Internet and TV is only marginally significant. In addition, the
results for the wine showed that the print ad evoked more positive feelings than the TV
commercial, whereas the TV commercial evoked more negative feelings than both the print
ad and the Internet ad. We may conclude that hypothesis H2a is not confirmed; TV-only
participants did not have significantly more feelings than the Internet-only and print-only
participants, nor did TV ads produce more positive feelings.
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Table 2-2. Means and sl!!:!!.ficancetests for affective rese.0nses
Book ad Wine ad

Media Total Positive Negative Total Positive Negative
conditions' feelings feelings- feelings? feelings feelings? feelings?

1-1-1 1.47' 0.84ab 0.62' 1.54' I.33'bc 0.25'

P-P-P 2.40·b 0.52' 1.89be 2.80bc 2.11 ab 0.62'

TV-TV-TV 2.15,b 0.53' 1.63be 2.62·bc 0.74< 1.80b

1-P-TV 3.00b 0.88ab 2.13bc 2.20,be 1.25be 0.94'

I-TV-P 2.38ab 1.3Ib l.07·b 2.00,be 1.81"be 0.39'

P-I-TV 3.07b 0.86·b 2.1ge 2.93be 1.90,b 0.96'

P-TV-1 2.00ab 0.44' I.57be 3.07e 2.27' 0.84'

TV-1-P 2.20,b 0.49' 1.71 be 2.54'bc 2.03,b 0.53'

TV-P-1 2.87b 0.88'b 1.99be 1.93,b 0.92e 0.95'

I P = Print; I = Internet; TV = Television.

2 Means of the dependent variables are adjusted for product involvement.
a.bMeans with the same letter within. a column do not differ significantly at the 5% level.

The analysis of ad attitude, for both the book and the wine did not reveal a significant
media effect. There is only directional support, for one product only (the book), for the
hypothesis that TV ads produce the most favorable attitude toward the ad.

Table 2-3. Means and significance tests for attitude toward the ad

Book ad Wine ad
Media conditions] Ad attitude- Ad attitude-

1-1-1 4.05' 4.71'

P-P-P 3.87' 4.86'

TV-TV-TV 4.58' 4.87-

I-P-TV 4.43' 4.79'

I-TV-P 4.29' 4.46'

P-1-TV 4.05- 4.90-

P-TV-I 4.09' 4.92-

TV-I-P 4.29' 5.18-

TV-P-1 4.24' 4.46-

, P = Print; I = Internet; TV = Television.
2 The means of the dependent variables are adjusted for product involvement.
a.b Means with the same letter within a column do not differ significantly at the 5% level.
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Table 2-4 presents the covariate-adjusted means for the brand communication effects (no
hypotheses were proposed for these effects). It is important to note that consumer product
involvement was always a significant covariate for the brand communication effects.

The results showed a significant media effect for brand claim recall (for book F= 2.59, p<.
01; for wine F= 3.13, p<. 01). The analysis of covariance of the number of correctly recalled
brand claims showed that participants in the TV-only condition recalled significantly more
brand claims than participants in the Internet-only condition (book, p< .001; wine p<. 001).
Although the TV-only condition had a higher mean for brand claim recall, the difference
between the TV-only and print-only conditions was marginaJIy significant for the book
(p<. 10) and significant for the wine (p< .001). No significant differences in means are
found between the print-only and the Internet-only condition.

Table 2-4. Means and Significance tests for brand communication effects

Book ad Wine ad

Brand
Brand Purchase

Brand
Brand PurchaseMedia claim claim

conditions! recall-
attitude- intention-

recall-
attitude- intention?

1-1-1 1.87a 3.54abe 1.79' 2.38' 5.46a 3.45ab

P-P-P 3.36ab 3.31 abc 1.48a 2.20' 4.98,be 3.90ab

TV-TV-TV 4.98be 2.81 be 1.82a 5.51e 4.74abed 3.44'b

I-P-TV 4.39bc 3.57'bc 1.99' 3.28' 4.03d 2.93a

I-TV-P 4.31 be 4.00ab 2.15' 2.88' 5.02,bc 4.13ab

P-1-TV 5.28e 2.71c 1.35a 3.47ab 5.23ab 3.73ab

P-TV-1 3.32ab 3.89abc 1.52' 3.66ab 4.80abcd 4.34b

TV-I-P 4.31 be s.as= 1.80a 2.35' s.iz= 3.89'b

TV-P-I 3.23,b 3.52abc 2.17a 3.39'b 4.37bcd 2.99'
1 P = Print; I = Internet: TV = Television.
2 The means of the dependent variables are adjusted for product involvement.
a,bMeans with the same letter within a column do not differ significantly at the 5% level.

Between the single-medium conditions, no significant differences are found for brand
attitude. The analysis showed a significant main effect of the covariate product
involvement (for book F= 8.73, p< .01; for wine F=21.64, p<. 000), consistent with the theory
on involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1985). In our experiment, product involvement seems to
determine mainly attitude towards the brand. That is, the higher consumer's involvement
with the product, the more positive or negative consumer's attitude with the brand.
However, contrary to the literature (e.g., Chaudhuri, 1996), analysis of covariance of brand
attitude did not indicate a Significant main effect of media (for book F< 1; for wine F=1.38,
p>.20).
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Analysis of covariance of purchase intention showed again a significant main effect of
product involvement (for book F= 4.94, p< .05; for wine F= 52.07, p< .001), but not a
significant main effect of media (for book F< 1; for wine F< 1). Similar to our findings for
brand attitude, product involvement seems to determine purchase intention'.

2.3.2. Single-medium versus multiple-media effects

Hypothesis H3 stated that multiple-media campaigns will produce more cognitive
processing and affective processing than single-medium campaigns, both with the same
number of message exposures.

Contrary to our expectations, participants in the multiple-media conditions did not report
more total thoughts than the participants in the TV-only or print-only conditions (Table2-1
earlier). Moreover, the analysis of covariance did not reveal any significant differences on
affective responses (Table 2-2) or attitude toward the ad (Table 2-3) between the single-
medium and the multiple-media conditions. Hence, H3is not confirmed with respect to
affective responses.

Although, we did not formulate hypotheses for the brand communication effects, we
compared the multiple-media conditions with the single-medium conditions on these
effects (Table 2-4).

For the book, the participants in multiple-media conditions recalled more brand claims
than the participants in the Internet-only condition. However, for the wine, we did not find
significantly higher brand claim recall for the multiple-media conditions than for the
Internet-only condition. For both products, there were no significant differences for brand
claim recall between the multiple-media conditions and the print-only condition. For the
book, we found also no differences between the multiple- media conditions and TV.
However, for the wine, participants in the multiple-media conditions recalled significant
fewer brand claims than the participants in the TV condition. Moreover, there were no
Significant differences in brand attitude or brand purchase intention for the multiple-
media conditions compared with the single-medium conditions.

2 The participants could order the products at a reduced price via a response coupon or the Internet.
The few participants that purchased one of the products, were participants in the multiple-media
conditions, and ordered the product mainly via the Internet. However, we did not find any significant
media differences for brand purchase intentions and the results indicated low purchase intentions.
Therefore, it would be too speculative to draw any conclusions based on these figures.
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2.4. Conclusions

It is believed that advertisements placed in multiple media can "complement" one another
in terms of consumer processing of the ad's message, producing a favorable "synergistic"
effect for the advertised brand. A forced-exposure laboratory experiment was conducted to
compare single-medium campaigns with multiple-media campaigns on cognitive and
affective ad processing responses. Two sets of advertisements were tested, for an
unfamiliar brand of wine and an unfamiliar book.

The key findings of the present study were as follows:
(1) Contrary to HI, there were differences between the single-medium campaigns on

cognitive responses; the TV ads and print ads resulted in more cognitive processing
than the Internet ads. Also, contrary to Hz, and H2b,the TV ad did not produce more
(positive) affective responses and a more favorable attitude toward the ad than the ads
in the other two media. In general, the affective responses evoked in the TVconditions
were more negative, whereas the affective responses evoked by messages conveyed
via print were more positive. This applies only to the wine; the message for the book
evoked mainly negative affect, irrespective of the medium of the ad.

(2) Most importantly for the research question, and contrary to H3, the multiple-media
conditions did not produce more cognitive and affective responses than the single-
medium conditions. There was only one specific result that supported the
"complementarity" hypothesis; the multiple-media ads produced more cognitive
responses than the Internet-only condition, for both the wine and the book.

Ad processing responses, cognitive and affective responses, should be diagnostic for the
results for brand communication effects. Differences in these processing responses are
important as explanatory variables when differences emerge on the brand communication
effect measures.

The cognitive responses showed that participants in the print and TV conditions engaged
in more processing than the participants in the Internet condition. More cognitive
processing should result in better brand claim recall, which was found for TV but not for
the print medium. The TV commercial was more effective in creating brand knowledge
than the print ad or the Internet ad. This is consistent with the findings of Kisielius and
Sternthal (1984) and with the view that multiple sensory modes facilitate learning (Jacoby,
Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983). Compared with print media and the Internet, the obtrusive
nature of television evokes more attention and more opportunity to learn the message.
Even consumers who have low interest in the product category process the brand
information from the television ads. This is consistent with Krugman's (1965) theory of
"low-involvement learning" from television ads. In contrast, the processing of information
in the print medium and the Internet demands a higher degree of personal control
(internal pacing) and thus requires more active and involved participants. Low-interested
consumers can easily skip the print ads and read the news items only, and the same with
(static) Internet ads.
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In contrast to H2, our results showed no superiority for television ads in producing
affective responses. It follows that there were no significant differences across the single-
medium conditions on brand attitude and purchase intention.

We expected the multiple-media campaigns to be more effective in producing cognitive
and affective responses to the ad than the single-medium campaigns (H3).Multiple-media
campaigns only produced more cognitive and affective responses than the Internet
campaign. Multiple-media campaigns did not produce more cognitive and affective ad
responses than the print campaign or the TV campaigns. The results for brand
communication effects are consistent with these findings for cognitive and affective
responses. We found only that the multiple-media campaigns produced higher brand
claim recall than the Internet campaign. For brand attitude and purchase intention, the
multiple-media campaigns did not differ from the single-medium campaigns. This
indicates that, if the communication objective is to create a positive brand attitude or
purchase intention for the advertised product, it does not matter whether you use one
medium or multiple media.

For wine, we found higher brand claim recall for TV than for the multiple-media
conditions. This suggests the presence of a repetition effect in the TV condition due to
forced exposure. That is, participants in the TV condition probably watched the ad three
times, while participants in the multiple-media condition could watch the TV ad only once.
However, the TVrepetition effect was not observed for the book campaign.

Limitations specific to this study
In this experiment, participants were compelled to watch the TV ads, print ads and
(Internet) banner ads. However, participants were able to decide for themselves whether to
click through to the advertising pages behind the banners on the Internet. This affected the
results and eventuated in less ad processing of the Internet ad. Previous research shows
that banner advertising has a Significant impact on consumers in terms of brand awareness
and advertising recall, even in the absence of click-through (Dreze and Zufryden, 1999).
However, participants in our experiment who did not click through were exposed to less
information than the print-only and TV-only participants. Participants exposed only to the
banners could see only the brand name, the picture (also shown in the TV and print ads),
and the price of the product. Thus, although, the exposure to the ads was held constant
across media, exposure to the informational content was not. In our next experiment, we
examine media effects using forced exposure to the informational content of the ads.

Another limitation is that the total number of participants per cell (15 participants) was
relatively small. This decreased the chance of detecting weak main effects and interactions.

Finally, although in the pretest the book ad was generally liked, participants in the main
experiment rejected the book ad; their written, open-ended reactions revealed that the ad
did not communicate clearly that the book was a classic literary and philosophy book. An
advertiser would never use such a poorly communicating book ad in real life, and we will
not use this ad in our next experiments. The following experiments will only include the
wine ad as the target ad.
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Chapter 3
Media repetition effects under forced exposure

In this chspter. we address the effects of ad repetition in relation to four ditterent
media: print, TV static Internet, and dynamic Internet. The relationship between
message repetition and communication etiectiveness is expected to vary for the
different media. Nsmely. the modalities of a medium and whether a medium
allows for self-paced processing should determine the ease of processing of the
message, and consequently the repetition level at which the message "wears in"
and the level at which it may "wear out". We conduct an experiment using forced
exposure to examine repetition effects for each medium and repetition differences
between media types.

As mentioned in the limitations section of chapter 2, the duration of exposure to the ad
information was not kept constant across media in the previous experiment. Participants in
the Internet and print conditions were able to decide whether to expose themselves to the
print ad or Internet ad and for how long, whereas in the TV condition they were exposed
to the TV commercial for a fixed duration. This may have affected the results of the
Internet condition in particular, because Internet participants had to click on a banner in
order to get to the advertising pages. Participants whose attention or interest was not
attracted by the banner did not click through and were exposed to less information than
the print-only and TV-only participants. Therefore, we conducted an experiment in which
we exposed the participants to the ads only, without the news information, for a fixed
time, thus examining media processing differences under ideal conditions. However, this
means that participants' control over the medium, which is typical for the print medium
and the Internet, is removed. Hence, this is strictly a theoretical study with maximum
internal validity, but low external validity.

Advertisers are increasingly using audio and moving visuals on their web pages. This
dynamic Internet medium deserves attention, because it may be more effective than static
Internet. In this experiment, we included dynamic Internet to examine whether dynamic
Internet could be a substitute for TV.

In the previous experiment, participants were exposed three times to the same ad. Wearout
effects may have affected the results, especially for the print and Internet conditions.
Previous research has demonstrated that message repetition helps to improve memory by
strengthening message encoding and enhancing the opportunity to process the message.
Repetition increases brand claim recall and brand attitude, but beyond a certain level of
repetition the ad may wear out and may no longer have any effect or even, for affective
processing and brand attitude, a negative effect. This peak level is expected to be lower for
static media than for more complex, dynamic media. In this experiment, we investigate the
effects of ad repetition in relation to the different media.
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In the next section, we discuss the relevant literature on media and repetition effects, and
formulate our hypotheses. Subsequently, we describe the research methodology (Section
3.2) and present the results (Section 3.3). We conclude with a discussion of the results
(Section3.4).

3.1. Media and repetition effects: Literature and hypotheses

Because of the occurrence and importance of repetition as an advertising tactic, a
considerable body of research has examined its effects (for an extensive review, see
Pechmann and Stewart, 1989).Advertising repetition affects advertising effectiveness and
related to this, the wear-in and wearout of ads. An ad is said to wear in if it requires
multiple exposures to reach its peak effect on consumers, the number exposures at the
peak being known as wear-in frequency; an ad is worn out when it begins to have a
negative effect on consumers.

Empirical research has shown that the effects of advertising repetition on communication
effects depends on whether ad exposure is distributed and voluntary (as in field
experiments) or massed and forced (as in most laboratory experiments).

Field research with voluntary attention to the advertising has demonstrated that message
repetition is nonmonotonically related (inverted U) to communication effectiveness
(Appel, 1971; Grass and Wallace, 1969). Low to moderate message repetition enhances
message impact, but more exposures cause effectiveness to level off and ultimately decline
(Calder and Stemthal, 1980). In real life, wear-in may not occur immediately, that is, the
first exposures to the ad may not produce maximum communication effects. Attention to
and recall of the ad are found to peak after about seven to twelve exposures during a one-
month period in field experiments, and then decline. A recent field study showed that
online (banner) advertising had its greatest impact between one and seven exposures.
After seven repetitions, brand awareness, product attribute knowledge, and purchase
intention levelled off (Broussard, 2000).

In laboratory experiments with forced ad exposure, repetition effects are found for
cognitive responses (Cacioppo and Petty, 1979, 1980; Calder and Stemthal, 1980),brand
name recall (Craig, Sternthal and Leavitt, 1976;Crowder, 1976;Rethans, Swasy and Marks,
1986;Singh, Rothschild and Churchill, 1988),brand attitude, and purchase intention (Batra
and Ray, 1986a;Calder and Stemthal, 1980).With forced ad exposure, the ad may wear in
quickly. After one exposure, people can recall some of the brand information. Recall of
information increases linearly as the number of exposures to the message increases from
one to approximately six; with more exposures, recall will not decline (as it does with
voluntary attention in the field) but will level off, due to a ceiling effect (Rethans et sl.,
1986; Batra and Ray, 1986a; see Pechmann and Stewart, 1989). The evaluative
communication effects such as brand attitude and purchase intention will also increase
during the early exposures. However, brand attitude and purchase intention will peak at
the third exposure, and will decline at higher exposure levels (Cacioppo and Petty, 1979,
1980;Calder and Stemthal, 1980)if "acceptance wearout" occurs (Rossiter and Percy, 1987,
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1998).The same pattern is found for cognitive responses that mediate brand attitude and
purchase intention; at three exposures the positive thoughts will outnumber negative
thoughts. After three exposures, the message will begin to wear out, that is, the negative
thoughts will begin to outnumber the positive thoughts (Cacioppo and Petty, 1979,1980,
1985;Calder and Stemthal, 1980).

Several laboratory studies reported no relationship between message repetition (up to
eight exposures) and brand attitude (e.g.,Belch, 1982;Mitchell and Olson, 1977;Rethans, et
ai., 1986).Anand and Sternthal (1990)addressed this inconsistency for brand attitude and
found that ease of message processing moderates repetition effects. They found the
expected inverted-U relation for messages that are moderately difficult to process, but a
linear relationship for messages that are difficult to process. They suggest that, for difficult
messages, more exposures are needed to produce a nonrnonotonic effect. Moreover,
research on wear-in and wearout shows that high motivation and ability to process the ad
accelerate wear-in and also wearout (Batra and Ray, 1986a;Rethans, et ai., 1986).

The relationship between message repetition and communication impact is also expected
to vary for the different media types, because ease of message processing differs across
media. Research indicates that messages presented on audio- or videotape may be more
difficult to process than the same message presented in print, because consumers can
process print media at an optimum pace, stopping to consider difficult points and
elaborating at will (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986b). Hence, media that allow for self-paced
processing enhance the opportunity to process the ad and may accelerate wear-in.
Moreover, the number, content, and relationship of the modal components of the ad -
particularly multiple pictures in video - influence the complexity of the message, which
may influence the processing and, hence, the wear-in of the ad. Laboratory studies have
examined repetition effects with TV (e.g., Belch, 1982;Rethans, et el., 1986), print media
(e.g., Burnkrant and Unnava, 1987; Unnava and Burnkrant, 1991; MacCullough and
Ostrom, 1974),and radio (e.g.,Anand and Sternthal, 1990;Cacioppo and Petty, 1979,1980).
These studies each used one medium. To our knowledge, no research has been conducted
on cross-media comparisons in relation to repetition.

Hypotheses: Repetition effects within each medium
Print and static Internet messages are relatively easy to process. Self-paced processing
enhances the opportunity to process. It follows that print and static Internet ads wear in
quickly, but also wear out quickly. After sufficient processing during initial exposure,
consumers will stop processing the ad once they recognize it on subsequent exposures.
With repetition, viewers no longer attend to the message (Calder and Sternthal, 1980),
which is more likely to occur for the voluntary-attention getting and self-paced media such
as print and the static Internet. Hence, we expect that due to the loss of attention, multiple
exposures to the print ad or the static Internet ad will not lead to more cognitive responses
and affective responses than one exposure to the print ad or the static Internet ad.

With respect to brand communication effects - brand claim recall, brand benefit beliefs,
brand attitude and purchase intention - it is not clear what will happen during subsequent
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exposures. As we expect no increase in cognitive processing, we may expect that brand
claim recall will not increase either. Research has shown that affective responses and
attitude toward the ad influence brand benefit beliefs and brand attitude (Edell and Burke,
1987). It follows that, if the affective responses do not increase after the first exposure,
brand benefit beliefs and brand attitude will not increase either. We expect the same for
purchase intention.

We propose the following hypotheses with respect to the print ad presentation:
His. Multiple exposures to the print ad will not produce more cognitive and

affective response~ or a more favorable attitude toward the ad, than one
exposure to theprint ad.

His. Multiple exposures to the print ad will not produce better brand
communication effects than one exposure to the print ad.

We propose the following hypotheses with respect to the static Internet ad presentation:
ilia: Multiple exposures to the static Internet ad will not produce more

cognitive and affective responses, or a more favorable attitude toward
the sd, than one exposure to the static Internet ad.

H2b: Multiple exposures to the static Internet ad will not produce better brand
communication effects than one exposure to the static Internet ad.

It is important to remark that the effectiveness of these internally-paced media largely
depends on the consumer's interest and involvement in the product being advertised, and,
therefore, on the consumer's motivation to process the ad. If the consumer is not interested
during the initial exposure, wear-in is unlikely to occur. Additional exposures will not
change this.

The nature of television suggests that TV ads are more difficult to process completely with
only one exposure and that processing motivation may remain high at least for the second
exposure. Because of the transient nature of TV commercials, Krugman (1972)and Rossiter
and Percy (1998) recommended two exposures for the ad to wear in: once to begin
comprehending the commercial and twice to complete comprehension and evaluate the
message. Additional exposures will serve as a reminder to maintain the communication
effects that are achieved. Hence, we expect that, after the first exposure to the TV ad,
cognitive responses and affective responses still increase with an additional exposure.
However, a third ad exposure may not lead to an increase in cognitive and affective ad
processing, as the TV ad has likely worn in.

Dynamic Internet combines multiple sensory modes with self-paced processing. It
integrates the audio and moving visuals of television with the detailed information and
static pictures and written text as given in the static media. The use of multiple modes has
the potential to increase the communication impact by synergistically conveying different
aspects of a message in each mode. Past research found that multiple modalities facilitate
learning (Jacoby,Hoyer, and Zimmer, 1983;Kisielius and Sternthal, 1984).It was assumed
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that the larger the number of sensory modes that are engaged in the communication
process, the greater the likelihood of effective communication. According to this view,
dynamic Internet should be superior on memory and cognitive responses. However, this
research refers to two modalities being more effective than one modality. Dynamic Internet
consists of four modalities: it reaches the ear and eye by moving and static visuals, text,
and sounds. More than two modalities may be too complex for consumers to handle, and
may interfere with and inhibit cognitive elaboration (Sundar, 2000).

According to Wright (1980),the interference or negative synergy of concurrent sensory
modes depends on their postponability, their interest value, and the absolute level of
information load. The nature of Internet allows postponability as the receiver can process
the information at his or her own pace and sequence. This enhances the opportunity to
process the information, facilitates cognitive processing, and diminishes possible
interference.

In general, the Internet provides limited opportunities to influence less involved or passive
consumers. Consumers who are not interested in the message can easily ignore it. On the
other hand, the dynamic part of the Internet ad may attract attention, provided that the
consumer finds and visits the Internet page or pages.

Based on the nature of dynamic Internet, especially the complexity of the ad, it follows that
the dynamic Internet ad will wear in and wear out slowly, when consumers are exposed to
the ad for a fixed time. We expect that at least two exposures are needed for the ad to wear
in. Hence, we expect that, after the first exposure to the dynamic Internet ad, cognitive
responses and affective responses will increase with additional exposures and may remain
high at all three levels of exposure. 3

In line with our expectations about the cognitive and affective responses, we expect, for the
TV ad and the dynamic Internet ad, an increase in brand coinmunicetion effects with
additional ad exposures (up to three exposures in this forced-exposure experiment).

We should mention that (laboratory) research has shown that brand attitude and purchase
intention peak at three TV exposures, and that after three TV exposures attitudinal
wearout occurs (Belch, 1982; Calder and Sternthai, 1980), due to active information
processing. Whereas inattention is likely to cause print ads to wear out, active information
processing is likely to cause attitudinal wearout of TV ads, as suggested by Calder and
Sternthal (1980). They found that, in the early exposures to a message, thoughts are
message-related but that, after a certain level of repetition, thoughts become more "own

3 This applies only to the experimental situation. The participants were given 30seconds to process the
ad. In a naturalistic viewing environment, consumers can control the speed of information transfer in
this medium, which gives them all the time they need to process the ad in one exposure. In this way,
the wear-in and wearout of the dynamic Internet ad would be more like the print ad and the static
Internet ad.
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thoughts". These own thoughts are, in general, less positive toward the brand than the
message-related thoughts. The decrease in message-related thoughts and the increase in
less positive own thoughts produces an attitudinal wearout effect. That is, an increase in
negative thoughts will cause a negative shift in brand attitude. However, because our
research design only goes up to three exposures, we do not expect to find such an effect in
our experiment.

We propose the following hypotheses for the TV ad presentation:
H3a: Multiple exposures to the TV ad will produce more cognitive and

affective responses, and a more favorable attitude toward the ad, than
one exposure to the TV ad.

H:Jb: Multiple exposures to the TV ad will produce better brand
communication effects than one exposure to the TV ad.

We propose the following hypotheses for the dynamic Internet ad presentation:
H4a: Multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad will produce more

cognitive and affective responses, and a more favorable attitude toward
the act than one exposure to the dynamic Internet ad.

H4b: Multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad will produce better brand
communication effects than one exposure to the dynamic Internet ad.

Hypotheses: Repetition differences between media types
As discussed earlier, print and static Internet are largely similar regarding the number and
content of modalities, and the speed and control of information transfer. It follows that we
expect no differences in ease of ad processing between these two media. Hence,
theoretically, we expect that there will be no repetition differences between these static
media.

Likewise, the two dynamic media, television and dynamic Internet, are largely similar
regarding the number and content of modalities. Moreover, under forced exposure with a
fixed duration of exposure (as in our experiment), these media do not differ on pacing and
delivery characteristics. Hence, we may expect no differences in ad processing and no
differences in ad processing effectsbetween these two dynamic media.

Because we expect that the relationship between message repetition and ad processing
does not differ between the static media and between the dynamic media, respectively, we
continue to compare the static media with the dynamic media. The difference between
these two media types is the result of differences in ease of processing. Message in static
media are easier to process because they are in general less complex and allow for self-
paced ad processing. Therefore, we expect that ads in the static media will wear in at the
first exposure and that cognitive and affective ad processing will not increase, but rather
decrease after the first exposure. We expect a flat pattern for attitude toward the ad, that is,
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the attitude toward the ad realized on the first exposure will be maintained whether the
consumers like the ad or not.

Compared to the static media, the dynamic media are richer and more complex. It follows
that ads in these dynamic media are more difficult to process completely with only one
exposure and that cognitive and affective ad processing will increase with additional
exposures. In contrast to the static media, we expect attitude toward the ad to increase
with repetition, as multiple exposures will be needed to comprehend and thus to fully
develop an attitude toward the ad.

We formulate the following hypothesis with respect to cognitive and affective responses,
and attitude toward the ad:

ilia: Cognitive responses will decrease with ad repetition in the static media
(print and the static Intemet) and will increase with ad repetition in the
dynamic media (TV and dynsmic Intemet).

H5b: Affective responses will decrease with ad repetition in the static media
(print and the static Internet) and will increase with ad repetition in the
dynamic media (TV and dynamic Intemet}.

H5c: Attitude toward the ad will remain stable with ad repetition in the static
media (print and the static Intemet) and will increase with ad repetition
in the dynamic media (TV and dynamic Intemet).

With respect to the brand communication effects, we expect brand claim recall to remain
stable with ad repetition in the static media. We expect that multiple exposures are needed
for a dynamic ad to wear in. Therefore, we might expect an increase in brand claim recall
with ad repetition for the dynamic media. As a consequence, the static media may be more
effective than the dynamic media with one ad exposure, but, after multiple ad exposures
(when the dynamic ads have worn in), the dynamic media may be equally or more
effective than the static media. We expect the following pattern for brand claim recall:

H6a: Brand claim recall will remain stable with ad repetition in the static
media (print and the static Intemet) and will increase in the dynamic
media (TV and dynamic Intemet).

Laboratory studies indicate that the evaluative brand communication effects, brand
attitude and purchase intention, peak at three exposures, and that after three exposures
wearout occurs. This has been found for TV ad exposures (Belch, 1982; Calder and
Stemthal, 1980). Contrary to the above hypothesis, two studies have also found the
inverted-U effect for print ad exposures (Sawyer, 1981; Schumann, Petty and Clemons,
1990). One other study, by MacCullough and Ostrom (1974), did not find this effect for
print ads. Because it is likely that consumers do not pay attention to the ads in the static
media on the second or third exposure, we expect for the static media that these evaluative
brand communication effects are achieved on the first exposure and will not increase with
additional exposures. Moreover, it is unlikely that the evaluative brand communication
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effects will decrease with repetition to the ads in the self-paced media, in that consumers
are "most unlikely to argue with a print ad, because they can simply avoid it" (Rossiter
and Percy, 1998,p. 605). On the other hand, for the dynamic media, we expect that brand
attitude and purchase intention will increase with repetition.

Hence, we propose the following hypotheses with respect to the evaluative brand
communication effects:

H6b: Brand benefit beliefs will remain stable with ad repetition in the static
media (print and the static Internet) and will increase with ad repetition
in the dynamic media (TV and dynamic Internet).

H6C: Brand attitude will remain stable with ad repetition in the static media
(print and the static Internet) and will increase with ad repetition in the
dynamic media (TV and dynemic Internet).

H6d: Brand purchase intention will remain stable with ad repetition in the
static media (print and the static Internet) and will increase with ad
repetition in the dynamic media (TV and dynamic Internet).

3.2. Research methodology

An experimental approach was used to examine advertising repetition effects within and
across media. Participants in the experiment were 303 students at the University of
Tilburg. Seven participants were excluded from the analysis because they were aware of
the objectives of the research, were not exposed to the stimuli correctly, or had too many
missing answers on the questionnaire. Participants' ages ranged from 18 to 36 years' (the
average age was 20.5 years). There were 86 males and 210 females.' As a reward for their
participation, participants received student points or a lottery ticket to the value of € 2.50.

3.2.1. Procedure

This study examined the effects of four types of single-medium campaigns (print-only,
television-only, static Internet-only, and dynamic Internet-only) with three levels of ad
repetition (one exposure, two exposures, and three exposures). This 4 (media) x 3
(repetition) between-subjects design resulted in 12 conditions with about 25 participants in
each condition. The participants are assigned randomly to the conditions. The design of
the experiment is presented in Table 3-1.

4 In contrast to other university programs, a small number of women begin social sciences at an older
age. These students asked for student points, which indicate that they are first-years. These older
participants were retained in the analysis, as there is no reason to believe the effects would differ by
age and they did not report higher scores on the dependent variables than the younger participants.
5 Social sciences are studied predominantly by women.
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Table 3- I. Experimental design: Media by repetition

Repetition

Media One Two Three

Print P P-P P-P-P

TV TV TV-TV TV-TV-TV

Static Internet IS IS-IS 15-15-15
Dynamic Internet IO IO-IO IO-IO-IO

In each condition, four ads, one target ad and three filler ads, were shown randomly for 30
seconds in one of the four media. It is important to note that participants were given only
30 seconds to process the ads in the internal-paced media (i.e., the Internet and print).
Accordingly, participants did not have unlimited time to process the ad as would be usual
for internal-paced media under naturalistic viewing. Table 3-2 explains the procedure for
the media conditions under different numbers of exposures.

T. u E J. ftl d da e3-2. 'xptsnstion 0 te me iacon itions
Media # of

Exposure to communication stimulicondition resp.

Print (P) 25 Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four ads (the target ad
and three filler ads).

Television 25 Exposure to four commercials, each of 30 seconds (the target
(TV) ad and three filler ads).

Static 25 Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four ads (the target ad
Internet (15) and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after 30

seconds to the following ads.

Dynamic 25 Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four ads (the target ad
Internet (10) and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after 30

seconds to the following ad.

P-P 25 Two exposures of 30 seconds to each of the four ads.

TV-TV 25 Two exposures to the four commercials, each of 30 seconds.

IS-IS 25 Two exposures of 30 seconds to each of the four ads. The ads
shift automatically after 30 seconds to the following ad.

IO-IO 25 Two exposures of 30 seconds to each of the four ads. The ads
shift automatically after 30 seconds to the following ad.

P-P-P 24 Three exposuIes of 30 seconds to each of the four ads.

TV-TV-TV 24 Three exposures to the four commercials, each of 30 seconds

15-15-15 24 Three exposures of 30 seconds to each of the four ads. The ads
shift automatically after 30 seconds to the following ad.

10-10-10 24 Three exposures of 30 seconds to each of the four ads. The ads
shift automatically after 30 seconds to the following ad.
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After being exposed to the ads, participants filled out a questionnaire to assess their
responses to the ads. The measures are described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2. Stimuli

Communication stimuli for unfamiliar brands were obtained and developed in
cooperation with an advertising agency and an audiovisual company,"

The target ad was an advertisement for a brand of wine. The TV commercial consisted of a
picture of the wine bottle and its label tOude Kssp, a South-African wine), pictures of
vineyards, a wine cellar, wine bottles, the production process and wine tasting, then the
Internet address, and a voice-over giving information about the wine, and background
music. TIle print and the static Internet ads were consistent with the TV ad in the amount
of information given about the brand. The spoken words in the TV ad were used as written
copy in the print and Internet ads. Moreover, key scenes from the TV commercial, pictures
of a wine barrel with grapes, wine cellar and wine bottles, were used in the print and
Internet ads? We chose these scenes because they reflected one of the brand claims, that is,
that this wine is "made and matured with all one's heart and spirit": from grapes to
maturation in wine barrels to the bottle. The print and the Internet ad consisted of text
about the wine, the key scenes, and picture of the wine bottle, its label, and grapes. Also,
the print ad contained the Internet address. The dynamic Internet ad was constructed as a
combination of the print ad and the TV commercial; the TV commercial was played as
soon as the consumer landed on the page of the web ad. The target ad is presented in
Appendix B.

The three filler ads (for an Australian brand of rice, Sawana; an audio-visual company,
Northbank; and a brand of tacos, Casa tacos) were unrelated to the target ad. All ads were
pre-tested on likability. Eighteen students from Tilburg University evaluated the ads on
four 7-point semantic differential scales (from 1 negative to 7 positive):
"unappealing" I" appealing", "uninteresting" ["interesting", "confusing" /"clear", and
"dislikable" /"likable". Paired sample t-tests revealed that the differences between the
likability judgments for the ads were not significant, except for the mean difference
between the dynamic Internet ad for Northbank and Casa tacos. Most importantly for the
present experiment, the ad types within each brand (the means in the columns of Table 3-
3) did not differ significantly in terms of likability.

6 The stimuli material used in this experiment and the experiment in chapter 5 differed from the
material used in chapter 1.
7 Instead of a picture of a vineyard, we used a picture of a wine cellar as key scene from the TV
commercial. The reason for this is that the pictures of the vineyard were associated too strongly with
France, and several participants in the pilot study indicated that they did not believe that the wine
came from South Africa, which may have undermined the credibility of the ad.
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Table 3-3. Judgment of the ads in the different media
Oude Kaap Sawana Northbank Casa

Type of ad wine rice studio tacos

Print ads 4.44 4.36 4.24 4.46

TV commercials 4.39 4.41 4.33 4.58

Static Internet ads 4.43 4.39 4.22 4.43

Dynamic Internet ads 4.46 4.48 4.24 4.57

Overall 4.43 4.41 4.26 4.51

3.2.3. Measures

The dependent variables consisted of ad processing responses, and brand communication
effects." Appendix B contains the questionnaire used in this study.

Ad processing measures
Cognitive responses were measured as thoughts elicited by each ad. Participants were
asked to list all thoughts, reactions and ideas that went through their minds while
watching or reading the advertisements. After writing these, they were asked to indicate
for each thought whether it was positive, negative, or neutral.

Affective responses were measured as feelings evoked by the ad. Participants were asked
to list all the feelings they experienced during ad exposure.

Two graduate students coded the thoughts and feelings listed. A third person solved all
disagreements. The thoughts were coded on two aspects, that is, whether the thoughts
were product-related or ad-related and whether the thoughts were positive, negative, or
neutral. The agreement measure, Cohen's Kappa, was .76. The total number of thoughts
reported was used as a measure for the extent of processing. The feelings were coded as
positive or negative, and Cohen's Kappa was .85.

Attitude toward the ad was measured with four 7-point scales (scored 1 negative to 7
positive): "unclear" / "clear", "boring" / "vivid" (reversed), "unappealing"/ "appealing",
and "dislike" /"like".

8 Next to the measures described here, the questionnaire for double-media exposure contained
measures related to the hypothesized processes that may explain synergy effects from multiple-media
campaigns in order to compare the single-medium conditions with the multiple-media conditions.
These measures are used for the experiment reported in Chapter 4.
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Communication effect measures
Brand daim recall was assessed by asking the participants to write down, as completely as
possible, everything they remembered about the advertised wine brand, such as the brand
name, its features, and benefits.

Brand benefit beliefs were constructed based on the participant's belief that the brand
possessed four benefits mentioned in the ad: full-bodied taste, South African wine, dark
red wine, and made with care. These were measured on 5-point scales from "not at all
likely" (1) to "very likely" (5) and were weighted by the participant's evaluation of these
benefits (from "very bad" (-3) to "very good" (3)). The sum of the beliefs weighted by the
evaluations formed the dependent benefit beliefs measure, consistent with Fishbein and
Ajzen's (1975) conceptualization of this construct.

Overall brand attitude was measured by asking the participants to indicate how they
would rate the advertised wine brand on a 7-point scale anchored by "very unfavorable"
.(-3), neither "unfavorable nor favorable" (0), and "very favorable" (3).

Purchase intention was assessed by asking the participants the following questions: "The
next time you want to buy a bottle of wine and you see the advertised wine in the store,
how likely is it that you will buy the advertised wine?" and "Imagine you are in a
restaurant and you want to order a bottle of wine, how likely is it that you will order the
advertised wine brand if it is listed on the wine card?" Their intentions were indicated on
6-point scales from "very unlikely" (0%) to "very likely" (100%) and the two items were
averaged for the purchase intention measure.

Covariates
Covariates that may influence ad response were also measured, These covariates were age,
gender, prior product category knowledge, product category involvement, and general
attitude toward advertising. Participants with prior knowledge of the product category
may have more positive attitudes toward the advertised brand (Edell and Keller, 1989).
Participants were asked to self-rate their knowledge about the product category on a 7-
point scale ("not at all knowledgeable" (1) to "very knowledgeable" (7)). Product
involvement may influence the processing intensity and may lead to stronger positive or
negative attitudes (Zaicbkowsky, 1985). The two facets of consumer's product
involvement, perceived product importance and product interest (McQuarrie and
Munson, 1992), were measured using two 7-point scales ("very unimportant" (1) to "very
important" (7) and "very uninterested" (1) to "very interested" (7)). Consumers' general
attitude toward advertising may influence consumers' judgments of the ad or tbe brand.
General attitude toward advertising was assessed by asking the participants to indicate
their opinions about advertising in general on five 4-point scales (from 1 negative to 4
positive): "dislike" /"like", "not inforrnative"/" informative", "annoying" /"not annoying"
(reversed), "not enjoyable" / "enjoyable", and "intrusive" /"not intrusive" (reversed).
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Reliability
The values of Cronbach's coefficient alpha for the multiple-item scales indicate satisfactory
internal consistency: consumer product involvement (a= .88), general attitude toward
advertising (a= .83),attitude toward the ad (a= .79),and purchase intention (a= .79).

3.3. Results

The results are divided into two sections. First, we present the results for repetition effects
within each medium, using univariate analysis (Section 3.3.1). Second, we present the
results for repetition differences between media types (Section 3.3.2).Multivariate analysis
was used to test the main effects of two factors, that is, media type and repetition level, and
the interaction between media type and repetition level.

Covariates were included in both analyses to increase the power of the F-test by removing
undesirable variance from the error term associated with the covariates (for power of tests,
see Appendix B). For the selection of the covariates, correlations and stepwise regression
between the covariates and the dependent variables were used. The homogeneity of
regression was tested by looking at the interactions between the covariates and the
independent variables. If the interaction between the covariate and the media conditions is
not significant, equal slopes of regression are indicated. As in the previous experiment,
consumer product involvement was a significant covariate for the brand communication
effects. Covariate-adjusted means are reported if there is a significant linear relationship
with one of the covariates.

3.3.1. Repetition effects within the medium

In this section, we test, for each medium (i.e., print, static Internet, TV, and dynamic
Internet) whether multiple exposures to an ad will produce more ad processing and better
brand communication effects than one exposure to an ad.

Medium: Print
In comparing repetition levels for print, we observe that multiple exposures to the print ad
did not produce more cognitive responses (total thoughts) and affective responses (total
feelings) than one exposure to the print ad. These results are consistent with His. Specific
results for print showed only a Significant repetition effects for ad-related thoughts, which
decreased with repetition (see Table 3-4).
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Table 3-4. Repetition effects for print: Means and signiiicance tests for ad processing

Repetition level

Ad processing One exposure
exposures exposures

3.00" 2.64" 2.63"

0.68" 0.72" 0.79"

1.88" 1.32b 1.54ab

1.12a 1.40a 1.38"

1.00a 1.04' 1.21-

0.12a 0.36- 0.17-

4.60- 4.25" 4.27-

Two Three
F-tests

Total thoughts

Brand thoughts

Ad thoughts

Total feelings

Positive feelings

Negative feelings

Ad attitude'

F=2.12, ns

F<I, ns

F=3.71, p<.OS

F<l

F<l

F=2.09, ns

F=1.2S, ns

IMeans are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.

a.b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with Hn, multiple exposures to the print ad did not produce better
communication effects than one exposure to the print ad. The brand communication effects
remained stable with repetition level (see Table 3-5). That is, brand claim recall, brand
benefit beliefs, brand attitude, and purchase intention for the wine clid not change after the
first exposure to the print ad.

Table 3-5. Repetition effects for print: Means and significance tests for brand
communication effects

Repetition level
Brand communication One Two Three
effects exposure exposures exposures F-tests

Brand claim recall' 3.24a 3.04" 3.33a F<l

Brand benefit beliefs! 6.30a 5.53' 5.50" F=1.04, ns

Brand attitude' 1.00- 0.98- 1.3Sa F=1.94, ns

Purchase intention' 2.62" 2.64" 2.73- F<l
1Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.

a.b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Medium: Static Intemet
For the static Internet ad, we expected that multiple exposures would not produce more
cognitive and affective responses (Hzs) and better brand communication effects (H2b) than
one exposure to the static Internet ad.

Consistent with the H2a, multiple exposures to the static Internet ad did not result in more
cognitive and affective responses. The total number of thoughts decreased Significantly
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with repetition level. It seems that participants exposed multiple times to the static Internet
ad processed the ad somewhat less intensively than participants exposed only once to the
static Internet ad (see Table 3-6).

Table 3-6. Repetition effects for static Internet: Means and significance tests for ad
.e.rocessinS,.

Repetition level

One Two Three
Ad processing exposure exposures exposures F-test

Total thoughts 3.16- 2.72b 2.67b F=2.82, p<.10

Brand thoughts 1.00a O.64a 0.83' F=1.47, ns

Ad thoughts 1.68" 1.44a 1.50a F<l

Total feelings 1.52a 1.36a 1.38a F<l

Positive feelings 1.40" 1.20' 1.08a F=1.18, ns

Negative feelings 0.12a 0.16' 0.29a F=1.08, ns

Ad attitude' 4.19a 4.35" 4.19" F<l
IMeans are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.
a.b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with H2b, multiple exposures to the static Internet ad did not produce better
brand communication effects than one exposure to the static Internet ad. There were no
significant repetition effects (see Table 3-7).

Table 3-7. Repetition effects for static Internet: Means and significance tests for brand
communication effects

Repetition level
Brand communication One Two Three
effects F-tests

exposure exposures exposures

Brand claim recall' 2.88" 3.20" 3.38" F=1.96, ns

Brand benefit beliefs' 5.74" 5.86" 6.31 a F<l

Brand attitude! 0.95" 1.25 a 1.29 a F<l

Purchase intention 1 2.54" 2.68a 2.88a F<l
IMeans are corrected for consumer product involvement.
e.b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

The results confirm that print and static Internet messages are relatively easy to process,
and wear in at the first exposure. It seems that both static media peak on the first exposure.
The ad processing measures show that the ad is sufficiently processed at the first exposure,
as multiple exposure to the ads did not result in more processing, and resulted in less
processing in the case of static Internet. In line with the ad processing findings, brand
communication effects were achieved at the first exposure, and were maintained with
subsequent exposures.
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Medium: Television
Compared to the static media, the results revealed a different pattern for TV. Consistent
with H3a, multiple exposures to the TV ad produced more cognitive responses than one
exposure to the TV ad (see Table 3-8). The total number of thoughts increased after the first
exposure. Specifically, this was due to a marginally significant repetition effect for brand-
related thoughts. Multiple exposures to the TV commercial resulted in more brand
processing than one exposure to the TV commercial. On the other hand, ad processing
remained stable with message repetition.

Consistent with H3a, multiple exposure to the TV ad produced more affective responses
(total feelings) than one exposure to the TV ad. Specifically, this was partly due to a
marginally significant increase in positive feelings. Moreover, the results for the negative
feelings showed a marginal increase, indicating that the TV ad begins to wear out.
Contrary to H3a, multiple exposures to the TV ad did not produce a more favorable
attitude toward the ad than one exposure to the TV ad.

Table 3-8. Repetition effects for Tv.' Means and significance tests for ad processing

Repetition level

One Two Three
Ad processing exposure exposures exposures F-tests

Total thoughts 2.68a 2.88,b 3.21b F=3.24, p<.05

Brand thoughts 0.28a 0.60b 0.671' F=2.64, p<.10

Ad thoughts 2.20' 1.96" 2.04a F<l

Total feelings 1.64' 1.56' 2.42b F=4.85, p<.01

Positive feelings 1.20' 1.24,b 1.7Sb F=2.22, ns

Negative feelings 0.44ab 0.32' 0.671' F=1.80, ns

Ad attitude' 4.04a 4.27a 4.30a F<l

'Means are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.

e.b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with H3b, multiple exposures to the TV ad resulted in better brand claim recall
and more favorable brand benefit beliefs than one exposure to the TV ad (see Table 3-9).
This is in line with the results for cognitive responses, that is, an increase in total thoughts
and brand-related thoughts. As expected, multiple exposures are required to fully process
the TV ad.

However, contrary to H3b, we did not find repetition effects for the TV ad for overall brand
attitude or for purchase intention. Multiple exposures did not result in a more favorable
brand attitude and a higher purchase intention, although the purchase intention results
were in the predicted direction.
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Table 3-9. Repetition effects for TV Means and sigmficance tests for brand communication
effects

Repetition level

Brand communication One Two Three
effects exposure exposures exposures F-tests

Brand claim recall' 2.36' 3.12b 3.46b F=9.17,p<.OOI

Brand benefit beliefs I 5.12' 5.78·b 6.56b F=1.85,ns

Brand attitude' 1.24' 1.02' 1.1P F<1

Purchase intention' 2.41a 2.52' 2.8Qa F=1.04,ns
"Meaus are corrected for consumer product involvement.
a,bMeans with the same letter within a row do not differ Significantly from one another at the 5% leveL

Medium: Dynamic Internet
Contrary to H4a,multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad did not produce more
cognitive responses than one exposure to the dynamic Internet ad (see Table 3-10).
Irrespective of the repetition level, the number of thoughts reported remained high in the
dynamic Internet condition. The complexity of the ad may have caused processing
intensity to remain high, even during the third exposure to the ad.

However, consistent with H4a,affective responses increased significantly with repetition.
Multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad produced more feelings than one exposure
to the dynamic Internet ad. Moreover, more positive feelings were reported with three
exposures than with one exposure, although the difference was only marginally
significant. For attitude toward the ad, we did not find a significant increase with
repetition for the dynamic Internet ad, contrary to H4a.

Table 3-10. Repetition effects for dynamic Internet: Means and Significance tests for ad
processing

Repetition level

One Two Three
Ad processing exposure exposures exposures F-test

Total thoughts 3,08a 3.04a 3.25' F<l

Brand thoughts 0.52a 0.64' O,71a F<l

Ad thoughts 2.08' 2.12b 2.13' F<l

Total feelings 1.92" 1.88a 2.50b F=3.23,p<.05

Positive feelings 1.56" 1.52a 2.08a F=2.12,ns

Negative feelings 0.36" 0.36" 0.42" F<l

Ad attitude! 4.24" 4.44" 4.49" F<l
'Means are corrected for general attitude toward advertising
a. b Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level
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Consistent with H4b, multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad produced better brand
claim recall and more favorable brand benefit beliefs than one exposure to the dynamic
Internet ad (see Table 3-11). We found a linear pattern for brand claim recall. Each
additional exposure to the dynamic Internet ad resulted in a Significant increase in brand
claim recall. However, contrary to H4b, we did not find significant repetition effects for
brand attitude and purchase intention. Multiple exposures to the dynamic Internet ad did
not produce a more favorable brand attitude or a higher purchase intention than one
exposure to the dynamic Internet ad.

Table 3-11. Repetition effects for dynamic internet: Means and Significance tests for brand
communication effects

Repetition level
Brand communication One Two Three
effects exposure exposures exposures F-test

Brand claim recall' 2.18a 2.85b 3.68< F=19.00, p<.OOO

Brand benefit beliefs] 4.85a 5.18ab 6.31b F=1.99, ns

Brand attitude" 0.97a 0.81a 1.06a F<1

Purchase intention' 2.47a 2.46a 2.58a F<1

'Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.
a,bMeans with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

For both dynamic media, TV and dynamic Internet, the "cognitive" brand communication
effects, brand claim recall and brand benefit beliefs, increased with repetition, but the
"evaluative" and "conative" effects, brand attitude and purchase intention, did not.

3.3.2. Repetition differences between static and dynamic media types

In this section, we test the hypotheses about repetition differences between media types,
that is, between static media and dynamic media ads. We expected for static media and
dynamic media different patterns (i.e., increase, decrease, or stable) in ad processing
responses and brand communication effects with ad repetition (the rows in the next
tables). Although, we did not formulate hypotheses about media type differences, we will
also compare the static media with dynamic media on the ad processing responses and
brand communication effects for each repetition level (the columns in the next tables).

Ad processing
The results for total thoughts (i.e., cognitive ad processing) showed a significant main
effect of media type (F=6.13, p<.05) and a significant interaction effect between media type
and repetition level (F=6.49, p<.OI). Table 3-12 reports the means for the total number of
thoughts.
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Table 3-12. Means and significance tests for total thoughts

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media 3.0Sa.x 2.6So.Y 2.65a.y

Dynamic media 2.SSo.x 2.960• xy 3.23b• Y

Repetition level

a,b Comparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter

in the column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

x,y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with HSa, we found a significant interaction effect between media type and
repetition. In the static media conditions, participants reported more total thoughts with
one exposure than with multiple exposures, whereas in the dynamic media conditions,
participants reported more thoughts with multiple exposures than with one exposure (see
Figure 3-1). Hence, cognitive responses decreased with repetition in static media and
increased with repetition in dynamic media. The participants in the dynamic media
conditions reported significantly more thoughts than the participants in the static media
conditions with three ad exposures, whereas, with one or two ad exposures they did not.

Figure 3-1. Repetition differences between media types: Total thoughts
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• Static media

- .. - Dynamic media2

o
one two three Repetition level

More specifically, for brand-related thoughts, we found a significant main effect of media
type (F=6.90, p<.Ol) and a marginally Significant interaction effect between media type and
repetition (F=2.41, p<.lO) (see Table 3-13). The interaction between media type and
repetition is reflected in the dynamic media conditions. Brand-related thoughts increased
significantly with the level of repetition. For the static media, we found that the number of
brand-related thoughts remained stable with repetition level.
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Table 3-13. Means and significance tests for brand-related thoughts

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media 0.84a.x 0.68a,x 0.81a,x

Dynamic media 0.40b,x 0.62a,xy 0.69a,y

Repetition

a.bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
x.y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

For ad-related thoughts, the results indicated only a Significant main effect of media type
(F=38.43,p<,OOI)and no interaction. Table 3-14presents the means for ad-related thoughts.
This confirms that the cognitive processing (total thoughts) interaction is due to the brand
thoughts, rather than the ad-thoughts. For all repetition levels, the dynamic ads produced
more ad-related thoughts than the static ads.

Table 3-14. Means and significance tests for ad-related thoughts/

Media type
Repetition

One exposure Two exposures Three exposures
Static media

Dynamic media

1.743,X 1.38a,y

2.04b,x 2.10b,x2.14b,x

1 Means are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.

a,bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

X,j' Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:
means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

For total feelings, we found significant main effects of media type (F=32.21, p<.OOl),
repetition (F=4.82,p<.Ol), and a significant interaction between media type and repetition
(F=4.28,p<.05). Consistent with HSb,affective responses increased with repetition to the
dynamic ads. However, contrary to HSb,affective responses did not decrease but remained
stable with repetition in static media (see Table 3-15 and Figure 3-2). For all repetition
levels, we found that the ads in the dynamic media produced more feelings than the ads in
the static media.
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Table 3-15. Means and signiiicance tests for total feelings

Media type
Repetition

One exposure Two exposures Three exposures
Static media 1.32a.x 1.38a,x 1.37a,x

Dynamic media 1.78b, x 1.72a,x 2.46b,y

a,bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in

a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

'.y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:
means.with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Figure 3-2. Repetition differences between media types: Total feelings
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Of more interest is the type of feelings that were elicited by the media types, as positive
feelings will positively influence brand attitude, whereas negative feelings will negatively
influence brand attitude.

For positive feelings, we found a Significant effect of media type (F= 13.31, p<.001), a
marginally significant effect of repetition (F=2.49. p<lO), and a marginally significant
interaction between media type and repetition (F=2.76, p<.lO). Table 3-16 presents the
means.

Table 3-16. Means and significance tests for positive feelings

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures
Static media 1.20a,x 1.12a,x LISa,x

Dynamic media 1.38a,x 1.38b,x 1.92b,Y

Repetition

e.b Comparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ Significantly from one another at the 5% level.
x,y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
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For the static media, we found that positive feelings were unaffected by repetition.
However, for the dynamic media, the number of positive feelings increased significantly
with repetition. We did not find Significant differences on positive feelings between the
media types for one and two ad exposures but, with three exposures, the ads in the
dynamic media evoked significantly more positive feelings than the ads in the static
media.

For negative feelings, the results showed only a significant main effect of media type
(F=13.38, p<.OOl).There was no interaction between media type and repetition, contrary to
HSb.For both media types, we found that the number of exposures did not influence the
number of negative feelings (see Table 3-17). For all repetition levels, the ads in dynamic
media elicited more negative feelings than the ads in the static media, although the
differences are not always significant.

Table 3-17 Means and significance tests for negative feelings

Media type
Repetition

One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media O.12a,x 0.26a,x 0.23a,x

Dynamic media 0.48b, x 0.34b,x 0.54b, x
a,bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in

a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
" Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:
means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

For attitude toward the ad, we did not find significant main effects. There were differences
between media types (see Table 3-18). Consistent with Hs-, attitude toward the ad
remained stable with repetition in static media. Also, contrary to our interaction
hypothesis that attitude toward the ad would increase with repetition in the dynamic
media, we found a flat pattern for attitude toward the ad.

Tsble 3-18. Means and significance tests for attitude toward the ad}

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media 4.39a,x 4.29a,x 4.21",x

Dynamic media 4.16a.x 4.37a,x 4.42a,x

Repetition

I Means are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.
a,bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in

a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
x, Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
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Brand communication effects
For brand claim recall, the results indicated a significant main effect of media type (F=4.19,
p<.05) and repetition (F=18.82,p<.OOO),and a significant interaction between media type
and repetition (F= 6.56, p<.Ol). Comparing the static media with the dynamic media, the
results show that one ad exposure in the static media resulted in better brand claim recall
than one ad exposure in the dynamic media (see Table 3-19). However, after a second
exposure, dynamic media ads resulted in the same level of brand recall as the static media
ads.

Table 3-19. Means and significance tests for brand claim recall'

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media 3.020,x 3.120,x 3.35°,x

Dynamic media 2.30b,x 2.99°,y 3.56a,z

Repetition level

1 Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.
e.b Comparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% leveL
x, Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:
means with the same letter in a row do not differ Significantly from one another at the 5% level.

We hypothesized that brand claim recall would remain stable with ad repetition in the
static media and increase in the dynamic media (H60).Consistent with our hypothesis,
brand claim recall remained stable with ad repetition in the static media and increased
with ad repetition in the dynamic media (see Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3. Repetition differences between media types: Brand claim recall
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For brand benefit beliefs, the results revealed a marginally significant effect of media type
(F= 2.23, p<.10), and a significant interaction between media type and repetition (F=3.06,
p<.05). For one exposure, the results showed Significantly more positive brand benefit
beliefs for the static media than for the dynamic media (see Table 3-20).On the other hand,
three exposures to the ad in the dynamic media resulted in significantly more positive
brand benefit beliefs than three exposures to the ad in the static media.
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Table 3-20. Means and significance tests for brand benefit beliefs}

Media type
Repetition

One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media

Dynamic media

6.03" x

4.99b. x

5.63', x

5.52', y

1 Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.
"bComparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
x, Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with H6b, which predicted an interaction, brand benefit beliefs remained stable
with ad repetition in the static media and increased significantly in the dynamic media (see
Figure 3-4). For the dynamic media, we found that the brand benefit beliefs increased
significantly with each additional exposure.

Figure 3-4. Repetition differences between media types: Brand benefit beliefs
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For overall brand attitude, the results did not reveal significant main effects or an
interaction between media type and repetition. There were no overall differences between
media types (see Table 3-21).

Table 3-21. Means and significance tests for overall brand attitude'

Media type
Repetition

One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media

Dynamic media

0.93'. x 1.IDa,xy 1.33', y

1.13', x

1 Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.
a.b Comparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in
a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
x, Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:
means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.
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We expected that brand attitude would remain stable with ad repetition in the static media
and increase with ad repetition in the dynamic media (H6c).Contrary to H6c,brand attitude
increased with ad repetition in the static media. Three exposures to the ad in the static
media resulted in a more positive brand attitude than one exposure to the ad in the static
media. Moreover, brand attitude remained stable with repetition in the dynamic media,
contrary to the expected increase in brand attitude for the dynamic media (see Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5. Repetition differences between media types: Overall brand attitude
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For purchase intention, we did not find significant main effects or an interaction effect.
There were no overall differences between media types (see Table 3-22).

Table 3-22. Means and significance tests for purchase intention'

Media type One exposure Two exposures Three exposures

Static media 2.56a. x 2.64a,x 2.78a, x

Dynamic media 2.47a,x 2.52a, x 2.70a, x

Repetition

1 Means are corrected for consumer product involvement.

a,b Comparing static media with dynamic media for each repetition level: means with the same letter in

a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

x, Y Comparing repetition levels (one versus two versus three) for static media and dynamic media:

means with the same letter in a row do not differ significantly from one another at the 5% level.

Consistent with H6d, purchase intention remained stable with ad repetition in the static
media, Contrary to H6d, purchase intention did not increase, but remained stable with ad
repetition in the dynamic media (see Figure 3-6),
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dynamic media need multiple exposures to be processed fully and to wear in. Our data
showed that cognitive and affective ad processing, brand claim recall, and brand benefit
beliefs increase with ad repetition in dynamic media.

As the ads in the static media have the tendency to peak on the first exposure, and ads in
the dynamic media need multiple exposures to wear in, we found that the static media
were more effective than the dynamic media with one ad exposure. For example, our
results showed that with one ad exposure, the static media were more effective in
producing cognitive responses, brand claim recall, and favorable brand benefit beliefs than
the dynamic media. However, with multiple exposures, the dynamic media become as
effective as, or more effective than, the static media. Multiple exposures to the dynamic ads
allow participants to process the ad fully, and result in a significant increase in cognitive
responses, brand claim recall, and favorable brand benefit beliefs. Hence, for TV and
dynamic Internet, multiple exposures are required to learn the brand's benefits, and to
produce highly positive brand benefit beliefs, whereas for the static media one exposure
seems to be sufficient. Our findings suggest that message repetition has mainly an effect on
the memory-based communication effects (i.e., brand claim recall and brand benefit beliefs
which require brand benefits to be learned).

Although the affective responses were affected by repetition and media type, the
evaluative brand communication effects (i.e., overall brand attitude and purchase
intention) did not vary with ad repetition and media type. It seems that other factors, such
as consumers' product involvement, are determinant for these effects. This is in contrast
with previous studies. For example, both Belch (1982) and Rethans, Swasy, and Marks
(1986) found, using TV ads, that increasing message exposures from one to three enhanced
evaluations (i.e., brand attitude and purchase intention).

Although we found more ad processing for ads in the dynamic media than in the static
media, there was no difference in brand-related processing between dynamic and static
media. Therefore, we did not find better brand communication effects for the dynamic
media. We may conclude that with multiple exposures, all media are equal if exposure to
the ad is forced. These results suggest that the modality differences between media operate
through differential attention under natural viewing conditions. This implies that it is
attention, not modality per se, that causes some media to be more effective than others.
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Chapter 4
A test of ad processing explanations of multiple-media synergy
effects

In this chapter, we propose and test three processes that may occur when the same
message is communicated by multiple media, which may explain synergy effects in
multiple-media campaigns. These processes are priming image transfer, and multi-
source. To test these theoretical explanations of synergy effects, we employ forced
exposure topairs of media ads.

Several studies have examined the two-way (pairwise) interactions between TV, print, and
radio (Buchholz and Smith, 1991;Edell and Keller, 1989,1998;Jacoby, Hoyer, and Zimmer,
1983). In the experiment reported in Chapter 2, the effects of multiple-media ads were
examined using triple-media combinations. However, the theoretical processes proposed
to explain possible synergistic effects of multiple media mainly involve transfer of
processing between two single ads in different media (a cross-media pair). Hence, we
examine cross-media pairwise combinations of ads in the present experiment, using same-
medium pairs of ads as the comparison or baseline conditions. In conjunction with the data
collected in the experiment discussed in Chapter 3, we collected data to examine the
(pairwise) interactions between the TV, print, and dynamic Internet advertising. This
additional data is reported as the experiment in the present chapter. Again, to provide
ideal conditions for ad processing and brand communication effects to occur, we
employed forced exposure.

We examine three processes that may explain synergistic effects in. multiple-media
campaigns, if these occur. These processes are priming, image transfer, and multi-source.
With priming and image transfer, the processing of the ad in one medium carries over to
the processing of the ad in another medium. This is a forward process in the case of
priming and a backward process in the case of image transfer. Priming occurs when the ad
in the first medium primes the consumer's interest in seeing a second ad. Image transfer
occurs when elements in the second ad act as retrieval cues to the memory trace of the ad
from its previous exposure, and thereby results in better memorization of brand
communication effects. The third potential explanation for synergy, the multi-source effect,
suggests that a message will be perceived as more convincing when the message is heard
from multiple sources.

These processes are expected to mediate the communication effects of media (see Figure 4-
1). It is important to note that the multi-source effect is not related to cognitive ad
processing, and thus may have no effect on brand knowledge. However, we might expect
that the convincingness of the ad may cause the consumer to have improved evaluative
brand communication effects: stronger beliefs about the brand's benefits, a more favorable
attitude toward the brand, and a higher purchase intention.
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Figure 4-1. Conceptual model of mediating effects in multiple-media csmpsigns
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In Section 4.1, we discuss the literature concerning priming (4.1.1), image transfer 4.1.2),
and multi-source (4.1.3). We present the research methodology in Section 4.2.
Subsequently, in Section 4.3, we present the results and test the mediating effects of
priming, image transfer and multi-source. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of
the results (Section4.4).

4.1. Three theoretical explanations of multiple-media synergy

Before we discuss the effects of single-medium and multiple-media campaigns, we need to
understand how encoding and retrieval processes during exposure to the ad in the first
medium influence the encoding and retrieval processes during exposure to the ad in a
second medium.

Due to physiological or psychological restrictions, consumers have limited cognitive
resources available to process information, and, thus, encoding processes compete with
retrieval processes during ad exposure. As priming may stimulate encoding processes
during the second ad exposure and image transfer may stimulate retrieval processes
during the second ad exposure, priming and image transfer are in a way competing
processes. However, because priming requires only limited resources, it is possible that
priming and image transfer could co-occur.

Depending on what is stored in memory during the first exposure to the ad, during the
second exposure to the same ad in another medium, consumers may encode the second ad,
or retrieve what was stored during the first ad exposure, or simply concentrate on
comprehension of the second ad (Edell and Keller, 1989). The nature of the two media is
expected to influence these processes and determine which process will prevail.

Processing intensity and direction at the time of ad encoding determine what is stored in
the memory trace. An ad memory trace is defined as the communication effects stored in
memory from an ad exposure (Hutchinson and Moore, 1984).The ad memory trace may
include many different elements, for example, affective and cognitive reactions to the ad,
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the brand name, product category, brand claims, and brand attitude. If a viewer attends to
and reacts primarily to a particular executional element of the ad, the ad's memory trace is
likely to include that element and the viewer's reactions to it. At a subsequent exposure to
the same ad, the memory trace is likely to be activated, influencing the nature of the
processing during the subsequent exposure. Thus, the type and organization of the
information that is initially stored in the ad's memory trace and the nature of the cues that
one has available at subsequent exposures will affect what information, if any, is retrieved
from memory when the ad is seen again (Lynch and Srull, 1982;Tulving and Thomson,
1973).The assertion here is that the activated memory trace will affect processing during
subsequent exposures to the ad (Edell, 1993).The second ad may serve as a retrieval cue
for the initial ad trace, thus causing the person to engage in retrieval processes during the
second exposure.

The relationship between the activated memory trace and the second ad exposure (the cue)
will influence the allocation of processing resources between the memory trace and the
current stimulus (Edell, 1993).According to Norman and Bobrow (1975), a person may
completely ignore the incoming ad and concentrate solely on the stored ad trace, ignore
the memory trace and focus all processing on the incoming ad, or allocate some processing
effort to both the trace and the stimulus. In our view, it seems unlikely that a person would
completely ignore the second ad. Something in the second ad should trigger the retrieval
process and thus some attention would be given to the second ad.

Encoding processes will prevail during the second exposure in the following cases: (1) if
the memory trace from the first exposure is not strong enough to evoke retrieval processes,
(2) if the initial exposure creates interest or curiosity for the second exposure, (3) if the
nature of the second medium attracts all attention so that there is no space or time for
retrieval processes, or (4) if the ad in the second medium is complex and all efforts have to
be concentrated on encoding the second ad.

In contrast, retrieval processes will prevail during the second exposure if (1) the ad
memory trace from the first exposure is strong enough that retrieval is possible, (2) the ad
during second exposure is less complete than the first ad, (3) the ad during second
exposure is not obtrusive and thus gives consumers the opportunity to engage in retrieval,
and (4) parts or elements of the second ad repeat elements that were stored in memory
during the first exposure.

4.1.1. Priming

Priming occurs when the ad in the first medium primes the consumer's interest in seeing
the ad in the second medium. This interest may motivate greater processing and easier
encoding of the second ad, resulting in better brand communication effects. Hence, the first
medium may serve as a teaser to attract attention to, and arouse interest in or curiosity for,
the second ad.
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Single-medium campaigns
In the case of single-medium campaigns, which use same-medium pairs of ads, the second
ad is an exact copy cue of the first ad. If consumers feel that they have sufficiently
processed the ad at the first exposure, they may be less motivated to process the ad during
the second exposure, and may even avoid the ad. Double exposure to identical information
within the same context (medium) may cause a decline in the level of attention, because
people recognize the information to be the same as what they have processed before,
which reduces their motivation to process the information again. If so, according to the
differential attention explanation, this decreased attention will be observable as an inferior
recall performance (Unnava and Burnkrant, 1991).

This decline in attention is especially likely to occur with print ads. The argument is that
consumers can easily turn the page or look away. On the other hand, because people can
turn away, negative reactions due to overexposure are most unlikely with print ads
(ROSSiterand Percy, 1998).In double exposure to the print ad, we expect that consumers
are less motivated to process the second ad, assuming that they feel that they have
sufficiently processed the ad during the first exposure. Hence, priming is not expected to
occur. We state the following hypothesis:

Hi: Participants in the print condition will become less interested in the
second ad after being exposed to the first ad.

On the other hand, the richer and more dynamic nature of TV makes it more difficult to
process a TVad completely with only one exposure, suggesting that processing motivation
may remain high for at least the second exposure, as we found in the previous experiment.
During the second exposure to the TV commercial, consumers will predominantly
elaborate on the message, although some further encoding of ad elements that were not
encoded during the first exposure may occur. As processing motivation may remain high
during the second exposure, we expect that participants will be equally interested in the
second ad after exposure to the first ad. We state the following hypothesis:

H2: Participants in the TV condition will be equally interested in the second
ad after being exposed to the first ad.

The dynamic Internet medium is complex as it has the same attention-getting and transient
properties as TV, but also the static and controlling characteristics of print. The
combination of these characteristics suggests that the communication impact of this
medium may be immense. On the other hand, the complexity of the ad suggests that it is
difficult to process the ad in a short time.? Multiple exposures may be needed for the

9 The arguments given apply only to the experimental situation. That is, participants were given 30
seconds to process the ad. In a naturalistic viewing environment, consumers can control the sequence
and speed of information transfer in this medium, giving consumers all the time they need to process
the ad in one exposure. On the other hand, the Internet is also a retrieval medium, requiring
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Internet ad to work. Hence, we may expect that the Internet ad will not be processed
completely during the first exposure. During the second exposure, cognitive resources are
predominantly used for further encoding of information that was not encoded during the
first exposure, leaving little room for retrieval processes or elaboration. As processing
motivation may remain high during the second exposure, we expect that participants will
be equally interested in the second ad after exposure to the first ad.

H3: Psrticipents in the dynamic Internet condition will be equally interested
in the second ad after being exposed to the first ad.

Multiple-media campaigns
Research indicates that when a person hears a radio ad or reads a print ad without prior
exposure to the TV ad, he or she might visualize what is being described in the audio
(Childers and Houston, 1984; MacInnis and Price, 1987) or in the print ad. These self-
generated images may be quite different from the actual images in the TV ad. EdeIJ and
Keller (1989) found that radio ads led to greater processing of subsequent TV ads because
of both greater curiosity to find out what was contained in the TV ad, as well as a need to
resolve the incongruity between imagined and actual images. They found the same results
when a print ad preceded the TV ad (Edell and Keller, 1998). Thus, priming may be
expected to occur if a less complete medium precedes a more complete medium in a
campaign. A less complete medium may evoke curiosity or interest for the accompanying
ad in a more complete medium. People may visualize what is being described in print ad
and form expectations about the accompanying video. This curiosity or interest may
motivate greater processing of the second, more complete ad. The ad may be processed
further during the second exposure and additional information and reactions encoded. A
consumer may elaborate on and have affective and cognitive reactions to the ad currently
being viewed, to aspects of the memory trace, or to both. Moreover, as the second exposure
to the ad is more complete, there is little need to retrieve the memory trace from the first
exposure. Hence, cognitive resources are expected to be devoted to encoding and
comprehending the second, more complete ad.

Compared to TV and dynamic Internet, print is a less complete and arguably less complex
medium. It appeals to fewer sensory modes, is internally paced, and can communicate less
information visually. Therefore, we expect that in a campaign in which a print ad precedes
and primes the more complete and complex media ad, either TV or dynamic Internet,
participants will engage in more encoding processes during the second exposure than if
the print ad did not precede it. TV is a richer, more complete and engaging medium than
print, but less complete and complex than dynamic Internet. Internet is a dynamic, multi-
dimensional medium that requires large processing resources. We expect that, if the TV ad
precedes and primes the dynamic Internet ad, participants will engage in more encoding

consumers to actively search for and find the ad page, and if they are not interested they will not
attend to it. We examine voluntary exposure in Chapter 5, in a later experiment.
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processes during the second exposure than if the TV ad did not precede it. In each of these
cases, priming should result in increased (better) brand communication effects. In
summary, we propose the following hypotheses:

H4: The encoding of a TV commercial is facilitated if it is primed by a print
ad (P). As a consequence, a P-TV sequence will produce better brand
communication effects than two exposures to the TV commercial.

Hs: The encoding of a dynamic Internet ad (ID) is facilitated if it is primed by
a print ad (P). As a consequence, a P-ID sequence will produce better
brand communication effects than two exposures to the dynamic Internet
ad.

H6: The encoding of a dynamic Internet ad (ID) is facilitated if it is primed by
a TV commercial. As a consequence, a TV-JD sequence will produce
better brand communication effects than two exposures to the dynamic
Internet ad.

4.1.2. Image transfer

Theoretically, the image transfer mechanism is based on Tulving's "encoding-specificity
principle" (1972,1983),which implies that information specific to an ad should be the most
effective retrieval cue for brand communication effects that are stored in the ad memory
trace (Keller, 1993). Owing to overlap between ad executions in different media, the
elements in the second ad may function as retrieval cues to the ad memory trace from the
first ad exposure. If consumers engage in imaging the previously-seen ad during exposure
to the second ad, we speak of image transfer. Depending on the type of medium, these
retrieval cues can be visual (static or dynamic, verbal or nonverbal) or auditory (spoken
words or music).

Single-medium campaigns
In the case of a single-medium campaign, the second ad is an exact copy cue of the first ad.
Processing an exact copy minimizes the need to retrieve the ad memory trace from the first
exposure. Because few competing retrieval activities occur, a consumer should have more
resources available to encode the parts that were not encoded during the first exposure,
and to comprehend and elaborate on the advertising message.

In single-medium campaigns, we expect that consumers will not mentally replay the
pictures and words from the first print ad during the second ad exposure. It is unlikely
that consumers will engage in imaging the ad that they are now watching. However, it is
theoretically more possible to do this in dynamic media because the consumer could be
watching, for example, an image late in the TV commercial and recalling an image from
earlier in the commercial which was perhaps encoded mainly on the first exposure. The
nature of the dynamic Internet ad also allows for image transfer. If, during the first
exposure, most attention is given to the TV commercials (most likely), the written texts or
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static pictures on the page may function as retrieval cues for the information and responses
stored in memory from the TV ad processing. However, we consider it more likely that
participants will draw their attention away from the print part and process again the
commercial that is also running within the Internet site. After all, this is easier than
retrieving the ad memory trace from the first exposure. Moreover, the encoding processes
compete for available cognitive resources, and it is expected that these will dominate the
retrieval processes. We propose the following hypotheses:

H7: Participants in the print condition will not engage in retrieval processes
during the second exposure, that is, image transfer will not occur.

Hs: Participants in the TV condition will not engage in retrieval processes
during the second exposure, that is, image transfer will not occur.

H9: Participants in the dynamic intemet condition will not engage in
retrieval processes during the second exposure, that is, image transfer
will not occur.

Multiple-media campaigns
In multiple-media campaigns, the execution of the ad differs due to differences in the
nature of media. As a consequence, the ads in the different media share only some visual
and verbal elements. For example, in the print ad, only one or two key scenes of the TV ad
can be used, excluding all other images that are transmitted by TV.Thus, image transfer is
likely to occur from the complete TV ad to the less complete print ad, but not the other
way, that is, from print to TV. According to Edell and Keller (1989),when an ad in a less
complex and less complete medium is presented after an ad in a more complex one, the
less complex ad will act as a retrieval cue for the more complex ad.

Print is a static medium with internal pacing and, owing its nature, transmits less complex
messages. Hence, we expect that when the second exposure to the ad is the print version,
composed of the key scene from a previously-seen television execution, it may serve as a
retrieval cue for elements stored in the ad trace from the previous TV or dynamic Internet
exposure. The effectiveness of a key picture or words in the print ad as a retrieval cue
depends on how strongly these cues are associated in memory with the video or audio
cues created by the TV exposure (Edell and Keller, 1989). Because the print ad is an
incomplete cue (rather than an exact copy cue), the processing effort required to retrieve
the remainder of the previously stored cues as trace cues may be so great that the recipient
will hardly engage in processing of the print ad.

Taking Edell and Keller's argument concerning the completeness and complexity of the
media one step further, elements of the TV ad should function as a retrieval cue for a
previously-seen dynamic Internet ad, because TV is a less complete and complex medium
than dynamic Internet. However, image transfer in a campaign using TV and the dynamic
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Internet is ambiguous. The dynamic Internet ad contains both the print ad and the TV
commercial, so the part of the Internet ad that is encoded first may determine the extent of
cued imagery retrieval that will OCCULIO

One scenario, assuming that the attention-getting nature of the TV commercial makes
consumers attend first, and only, to the TV part of the Internet ad, is that exposure to the
commercial in the dynamic Internet medium should elicit the same effect as a TV-only
campaign. Hence, little image transfer will take place.

On the other hand, if consumers process both the TV part and the print part of the Internet
ad, during the second exposure elements of the TV commercial may evoke imagery
retrieval. Both the audio and the video of the TV commercial may serve as retrieval cues
for retrieving the Internet ad from the initial exposure. However, we should mention that
time restrictions (3D-secondexposure) in our experiment may prevent the participants
from processing the print and the TV parts of the Internet ad sufficiently, As a result,
interference effects in processing the Internet ad may inhibit the storage of ad information.
The theory of image transfer implicitly assumes that ad elements should be stored in
memory during the first exposure for transfer to occur. Hence, we expect that im.age
transfer will hardly occur in the ill-TV sequence, and that it will not produce better brand
communication effects than a double exposure to the TV ad or to the dynamic Internet ad.

It is also unlikely that image transfer will occur in a TV- dynamic mtemetcampaign. After
exposure to the TV commercial, participants will probably focus on the print part of the
dynamic Internet ad. However, elements of the print part of the Internet ad will not cause
image transfer to the TV commercial because the TV commercial is played within the
Internet site at the same time. It is much easier to focus attention on the TV commercial in
the Internet site than to retrieve the TV ad from memory. Rather than image transfer
between media, it is more a matter of attentional transfer within the medium. Thus, we
expect that cued imagery retrieval will hardly occur in a campaign with dynamic Internet
and TV in either sequence. We propose the following hypotheses:

HIO: V07en a print ad is presented after a more complex TV commercial.
image transfer will occur during exposure to the print ad. As a result a
TV-P sequence will produce better brand communication effects than a
double exposure to (a) the print ad or to (b) the TV commercial.

Hit: When aprint ad is presented after a more complex dynamic Internet ad,
image transfer will occur during exposure to the print ad. As a result an
ID-P sequence will produce better brand communication effects than a
double exposure to (a) the print ad or to (b) the dynamic Internet ad.

10 It is unlikely that participants will only process the print part, because the video is played as soon as
the subject is exposed to the Internet page.
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H12: When a TV commercial is presented after a dynamic Internet act little
cued imagery retrieval will occur. As a result an ID-TV sequence will not
produce better brand communication eitects than a double exposure to
(a) the TV commercial or to (b) the dynamic Internet ad.

4.1.3. Multi-source effect

A third potential explanation of synergy from multiple-media campaigns is the so-called
multi-source effect. The theoretical argument here is that multiple sources (multiple
media) may increase the convincingness of the advertising message.

According to attribution theory, people behave like lay-scientists and try to find out what
is true. An effect that occurs many times from independent sources is believed to be true
due to consensus and consistency. Although in the literature the source stands for the
advertiser, the brand, or the presenter in the ad, we may also consider a medium to be a
source. The question is whether people perceive media as different sources, or see the
advertiser as the source. If they see the advertiser as the source, there is no independence
of sources, and it is less likely that the convincingness of the ad's message will be
enhanced."

As far as we know, this multi-source effect has not been examined. Except for attribution
theory, theories are lacking, but, intuitively, we might expect that an advertising message
in multiple-media campaigns is perceived as more convincing than a message in a single-
medium campaign at the same level of exposures. Convincingness should be manifested in
the brand communication effects. We propose the following hypothesis:

H13: An advertising message comm uniceted in multiple media is perceived as
more convincing than one is communicated in only one medium,
resulting in (a)more favorable brand benefit beliefs, (b) a more favorable
brand attitude, and (c) a higher purchase intention.

11 We should note that the convincingness of the advertising message also depends on the believability
of the message itself and the credibility of the source (medium) transmitting the message. Messages
lacking in credibility or believability will be discounted and will not be very convincing (Gotlieb and
Sarel, 1991)and the credibility of the source determines the extent to which one will agree or disagree
with the message (Sternthal, Dolakia and Leavitt, 1978;Van Raaij, 1995).Research in the area of public
relations and journalism suggests that some media are considered as more credible than other media
(Carter and Greenberg 1965;Johnson and Kaye, 1998;Meyer, 1988;Newhagen and Nass, 1989). Print
messages are, in general, perceived as more believable or trustworthy than TV messages, although
much depends on the perceived credibility of the magazine title within the medium. Studies
examining the credibility of the Internet show mixed results.
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4.2. Research methodology

Following on from the experiment described in Chapter 3, and under the same
circumstances (i.e., stimuli, location) and restrictions (i.e., time limit and forced exposure),
data were collected for the multiple-media conditions.

In addition to the 75 students who participated in the single-medium conditions analyzed
in Chapter 3, 154 students of the University of Tilburg participated in the multiple-media
conditions. Each participant received a reward of student points or a € 2.50 lottery ticket.
Four participants were excluded from the analysis because their questionnaires had too
many missing variables. The participants' ages ranged from 18 through 35 years (the
average age was 21 years) and 44 participants were male and 106 were female. With
respect to these demographics, there were no differences between these participants and
those who participated in the single-medium conditions; the proportion of males to
females and the age distribution were nearly the same. Thus, the participants (72 males
and 153 females; average age 21 years) in both the single-medium and multiple-media
conditions could be included in the analysis.

4.2.1. Procedure

This study examined the effects of three Single-medium campaigns with double exposures
(P-P, TV-TV, and ill-ill) and the six two-way (pairwise) interactions between print, TV,
and dynamic Internet. This resulted in nine conditions with 25 participants in each
condition (see Table 4-1).

Table 4-1. Design of experiment

Second medium
First medium Print TV Dynamic Internet

Print P-P

TV-P

ro-r

P-TV

TV-TV

ill-TV

P-ill

TV-ill

TO-ill
TV

Dynamic Internet

In each condition, the four ads, that is, the target ad and the three filler ads, were shown
for 30 seconds in one of the three media. After that, the four ads were presented again, in
either the same medium (single medium) or another medium (multiple media). Table 4-2
explains the procedure of the media conditions. After being exposed to the ads,
participants filled out a questionnaire to assess their responses to the ads.
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Media #. of
condition resp.

Exposure to communication stimuli

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads (the target
P-P 25 ad and three filler ads).

- Second exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads.

- Exposure to each of the four TV commercials for 30 seconds (the

TV-TV 25 target ad and three filler ads),
- Second exposure to each of the four TV commercials for 30

seconds.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four Internet ads (the
target ad and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after

ID-ID 25 30 seconds to the following ad.
- Participants are automatically exposed a second time to the four

Internet ads, each of 30 seconds.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads (the target

P-TV 25 ad and three filler ads).
- Exposure to each of the four TV commercials for 30 seconds (the

target ad and three filler ads).

- Exposure to the four TV commercials, each of 30 seconds (the
TV-P 25 target ad and three filler ads).

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads (the target
ad and three filler ads).

P-ID 25 - Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four Internet ads (the
target ad and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after
30 seconds to the following ad.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four Internet ads (the

ID-P 25 target ad and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after
30 seconds to the following ad.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four print ads.
- Exposure to each of the four TV commercials for 30 seconds (the

target ad and three filler ads).
TV-ID 25 - Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four Internet ads (the

target ad and three filler ads). The ads shift automatically after
30 seconds to the following ad.

- Exposure of 30 seconds to each of the four Internet ads (the
ID-TV 25 target ad and three filler ads).

- Exposure to each the four TV commercials for 30 seconds.
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4.2.2. Measures

In addition to the measures for the brand communication effects and the covariates
described in Chapter 3, the questionnaire included measures to examine the hypothesized
explanatory processes, namely, priming, image transfer, and multi-source (for the
questionnaire, see Appendix B).

Priming was assessed by asking the participants whether they became "more", "not
more/not less", or "less" interested in the second ad after seeing the first ad.

Image transfer was assessed by asking the participants to write down which visual and
verbal images, if any, from the first ad came to their minds while they were watching the
second ad.

Multi-source was measured by asking the participants to indicate on a 7-point scale how
strongly they disagreed (1) or agreed (7) with three statements that gave an indication of
the convincingness of the ad. For unfamiliar brands, consumers infer brand quality from
the level of advertising exposure (Kirmani, 1997).The statements therefore were: "After
seeing the advertisement for this brand, I thought, 'it must be a popular brand'": "After
seeing the advertisement for this brand, I thought, 'this brand's advertising is very
believable"'; and "After seeing the advertisement for this brand, I thought, 'it must be a
good brand because it spends a lot of money on advertising.'" For the summed scale of
multi-source convincingness, coefficienta: was .78.

4.3. Results

In this section, we present and discuss the results for the hypothesized synergy effects by
comparing the two-exposures, single-medium campaigns with the two-exposures
multiple-media campaigns. The results for the multiple-media campaigns are divided into
three sections. First, the results for the three hypothesized explanatory processes are
presented (Section 4.3.1), followed by the results for the brand communication effects
(Section 4.3.2),and the mediation tests of the explanatory processes (4.3.3).Appendix B
presents the power of the tests.

4.3.1. The explanatory processes: priming, image transfer, and multi-
source

As priming was measured using a categorical variable, the CROSSTABS procedure was
used. For image transfer and multi-source, we used ANOVA with post-hoc contrast tests
to compare groups of media conditions to each other (i.e., single-medium conditions
versus the multiple-media conditions).
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Priming
If participants indicated that they became more interested in the second ad after seeing the
first ad, priming occurred (see Table 4-3). In the print-only condition, most participants
(68%) became less interested in the second ad after seeing the first ad. Similarly, most TV-
TV participants (60%) indicated that they became less interested in the second ad after
seeing the first ad. The disinterest result was not as pronounced for the double Internet
condition. Most ID-ID participants indicated that they became less interested in the second
ad (32% of the participants) or that they were equally interested in both ads (44% of the
participants). The low incidence of "more interested", which was only 4% for double print,
4% for double TV, and 24% for double dynamic Internet, indicates that priming rarely
occurred. The slightly higher percentage for ID-ID could have been due to insufficient time
on the first exposure to process the dual ads in dynamic Internet. The results support the
hypothesis that priming is not a prevalent process in single-medium campaigns.

We hypothesized that priming will occur especially in multiple-media campaigns where
print precedes TV (P-TV) or print precedes dynamic Internet (P-ID), and where TV
precedes dynamic Internet (TV-ID). The results for the other sequences are also presented
in Table 4-3. Examining the multiple-media conditions in which the print ad was shown
first, it appears that about half the participants became more interested in the second ad
after seeing the print ad, whether this second ad was the TV commercial (56% of
participants) or the dynamic Internet ad (48% of participants). The results for P-TV and P-
ID suggest that the print ad may serve as a "teaser", for many consumers, which primes
their interest in the subsequent ad in another medium.

However, only one-fifth of the participants (20%) in the TV-ID condition indicated that
they had more interest in the Internet ad after seeing the TV ad. Contrary to our
expectations, priming was not prevalent in the TV-ID sequence. The completeness of the
TV commercial may have given the participants the belief that they had received all the
possible information and that nothing could be added. As a consequence, they were not
more stimulated to process the Internet ad.

As expected, priming did not occur in other media sequences. In the TV-P condition, only
4% of the participants became more interested in the print ad after seeing the TV ad. In the
ID-P condition, only 8% became more interested in the print ad. The results for the ID-TV
condition are a little higher for priming, but still a minority of 28% became more interested
in the second ad after seeing the Internet ad.

Image transfer
The ANOV A results for image transfer indicate a Significant media exposure effect
(F=14.38, p<.OOl). As expected, participants in the Single-medium conditions experienced
less visual and verbal imagery transfer than participants in the multiple-media conditions
(contrast test t= 9.81. p< .001). Hence, as hypothesized, image transfer occurs across media
but not within media. Compared to the single-medium conditions, the results show that
up to twice the number of total images were experienced in the multiple-media conditions
(see Table 4-3).
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The results confirm the idea that, when a less complete ad follows a more complete
dynamic ad, the less complete ad causes retrieval of the first ad. The dynamic ad (TV or
dynamic Internet) provides more images to be retrieved at the second ad exposure. In
addition, a self-paced medium such as print allows participants more easily to engage in
retrieval processes. The TV-P and ID-P conditions show the highest means for image
transfer. Contrary to our expectations, imagery retrieval also occurred in a campaign in
which the TV commercial was presented after the dynamic Internet ad (ID-TV). This is
possibly because the TV commercial is "less complete" than the dynamic Internet ad,
which contains the TV commercial and the print ad.

Table 4-3. Results for priming image trsnstei; and multi-source

Priming Image transfer Multi-source

Priming of interest Total images Convincingness
Media in second ad from first ad of the ad
conditions Less (%) Equal (%) More (%) (number) (1 to 7)

P-P 68 28 4 1.36' 4.72ab
TV-TV 60 36 4 1.56a 5.08b

ID-ID 32 44 24 1.48a 4.59'

P-TV 8 36 56 2.52bc 5.12b
P-ID 24 28 48 2.32b 4.57a

TV-P 44 52 4 2.88' 5.03b

TV-ID 24 56 20 2.20b 4.60'
ID-P 20 72 8 2.96c 4.95·b

ID-TV 28 44 28 2.80' 5.03b

a.b Means with the same letter within a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5%
level.

Multi-source
We expected that the brand message would be perceived as more convincing if it were
received from multiple sources. The means for ad convincingness are also shown in Table
4-3. The ANOVA for ad convincingness indicates a Significant media-exposure effect
(F=2.14,p< .05).However, contrast test shows that, in the multiple-media conditions, the
ad was not perceived as more convincing than in the Single-medium conditions (t <1).
More specifically, we found significantly lower means for the TV-ID and P-ID conditions
than for the other multiple-media conditions. It seems that if the dynamic Internet is
shown last, the convincingness of an ad is undermined in multiple-media campaigns. The
ads communicated by the traditional media appear to be more persuasive than the ad in
the new medium. Likewise, the combinations of traditional media (print and TV) are
Significantly more convincing than the P-ID and TV-ID sequences. An ad is more
convincing in campaigns with only TV or TV in combination with print. Presence of TV is
the dominant factor and not multiple sources as such.
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4.3.2. Brand communication effects

Table 4-4 displays the means and tests of significance for the brand communication effects.

Brand claim recall
Analysis of variance for brand claim recall indicates a Significant effect of media condition
(F=9.06, p<.OOl).The contrast test shows that participants in the multiple-media conditions
recalled significantly more brand claims than the participants in the single-medium
conditions (t-test = 4.03, p< .001). Previous results suggested that the encoding of the TV
commercial or of the dynamic Internet ad is facilitated if it is primed by the print ad. As a
consequence, greater brand claim recall is predicted for a P-TV and P-ill sequence than for
a double exposure to the TV ad and the dynamic Internet ad, respectively. The brand claim
recall results support this. Participants exposed to the P-TV sequence recalled Significantly
more brand claims than participants exposed to TV-TV.Moreover, participants in the P-ill
sequence recalled significantly more brand claims than participants exposed to ID-ID.
Hence, H4and Hs are supported for brand claim recall (see Table 4-4).

Our previous results showed that, contrary to our expectations, a preceding TV
commercial did not prime interest in the subsequent Internet ad. In line with this finding,
participants in the TV-ill sequence did not recall more brand claims than participants in
the ID-ill condition.

Higher image transfer was found in the media conditions in which the second medium
was less complete than the first medium, that is, TV-P, ill-P, and ID-TV, although it was
not predicted for ID-TV. Greater brand claim recall was predicted for TV-P and ID-P than
for a double exposure to a single medium. The results for brand claim recall show that
participants in the TV-P condition recalled significantly more brand claims than
participants in the double print condition, consistent with H10.On the other hand, contrary
to Hl1, the image transfer that occurred in the ill-P condition did not result in more brand
claim recall than in the double print condition or double Internet condition. We predicted
that ill-TV would not produce better brand claim recall than TV-TV or ID-ID, because we
expected little image transfer to occur (H12).Contrary to our expectation, high image
transfer did occur in the ID-TV condition, and in line with this finding, participants in the
ID-TV condition recalled significantly more brand claims than the participants in the ill-ID
condition or TV-TV condition.

Brand benetit beliefs
The ANOVA for brand benefit beliefs shows a significant effect of media condition (F=2.0S,
p<.OS) (Table 4-4). The contrast test shows that participants in the multiple-media
conditions had significantly more favorable brand benefit beliefs than the participants in
the Single-medium conditions (t =3.16, p<.OOl).Moreover, participants in the conditions in
which priming occurred, that is, the P-ill and P-TV conditions, reported the strongest
brand benefit beliefs. Participants exposed to P-ID had significantly more favorable brand
attitude beliefs than participants who were exposed to ill-ill, though, the difference in
means between P-TV and TV-TV was only marginally significant. Overall, H4 and Hs are
supported for brand benefit beliefs.
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Participants in the media conditions in which image translerwas expected, that is, TV-P
and ID-P, showed more favorable brand benefit beliefs than the participants in the double
print condition, although the differences are only marginally significant. Participants
exposed to ID-P had significantly more favorable brand benefit beliefs than participants
exposed to ID-ID. Overall, HlOand HII are partially supported for brand benefit beliefs.

Table 4-4. Means and significance tests lor brand communication effects
Media Brand claim Brand benefit Overall brand Purchase
conditions recall beliefs attitude' intention-s

P-P 3.04a S.46ab 1.04' 2.67a

TV-TV 3.12-b S,86abc 1.10' 2.62a
ID-ID 2.88> S.21· 0.86" 2.S1-

P-TV 4.16d 7.08cd 1.02' 2.47-b

P-ID 3.84dc 7.38d 1.20- 2.61"
TV-P 3.48bc 6.84bcd 1.28" 2.8S'
TV-ID 2.76" s.ss= 1.04' 2.07b

ID-P 2.96" s.ss= 1.24" 2.68'
ID-TV 3,60c 6.69·bcd 1.09" 2.44,b

'Means are corrected for wine involvement.
'Means are corrected for general attitude toward advertising.
a.b Means with the same letter within a column do not differ significantly from one another at the 5%

level.

Overall brand attitude
Consumers' wine involvement has a significant covariate effect on overall brand attitude
(F=lS.77, p< .001) (Table 4-4). However, the covariate-adjusted means for brand attitude
between media conditions were not Significantly different (F<l). Hypotheses H4, Hs, HlO,
and HIl are therefore not supported for overall brand attitude.

Purchase intention
The analysis of covariance for purchase intention shows a marginally significant effect of
media condition (F= 1.81, p<.10) and Significant covariate effects of general attitude toward
advertising (F= 6.61, p< .OS) and consumers' involvement with wine (F=IS.S1, p<. 001)
(Table 4-4). Correcting for these covariates, the ANCOV A indicates that the conditions in
which priming occurred (i.e., P-TV and P-ID) did not produce a higher purchase intention
than their corresponding single-medium conditions. Hence, H4 and H5 are not supported.
Contrary to HID and HII, media conditions in which high image transfer occurred (i.e., TV-
P, ID-P, and ID-TV) did not result in a higher purchase intention than the single-medium
conditions.
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4.3.3. Mediation of brand communication effects by the explanatory
processes

The hypothesized explanations for multiple-media synergy are viewed as mediators,
mediating the effects of the media conditions on the brand communication effects (see
Figure 4-2). Using separate regression analyses, Baron and Kenny (1986) state that a
mediating effect is present if the following three conditions are met. First, the relationship
between the independent variable (media conditions) and the mediator (priming, image
transfer, or multi-source) must be statistically significant (A). Second, the relation between
the mediator and the dependent variable(s) must be statistically significant (B). Third,
controlling for these two relations (A and B), a previous significant relation between the
independent and dependent variables should no longer be significant (C).

Figure 4-2. Mediation of brand communication effects by the explanatory processes.

Independent variable Mediators Dependent variabales

c

Brand claim recallPriming

Image transfer
Brand benefit beliefs

Media
condition
Dl.. . .DS

Brand attitude

A Multi-source B Purchase intention

There can be three mediation outcomes: no mediation, partial mediation, and full
mediation. Table 4-5 shows based on the significance or insignificance of the regression
coefficients (standardized beta) which of the three mediation outcomes exists. Independent
variables that have partial mediation (i.e., a direct and an indirect linkage to the dependent
variables) are generally more important predictors of a dependent variable than
independent variables that have full mediation. Table 4-6 presents the results of our
regression analyses.

Table 4-5. Mediation outcomes
1. Mediator on Media (D1..D8) 2. Dependent variables on Media Mediation

(D1..D8) and Mediator
Beta for media insi~~ant Beta for mediator insignificant No
Beta for media significant Beta for media significant Partial
Beta for media significant Beta for media insignificant Full
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The regression coefficients when the dependent variable is regressed on the independent
variables provide a more comprehensive test for mediation effects. Evidence for mediation
is increased if the standardized beta coefficients of the independent variables are
significantly greater than the standardized beta coefficients of the independent variables
when the mediator is included in the regression analysis.

Priming
The regression coefficients for the media dummy variables showed that the nature of the
media pair in which the ad appears significantly influenced priming. The standardized
beta weights for media conditions in which priming was expected were higher than for the
media conditions in which priming was not expected. Moreover, priming appeared to
mediate between media condition and brand claim recall, brand attitude, and purchase
intention. However, its mediation effects on these dependent variables were only partial
(see Table 4-6).

Image transfer
As expected, regression coefficients for the multiple-media conditions were Significant
when the image transfer mediator was regressed on the media dummy variables. Image
transfer partially mediated the effects of media condition on brand claim recall, and full
mediation occurred for TV-P and ill-TV. However, the regression analyses with the other
dependent variables did not reveal a Significant regression coefficient for image transfer,
indicating that image transfer did not mediate brand benefit beliefs, brand attitude, and
purchase intention (Table4-6).

Multi-source
Multi-source did not mediate significantly between media conditions and any of the four
brand communication effect variables (Table 4-6).

Therefore, of the three proposed explanatory processes for multiple-media synergistic
effects, only priming and image transfer (in the conditions where these are likely to occur)
appear to have validity .

4.4. Conclusions

This chapter examined possible ad processing explanations for synergy effects in two-way
(pairwise) interactions between the media types print, TV, and dynamic Internet. Three
theoretical explanations for synergy effects in multiple-media ad campaigns were tested:
priming, image transfer, and multi-source.

Priming and image transfer: Single-medium versus multiple-media campaigns
Consistent with our expectations, few participants in the single-medium conditions
indicated that they became more interested in the second ad after seeing the first ad.
Moreover, participants reported that only a small number of images and words from the
first ad came to mind during exposure to the second ad. Hence, the results generally
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support HI to H3 and H7 to H9, that in single-medium campaigns priming and image
transfer do not occur.

The results diverge for the multiple-media conditions. Consistent with H4 and Hs, we
observed clearly a priming effect for the print-ID and print-TV conditions. Most
participants became more interested in the second ad after exposure to the first ad. It was
predicted that due to priming, print-TV and print-ID participants would produce better
brand communication effects than participants exposed twice to respectively the TV ad
and the dynamic Internet ad. Print-TV participants recalled significantly more brand
claims and had more favorable brand benefit beliefs than. TV-TV participants. Print-ID
participants also recalled more brand claims and had more favorable brand benefit beliefs
than ID-ID participants. Hence, H4 and Hs are generally supported for brand claim recall
and brand benefit beliefs. However, H4and Hs are not supported for overall brand attitude
and purchase intention. The media conditions in which priming occurred did not produce
a more favorable brand attitude or a higher purchase intention than the TV-TVand ID-ID
conditions. H6,which predicted that a TV commercial will prime a dynamic Internet ad,
was not supported either. The TV-ID sequence did not produce better brand
communication effects than the ID-ID condition.

As expected, the results for the conditions TV-print and ID-print did not reveal a priming
process, but did reveal an image transfer process. The TV-P and ID-P participants
experienced the most image transfer. It was predicted that high image transfer would
result in better brand communication effects. The TV-print participants recalled more
brand claims and had more favorable brand benefit beliefs than the participants in the
print-only condition. The ID-P participants had more favorable brand benefit beliefs, but
did not recall more brand claims than the participants in the print-only condition. Hence,
HlO and Hn are partially supported.

H12predicted that little cued image retrieval would occur in the ID-TV condition and that
exposure to ID-TV would not produce better brand communication effects than a double
exposure to the TV commercial or to the dynamic Internet ad. Contrary to H12,image
transfer did occur in the ID-TV condition. Participants in this condition recalled more
images from the first ad during the second ad exposure than participants in the single-
medium conditions and in the multiple-media conditions where a complete ad was
presented after a less complete ad. Moreover, participants in the ID-TV condition recalled
more brand claims than participants in the double TV or double Internet condition. It
seems that the two opportunities for imagery in dynamic Internet ads (TV and print)
produce greater image transfer even when the TV ad is re-exposed as the second ad.

In sum, the results indicate that, as expected, neither priming nor image transfer occurred
in the single-medium campaigns. The results for the multiple-media conditions revealed
that priming occurs when a less complete and less complex medium (P) precedes a more
complete and complex medium (TV, ID). The media conditions in which priming occurred
produced better brand claim recall and more favorable brand benefit beliefs than the
single-medium conditions. Furthermore, the results confirm the idea that when a less
complete and less complex ad is presented after a more complete and complex ad, the less
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complete ad functions as a retrieval cue. Media sequences that enhance image transfer,
however, do not consistently result in better brand communication effects than the single-
media conditions. Mediation tests confirm that the nature of the media pair in which the
ad appears significantly influences priming and image transfer. The standardized beta
weights for media conditions in which priming or image transfer were expected are higher
than for the media conditions in which priming or image transfer were not expected.

Priming versus Image transfer: Ditterences between multiple-media campaigns
In comparing the different sequences of the multiple-media campaigns, the results suggest
that campaigns in which first a print ad is shown and then a TV commercial or a dynamic
Internet ad follows are more effective than campaigns in which the print ad is shown last
or is not shown at all. The print-first campaigns led to more priming, and produced greater
recall of brand claims and more favorable brand benefit beliefs, but not a more favorable
brand attitude or a higher purchase intention. An incomplete ad as a print ad seems to
create interest for, and facilitate the encoding of, a subsequent TV commercial or dynamic
Internet ad. These second ads require relatively large processing resources due their
dynamic nature, and consumers need to devote their processing resources to
comprehending the TV ad or dynamic Internet ad.

In sum, the results for the multiple-media conditions suggest that conditions in which
priming occurs are more effective in transmitting brand communication effects than
conditions in which image transfer occurs. Priming is induced in campaigns where a less
complete and less complex medium precedes a more complete and complex medium.
Mediation tests show that priming mediates the effects of media condition on brand claim
recall, brand attitude, and purchase intention partially. Image transfer only mediates the
effects of media on brand claim recall.

Multi-source
HI3 predicted that advertising messages communicated in multiple media would be more
convincing than when they are communicated only in one medium, due to a multi-source
effect on the convincingness of the ad. The results show that there is no multi-source effect
on ad convincingness. The results indicate, more simply, that the presence of TV causes a
boost to the perceived convincingness of the ad. Consumers who saw only the Internet ad
or the Internet ad last in a multiple media campaign judged the ad less convincing than
consumers who saw the ad on TV, or in a campaign with both print and TV. It seems that
dynamic Internet undermines the convincingness of the ad in multiple-media campaigns
when it is placed last. It seems that any superiority of the multiple-media conditions over
the single-medium conditions is due entirely to the presence of TV and not to multiple
sources. Moreover, the mediation test shows that multi-source does not mediate
significantly between media conditions and any of the four brand communication effect
variables.
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Chapter 5
Media effects under voluntary exposure

In this chapter. we examine the effects of advertising in different media and
multiple media under conditions of voluntary exposure. We conducted a
laboratory experiment that allows voluntazyexposure to advertisements in print
T~ and static Internet enabling us to examine ad processing and brand
communications effects in real-lifesingle- and multiple-media situations.

The emergence of new, more interactive media puts control over the message exposure
increasingly in the hands of the consumer. New media such as the Internet enable active,
selective exposure to information and interactivity with that information. Nowadays, it is
the consumer who is doing the selection among and within media (Stewart, 1992). Some
commentators believe that the nature of consumer interaction with media will increasingly
determine the efficiency and effectiveness of media as communication tools (Stewart and
Ward, 1994). Therefore, not only media characteristics, but also analysis of the way in
which consumers interact with and within media, should be incorporated in media
research.

Past research on media effects mainly forced people to read or to view advertisements in a
certain medium within a certain time frame. We admit that in this way modality effects
can be assessed in an internally valid manner, but these forced exposure experiments
ignore consumers' control over and interaction with the medium, and do not reflect the
true power of the respective media. In order to incorporate consumers' interaction with
and control over the medium, we conducted a laboratory experiment that allows voluntary
exposure to advertisements in various media. This method simulates natural exposure,
and it enables us to grasp a better idea of the true differences between media, thus
achieving a higher level of external validity.

The experiment examines the single and combined effects of print, television, and static
Internet. We discuss the literature and develop hypotheses to be tested in the experiment
(Section 5.1). The research methodology is presented (Section 5.2), followed by the results
(Section 5.3) and conclusions (Section 5.4).

5.1. Theoretical background and hypotheses

With voluntary exposure to advertisements in media, a medium's ability to attract and
sustain consumer's attention becomes important. The dimensions of a medium, that is, the
number and nature of modalities, the type of pacing (internal or external), and the delivery
versus retrieval characteristics of the medium influence a medium's ability to attract and
sustain attention for its messages, and to communicate its message to consumers.
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Both the medium's number and nature of the modalities, corresponding to the human
senses used for information processing, influence the extent to which a medium may
attract consumer's attention. For example, ads in dynamic modalities (i.e., audio and
video) are more attention-getting and thus more effective in influencing consumers,
especially if they are not interested in the message, than ads in static modalities (written
text and pictures). Moreover, media with multiple modalities are more attention-getting
because they appeal to more senses than media with one modality. Multiple sensory
modes should facilitate learning, especially among low-involved consumers, because
understanding the meaning of information in one mode is expected to facilitate the
interpretation of meaning in another mode (Jacoby,Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983;Kisielius and
Sternthal, 1984).Furthermore, ads in delivery media, in contrast to retrieve! media, will be
more effective in attracting the attention of consumers, because they deliver messages to
consumers without any activity required from the consumer (VanRaaij, 1998).

Hence, under voluntary exposure, TV,a delivery medium that possesses multiple dynamic
modalities, is expected to be better in attracting and sustaining attention, and therefore to
be more effective than retrieval media with one static modality, such as print and static
Internet. Due to the nature of the medium, ads on TV may have cognitive impact on low or
uninvolved consumers (Buchholz and Smith, 1991). Even consumers who are not
interested in the TV ad's message may engage in superficial processing and acquire brand
recognition, and overall affect toward the brand, according to Krugman's (1965) "low-
involvement learning" hypothesis. Messages in print ads and static Internet ads, on the
other hand, require more active and involved consumers, because the processing of
information in these media is more under personal control and is a relatively demanding
task (Krugman, 1965).According to the "information-processing parsimony" hypothesis
(Holbrook, 1978),consumers attempt to minimize demanding cognitive endeavors, and are
unlikely to process information of little interest to them (Buchholzand Smith, 1991).

The type of pacing that a medium permits does not affect consumer's attention, but it
should affect ad processing, if the consumer pays attention to the message in the medium.
Print and Internet permit consumers to process the information at their own pace and in
any sequence (internal pacing). This enhances the opportunity to process the information,
facilitating cognitive processing (Jacoby, Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983) and information
retention. On the other hand, with TV, advertisers control the speed of information
presentation and the order of information items in TV ads (external pacing). Because of its
transient character, TV does not facilitate self-paced consumers' processing of the
presented information.

Table 5-1 gives a summary of the media dimensions and their theoretical effects on ad
processing and brand communication effects. In terms of media dimensions, the major
distinction is between TV, a dynamic medium, and print and the Internet, which are static
media. In this experiment, we do not examine the dynamic Internet medium.
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Table 5-1. The effects of media dimensions on ad processing and brand communication
effects

Effect on ad processing
Medium Dimension and brand communication effects

Television Two sensory More ad processing and better brand communication
modes effects (Jacoby, Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983;Kisielius and

Sternthal, 1984)

Delivery Passive information processing possible and low-
medium involvement learning (Buchholz and Smith, 1991;

Krugman, 1965)

External Low opportunity to process and rehearse information
pacing (Jacoby et al., 1983)

Print & One sensory Less ad processing and lower brand communication
Static Internet mode effects (Jacobyet al., 1983;Kisielius and Sternthal, 1984)

Retrieval More ad processing and better brand communication
medium effect, if consumers are involved (Krugman, 1965;

Buchholz and Smith, 1991)

Internal High opportunity to process and rehearse information
pacing (Jacoby et al., 1983)

The communication effectiveness of ads in the static Internet medium and the print
medium is expected to be largely similar, considering the senses stimulated and the speed
and control of information presentation. We state the following hypotheses:

His: Consumers exposed to the ststic Intemet ad will produce cognitive and
affective responses, and attitude toward the ed, equivalent to that of
consumers exposed to the print ad.

His: Consumers exposed to the static Internet ad will have brand
communication effects equivalent to that of consumers exposed to the
print ad.

Compared to print and the Internet, TV is more intrusive, better in sustaining attention,
and appeals to more sensory modes. Hence, TV might also be effective in reaching and
affecting passive or low-involved consumers (Krugman, 1965;Buchholz and Smith, 1991).
We propose the following hypotheses:

H2.: Consumers exposed to the TV ad will produce more cognitive and
affective responses, and will have a more positive attitude toward the sd.
than consumers exposed to theprint ad or to the static Intemet ad.

H2b: Consumers exposed to the TV ad will have better brand communication
effects than consumers exposed to the print ad or to the static Intemet ad.
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Single-medium versus multiple-media effects
Based on the idea that each medium has unique capabilities and effects (Wright, 1980),
media may complement each other in producing advertising effects. We expect that
multiple-media campaigns will be more effective than single-medium campaigns, except
for a TV-only campaign. In a multiple-media campaign, TV may attract attention to the
advertisement and thus have cognitive impact on the low-involved consumer. If the TV ad
has created a positive attitude toward the ad or the brand, consumers may also pay some
attention to the advertisements on the Internet and in the print medium. However, we do
not expect that consumers will process the information in the print or Internet ad
profoundly if they are not interested in the brand message. In the TV-only campaign in our
experiment, there are three exposure opportunities for so-called "low-involvement
learning" (Krugman, 1965).Therefore, we expect that the TV campaign will be as effective
as the multiple-media campaign in communicating an advertisement message. We
propose the following hypotheses:

H3a: Consumers exposed to the ad in multiple media will produce more
cognitive and affective responses, and will have a more positive attitude
toward the act than consumers exposed to the print-only ad or to the
static Internet-only ad.

H3b: Consumers exposed to the ad in multiple media will have better brand
communication effects than consumers exposed to theprint-only ad or to
the static Internet-only ad.

H3c: Consumers exposed to the ad in multiple media will produce cognitive
and affective responses, and attitude toward the act equivalent to that of
consumers exposed to the TV-only ad.

Hsa: Consumers exposed to the ad in multiple media will have brand
communication effects equivalent to that of consumers exposed to the
TV-only ad.

Sequential versus simultaneous media use
Increasingly, it is the consumer who is doing the selection. Consumers make selections
among media and within media. How consumers interact with a medium determines to a
large extent the effectiveness of a medium as a communication tool. For example,
consumer zapping and zipping behavior, responsiveness to banner ads, and involvement
with and attitude toward the medium affect the likelihood that a consumer will be exposed
to advertisements. Consumers are doing more than just deciding whether to attend to a
particular medium or message within a medium. They are also selecting modes of
interacting with media. Some people leave the television set on while reading a magazine,
thus attending to two media simultaneously. Others use media only in a sequential way. It
is not clear how people process the information and what they can store in memory when
they are simultaneously exposed to information in different media. As indicated before,
research has shown that consumers are able to pay attention to what they need to attend to
("focusing") and at the same time monitor other less well-attended sources of information
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at some minimum level of meaning ("scanning") (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963; Treisman,
1964). However, these studies refer to simultaneous processing with multiple sensory
modes within one medium. Simultaneous processing of inconsistent information in
different media may interfere with and inhibit cognitive elaboration (Edell and Keller,
1989). The likelihood is low that the messages in two media are consistent at the moment
of exposure. Therefore, we expect that, in general, simultaneous processing of messages in
multiple-media is not beneficial:

H4': Consumers using multiple media sequentially (and thus exposed to the
ads sequentially) will produce more cognitive and affective responses,
and will have a more favorable attitude toward the ed, than consumers
using multiple media simultaneously.

H4b: Consumers using multiple media sequentially (thus exposed to the ads
sequentially) will have better brand communication effects than
consumers using multiple media simultaneously.

It should be noted that participants could attend to multiple media simultaneously.
However, it is unlikely that they are exposed to the ad in two or three media
simultaneously. Hence, actual simultaneous ad exposure is not likely to occur. However,
simultaneous media use may cause that during exposure to an ad in one medium, the
participant will be distracted by the information content in another medium.

5.2. Research methodology

An experimental approach was used to study the effects of advertising in various media.
One hundred and sixty-one consumers from the database of the Product Evaluation
Laboratory of the Technical University of Delft participated. Eleven participants were
excluded from the analysis because they were aware of the objectives of the research.
Participants' ages ranged from 19 through 64 years (average age 41 years), and 71 were
male and 79 female. As a reward for their participation, participants received €10.

In this study, an incomplete factorial design was used. We tested three single-medium
conditions (TV-only, print-only, and Internet-only) and a multiple-media condition
(consisting of television, print, and static Internet ads). Participants were randomly
assigned to the conditions. Only thirteen participants who had no experience with the
Internet were assigned to the TV-only or print-only condition.

5.2.1. Procedure

Although a laboratory setting is normally used in order to control exposure to stimuli, we
allowed voluntary exposure to advertisements in order to be able to obtain insight into the
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true differences between media. We attempted to approximate reality and to increase
external validity using replicas of living rooms's, no time constraints, focusing participant's
attention on news information, and giving participants the opportunity to zap during
exposure to the broadcast. Replicas of living rooms were used in order to make
participants feel more comfortable and less conscious of being part of an experiment. In
addition, participants in the TV-only and the multiple-media conditions were told they
could watch two channels, both with news information. They were equipped with a
remote control device that allowed them to switch between channels. When the
participants turned on the TV and switched to channel 2, they encountered the middle of
the news program that surrounded the commercial breaks. In this way, the natural
volatility of the TV medium was maintained.

During the experiment the participants were observed with cameras. The numbers of
exposures to the target ad, the time spent on a medium, media use (sequential or
simultaneous media usage), and sequences of media use were recorded. Depending on the
condition, participants were told to read, to surf, or to watch news information, or that
they could do any of these activities in any sequence. After exposure, participants were
asked to fill out a questionnaire to assess their responses to the target ad and brand (for the
questionnaire, see Appendix C). Table 5-2 explains the procedure.

t: bI, 52 E .J. ftha e - 'xplenetion 0 eme is con IQOnS

Media
N Exposure to communication stimuli

condition

Television-only 31 Possibility to watch three lO-minute news programs. After each
(TV-TV-TV) program followed an ad break that consisted of four 3D-second

ads: the target ad and the three filler ads. Participants could zap
to another channel.

Print-only 37 Possibility to read three newsmagazines. Each magazine
(P-P-P) contained eight news pages and four full-page ads in full color:

the target ad and the three filler ads.

Internet-only 33 POSSibilityto surf on three news websites. Each website consisted
(I-I-I) of five scrolling news pages. On each news page, barmer ads

served as a link to the ad pages: the target ad page and three filler
ad pages.

Multiple media 49 Possibility to watch one news program followed by one
(TV-P-I) commercial break, to read one newsmagazine with the four ads,

and to surf on one news website with links to the four ad pages.

12 Separate but similar rooms were furnished so that the experiment could be conducted with several
individual participants at the same time.
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5.2.2. Stimuli

The same communication stimuli were used as in the experiment in Chapter 3. However,
the ads were now surrounded by news information to make the exposure setting more
realistic. Moreover, in the static Internet ad, there were two links placed: one to a page
with general information about wine (how to taste it, how to preserve it) and one to a page
with a recipe for a meal (see Appendix C).

For the news information, three news broadcasts from a local news station were recorded
and edited. Based on the informational content of the news broadcasts, a news magazine
and a news website were constructed. TI1enews website was in an Intranet environment
and consisted of news pages and advertising pages. Banner ads, consisting of a picture
from the ad and the brand name, served as link to the target ad and filler ad pages. A log
file was used to trace how participants moved through the website and how long they
stayed at a specificpage.

5.2.3. Measures

Ad processing
We collected cognitive responses by asking the participants to write down what they were
thinking during the exposure to the advertisement. Affective responses were assessed by
asking the participants to write down what they were feeling during the exposure to the
advertisement. Especially in the multiple-media condition, these questions demand much
capacity of the participants because they were asked to report on three advertising
exposures. Therefore, we showed them a small, unreadable extract from the advertisement
that was framed (i.e., a TV frame, a page frame, or a computer screen frame) to prompt the
participant's memory.

Two graduate students coded the thoughts and feelings listings. A third person solved all
disagreements. The thoughts were coded on two aspects, that is, whether the thoughts
were ad-related or product-related, and whether the thoughts were positive, negative, or
neutral. The feelings were coded as positive or negative. Cohen's Kappa for thoughts was
on average .78and for feelings .72.

Attitude toward the ad was measured with four 7-point scales: "unclear" (1) I "clear" (7),
"boring" (1) / "vivid" (7), "unappealing" (1) I "appealing" (7),and "dislike" (1) I "like" (7).

Brand communication effects
Brand claim recall was assessed by asking participants to write down everything they
remembered about the advertised brand.

Brand benefit beJiefs measurement was constructed based on the participant's belief that
the brand of wine possessed four benefits mentioned in the ad: full-bodied taste, from
South-Africa, dark red wine, and made with care.These were measured on 7-point scales
from "not at all likely" (1) to "very likely" (7) and were weighted by the participant's
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Table 5-7. Means and significance tests brand communication effects

Brand communication effects Sequential Simultaneous

Brand claim recall] 4.09' 3.04b

Brand benefit beliefs I

Overall brand attitude'

Purchase in tention'

10.68'

4.90·

2.83"

8.31b

4.71'

2.46'

I Means are adjusted for consumer product involvement.
.,Means with the same letter within a row do not differ significantly at the 5% level.

5.4. Conclusions

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the effectiveness of advertising media
under voluntary exposure. In this experiment, external validity was increased by creating a
"realistic" living-room environment and allowing consumers free use of the media. Under
natural viewing conditions, we expected that a medium's ability to attract and sustain
attention would become important. The dimensions of a medium, that is, the number and
nature of modalities, the type of pacing (internal or external), and the extent of delivery
versus retrieval characteristics were expected to determine a medium's ability to attract
attention to the ad, and to communicate the brand's message.

Consistent with Hi, and Hrs, we did not find significant differences between the print-only
condition and Internet-only condition on the ad processing measures and the brand
communication effects, except for purchase intention. Participants in the print-only
condition reported a higher purchase intention than participants in the static Internet-only
condition. This is a peculiar finding, as the Internet, in general, is seen as the medium that
should facilitate actuelpurchase. However, it should be noted that on-line purchase was
not an option in our experiment.

H2a predicted that exposure to TV ads would produce more ad processing than exposure
to the ads in the static media. The ad in the TV-only condition produced more thoughts
than in the print condition and a more positive attitude toward the ad than in the static
Internet condition. Contrary to H2a, the ad in the TV-only condition did not produce more
affective responses than in the print and static Internet conditions. H2b predicted better
brand communication effects for the ad in the TV-only condition than for the print-only
and static Internet-only ad conditions. This hypothesis was supported with respect to
brand claim recall and brand attitude benefits beliefs. However, participants in the TV-
only ad condition did not have a more favorable brand attitude than the participants in the
Internet-only ad condition. Moreover, the ads in the TV-only condition did not produce a
higher purchase intention than in the print-only condition. Hence, H2b is partially
supported for brand attitude and purchase intention.

Consistent with H3a, participants in the multiple-media condition engaged in more ad
processing (i.e., cognitive and affective responses) than participants in the print-only or
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static Internet-only conditions. Consistent with H3b,participants exposed to ads in the
multiple-media condition recalled more brand claims and had more favorable brand
benefit beliefs than the participants in the print-only and Internet-only conditions.
Moreover, the multiple-media ad condition produced a more favorable brand attitude than
the print-only condition, and a higher purchase intention than the Internet-only condition.

Consistent with H3c,the participants exposed to ads in the TV-only condition produced
cognitive and affective responses, and an attitude toward the ad, equivalent to that of
participants in the multiple-media condition. Moreover, the TV-only ad condition was as
effective as the multiple-media ad condition in producing brand communication effects.

Under natural viewing conditions, consumers are doing more than just deciding whether
to attend to a particular medium or message within a medium, they are also selecting
modes of interacting with media. We expected that consumers who use multiple media
sequentially would generate more cognitive and affective responses, and better brand
communication effects than consumers attending to multiple media simultaneously (e.g.,
leaving the television set on while reading a magazine or surfing the Internet). Contrary to
H4a,participants who used multiple media sequentially, and thus were exposed to the ads
sequentially, did not produce more cognitive and affective responses than participants
who used the media simultaneously. Consistent with H4a,sequential media use resulted in
better brand claim recall and brand benefit beliefs than simultaneous media use. On the
other hand, sequential versus simultaneous media use did not affect brand attitude and
purchase intention.

Our results confirm that consumers differ in their ad processing, attitudes, and intentions,
depending on the media or combinations of media they consult or are confronted with. In
general, television ads and the multiple-media ads are the most effective in eliciting
cognitive and affective responses, in producing brand claim recall, and in creating a
favorable brand attitude and purchase intention. Print media ads and static Internet ads
were less capable of producing these effects. Television is part of the multiple-media
condition and may thus be responsible for the effectiveness of both the TV and the
multiple-media condition. Television is a delivery medium capable of attracting attention
and affecting consumers even when they are passive and not involved with the advertised
product, brand, or message. Our findings are consistent with the findings of Kisielius and
Sternthai (1984), Krugman's (1965) "learning without involvement" of television ads, and
the view that a larger number of sensory modes leads to more effective communication
(Jacoby,Hoyer and Zimmer, 1983). Also in print media and static Internet, that is, retrieval
media with one static modality, are less capable of attracting attention and require more
consumer activity and involvement to have strong effects on brand claim recall, brand
benefit beliefs, brand attitude, and purchase intention.

In chapter 3, we concluded that with multiple exposures, all media are equal if exposure to
the ad is forced, and that the differences between media operate through differential
attention under natural viewing conditions. Our results in the present chapter confirm that
it is attention, not modality per se, that causes some media to be more effective than others.
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Chapter 6
Forced versus voluntary exposure: A comparison

In this chapter. we compare the results of our forced-exposure experiment with
the results of our voluntary-exposure experiment. The purpose of this comparison
is to statistically test whether forced exposure to advertisements leads to over-
processing and artifactually better brand communication effects than voluntary
exposure.

As discussed previously, our forced-exposure experiment (Chapter 3) had high internal
validity, but may have lacked external validity because we artificially forced exposure to
ads in all media. Because of forced exposure, participants may engage in more ad
processing than they would do with voluntary exposure. If so, the brand communication
effects in the forced exposure experiment may be better than would be obtained under
natural viewing conditions.

In our voluntary-exposure experiment (Chapter 5), we endeavored to increase external
validity by creating a "realistic" living-room environment and not forcing participants to
attend to the media. Hence, this research situation was quite realistic and the results
obtained in this experiment should be more projectable to real-lifeadvertising exposure.

6.1. Exposure differences within media

Under natural viewing conditions, a medium's ability to attract and sustain attention
becomes important. Compared to print and Internet advertising, TV advertising is more
intrusive, better in sustaining attention, and appeals to more sensory modes. Hence, with
voluntary exposure, TV ads might still be effective in influencing consumers. In contrast,
the static, self-paced, retrieval media are less capable of attracting and sustaining
consumers' attention, and therefore ads in these media may be less effective with
voluntary exposure than with forced exposure. In sum, we might expect that the difference
in exposure in the two types of experiment will affect the static media ads more than the
TV ads. We propose the following hypotheses:

His: Participants who are forced-exposed to the print ad will produce more
cognitive and affective responses, and have a more favorable attitude
toward the ad, than participants who are voluntary-exposed to the print
ad.

His: Participants who are forced-exposed to the print ad will have better
brand communication effects than participants who are voluntary-
exposed to theprint ad.
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Hzs: Participants who are forced-exposed to the static Internet ad will
produce more cognitive and affective responses, and have a more
favorable attitude toward the ed, than participants who are voluntary-
exposed to the static Internet ad.

Hze: Participants who are forced-exposed to the static Internet ad will have
better brand communication effects thanparticipants who are voluntary-
exposed to the static Internet ad.

H3a: Participants who are forced-exposed to the TV ad willproduce cognitive
and affective responses, and have an attitude toward the ed. equivalent
to that ofparticipants who are voluntary-exposed to the TV ad.

H3b: Participants who are forced-exposed to the TV ad will have brand
communication effects equivalent to that of participants who are
voluntary- exposed to the TV ad.

6.2. Results

Using univariate analysis, we examined the differences in ad processing and brand
communication effects between the forced-exposure experiment (Chapter 3) and the
voluntary-exposure experiment (Chapter 5). The difference in samples, that is, students in
the forced-exposure experiment and consumers in the voluntary-exposure experiment may
have affected the results, because of differences in wine knowledge, wine involvement,
and general attitude toward advertising. Consumers may have more knowledge of wine
and may be more involved in wine, and therefore may engage in more ad processing and
produce better brand communication effects than students. On the other hand, students
may be more intelligent and therefore may more easily learn the ad message. However, in
this research, it involves a simple advertising message that will be easily understood by
both consumers and students.

A comparison of the means on the covariates shows that consumers have indeed more
wine knowledge (Mconsumers = 3.27, Mstudents= 2.50, t= 2.97, p<.Ol) and higher wine
involvement (Mconsumers = 4.46, Mstudents= 3.64, t= 3.78, p<.OOl) than students. However,
the samples did not differ on general attitude toward advertising (Mstudents= 2.43,
Mconsumers= 2.33, t=1.15, p>.20).13In the analysis, we include all three covariates to reduce
any error associated with differences in samples.

13 The 5-point scale used for general attitude toward advertising in the forced-exposure experiment
was recoded to match the 4-point scale used in the forced-exposure experiment (1=1, 2+3=2, 4=3, 4=4).
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Ad processing
For the print ad, the results showed, contrary to H!., that participants in the forced-
exposure experiment did not engage in more ad processing than the participants in the
voluntary-exposure experiment. The only exception to this was that forced exposure to the
print ad produced more ad-related thoughts than voluntary exposure to the print ad (see
Table 6-1).

TabJe 6-1. Forced versus voluntary exposure: Ad processing measures

Forced Voluntary
Media (three ad (three exposure
conditions exposures) opportunities) F-tests 2

Total Print 2.61 2.49 F<l,ns
thoughts! Static Internet 2.59 2.99 F<l, ns

TV 3.13 3.54 F<l, ns

Brand Print 0.78 0.84 F<l, ns
thoughts- Static Internet 0.76 0.66 F<l, ns

TV 0.63 0.99 F=1.52, ns

Ad Print 1.54 0.87 F=8.16, p<.Ol
thoughts! Static Internet 1.54 1.16 F=1.53, ns

TV 1.99 1.74 F<l, ns

Total Print 1.37 1.67 F=1.06, ns
feelings! Static Internet 1.31 1.80 F=1.98, ns

TV 2.38 2.41 F<l, ns

Positive Print 1.21 1.33 F<l, ns
feelings! Static Internet 1.04 1.33 F<l, ns

TV 1.72 1.86 F<l, ns

Negative Print 0.16 0.31 F=2.08,ns
feelings' Static Internet 0.27 0.47 F=1.05, ns

TV 0.66 0.55 E<l., ns

Ad Print 4.21 4.17 F<l, ns
attitude! Static Internet 4.11 3.74 F=1.21, ns

TV 4.23 4.68 F=2.17, ns
'Means are corrected for consumer product involvement, product knowledge and general attitude

toward advertising.
"TheF-tests tests the difference between forced and voluntary exposure for each medium (the rows in

the above table).
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Contrary to Hzs, for the static Intemet ad, we did not find more ad processing with forced
exposure than with voluntary exposure. Moreover, the nature of the processing (i.e., brand
and ad thoughts, positive and negative feelings) did not differ by type of exposure.

For the TV ad, there were no differences in ad processing, or in the nature of the
processing, between forced and voluntary exposure. This is consistent with H3a.

One of the main criticisms of forced exposure media experiments is that this type of
experiment leads to over-processing of the ads. Our results, however, did not show that
participants engage in more ad processing with forced exposure than with voluntary
exposure (see Table 6-1). The amount of processing of the ads, in the respective media
conditions, was the same regardless of the manner of their exposure. This not only applies
to TV, but also to the self-paced static media. Moreover, the nature of ad processing (i.e.,
brand versus ad thoughts, positive versus negative feelings) did not differ with type of
exposure (with the single exception of print ad thoughts). This is an interesting finding that
suggests that forced exposure experiments do not cause over-processing, and thus may not
lose external validity.

Brand communication effects
Contrary to our findings for the ad processing measures, for the print ad we found
Significantly lower brand claim recall and a less favorable brand attitude with voluntary
exposure than with forced exposure. This is consistent with hypothesis His. However, for
brand benefit beliefs and purchase intention, we did not find a difference between
participants who were forced-exposed and participants who were voluntary-exposed to
the ads, although the means are directionally consistent with the hypothesis of lower
effects with voluntary exposure (see Table 6-2).

For the static Intemet ad, we also found significantly lower brand claim recall and a less
favorable brand attitude, and also a lower brand benefit beliefs and purchase intention,
with voluntary exposure than with forced exposure. These results are consistent with
hypothesis Hzb.

Consistent with H3b,the TV ad was equally effective in producing brand communication
effects under forced and voluntary exposure, for all four measures. Brand communication
effects were directionally lower with voluntary exposure for three of the four measures,
but these tendencies were not statistically Significant.

In sum, ads in static, self-paced, retrieval media are less capable of gaining and sustaining
consumers' attention, and are therefore less effective with voluntary exposure than with
forced exposure in achieving brand communication effects. On the other hand, the TV ad,
in a dynamic, sender-paced, delivery medium, maintained its communication effectiveness
for the brand under voluntary exposure.
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Table 6-2. Forced versus voluntary exposure: Brand communication effects

Media
condition

Forced Voluntary
(three ad (three exposure
exposures) opportunities) F-tesP

Brand
claim
recall'

Print

Static Internet

TV

3.40 2.32

3.49 1.98

3.59 3.06

F= 9.65, p<.Ol

F= 14.22, p<.OOl

F= 1.45, ns

Brand Print
benefit Static Internet
beliefs'<

TV

Brand Print
attitude' Static Internet

TV

Purchase Print
intention' Static Internet

TV

5.78 4.71

6.43 4.69

6.91 6.59

F= 2.02, ns

F= 4.15, p<.05

F= <1,ns

1.40 0.10

1.21 0.41

1.09 0.80

F= 12.92, p<.OOl

F= 9.11, p<.Ol

F= 1.04, ns

2.81 2.36

2.79 1.97

2.98 2.61

F= 1.87, ns

F= 7.77, p<.Ol

F= 2.04, ns
lMeans are corrected for consumer product involvement, product knowledge and general attitude
toward advertising.

-The 7-point scale used for brand benefit beliefs in the voluntary exposure experiment was recoded to
match the 5-point scale used in the forced exposure experiment (1=1,2+3= 2,4=3,5+6=4, and 7=5).
-The F-tests test the difference between forced and voluntary exposure for each medium (the row in
the above table).

6.3. Conclusions

Contrary to the standard criticism of forced-exposure media experiments, our results
showed that compared to a voluntary-exposure experiment, a forced-exposure experiment
does not cause consumers to over-process the ad. For six of the seven ad processing
measures, there were no differences between forced and voluntary exposure. To our
knowledge, this represents the first comparison of exposure conditions for the same ad.
Assuming the ad is typical, this is a very important finding.

As expected, however, in terms of brand communication effects, ads in the static media
were more effective with forced exposure than with voluntary exposure, whereas TV ads
were equally effective under both types of exposure. This suggests that the difference
between media operates through differential attention under voluntary exposure. Hence,
media characteristics that benefit attention are expected to cause that some media (i.e.,
delivery media with multiple dynamic modalities) are more effective than other media
(i.e., retrieval media with one modality or static modalities) in real life.
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However, the indirect measures, thoughts and feelings, which we used for attention, do
not support this interpretation. On the other hand, thoughts and feelings may not be
sensitive enough to measure attention indirectly, that is, if most thoughts and feelings
occur on the first exposure, then differences in attention on later exposures, when the real
voluntary versus forced effect occurs, would not be reflected in the thoughts and feelings
results. Compared to ads in the static media, ads on TV may be better in sustaining
attention under voluntary exposure, without more conscious ad processing (i.e., thoughts
and feelings), thereby resulting in better brand communication effects.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and discussion

This dissertation focused on how characteristics of media affect individual responses to
advertising. The purpose of this research was to gain insights into the so-called synergistic
effects of advertising in multiple-media. Several experiments are conducted to find an
answer to the key question: Do multiple-media campaigns result in synergistic effects in ad
processing and brand communication effects and if so, how do these effects arise?

In experiment 1, reported in Chapter 2, we explored the effects of single and multiple-
media campaigns on consumer responses, using television, print, and static Internet. More
specifically, we examined whether multiple-media campaigns result in synergistic effects
in terms of ad processing responses and brand communication objectives. In the
subsequent experiments, we endeavored to assess the effects of ads in single and multiple
media by using complete forced exposure (experiment 2a and 2b) and voluntary exposure
(experiment 3). In experiment 2a, reported in Chapter 3, we examined advertising
repetition within media and repetition differences between media. In experiment 2b,
reported in Chapter 4, we tested three theoretical explanations for synergy effects in
multiple-media campaigns: priming, image transfer, and multi-source. Experiment 3,
reported in Chapter 5, presented the results of our voluntary-exposure experiment. In
Chapter 6, the results of the forced-exposure experiment (2a) were compared with the
results for the same ad in the same media in the voluntary-exposure experiment (3).Table
7-1gives an overview of the experiments.

First, we summarize and discuss the main findings with respect to the effectiveness of ads
in different media and the effects of ads in multiple-media campaigns (section 7.1). We
address the primary research question of whether multiple-media campaigns are better at
transmitting advertising messages than Single-medium campaigns, and to what extent and
under which conditions. Subsequently, we discuss the implications of our findings for
media planning and marketing-communication management (section 7.2).We conclude by
pointing out some limitations of the research (section 7.3.) and some directions for future
research (section 7.4).
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fTable 7-1. Summarv 0 experiments
Experiment 1 Experiment 2a Experiment 2b Experiment 3
(Chapter 2) (Chapter 3) (Chapter 4) (Chapter 5)

Participants students EUR students UvT students UvT consumer panel
TUDelft

Number of N=145 N=296 N=250 N=147
participants

Exposure forced forced forced voluntary
situation

Ad context ads in news only ads only ads ads in news
context context

No. of three one, two, three two three
exposures

Media Print Print Print Print
TV TV TV TV
Internet static Internet static Internet dynamic Internet static

Internet dynamic

Media P-P-P P P-P P-only
conditions TV-TV-TV TV TV-TV TV-only

IS-IS-IS IS ID-IO IS-only
ID Multiple media

P-IS-TV P-P P-TV
P-TV-IS TV-TV TV-P
IS-P-TV IS-IS P-ID
IS-TV-P ID-ID ID-P
TV-P-IS P-P-P TV-ID
TV-IS-P TV-TV-TV ID-TV

IS-IS-IS
ID-ID-ID

Dependent Thoughts Thoughts Priming Thoughts
variables Feelings Feelings Image transfer Feelings

Ad attitude Ad attitude Multi-source Ad attitude
(Br=Brand) Br. claim recall Br. claim recall Ad attitude Br. claim recall

Brand attitude Br. benefit beliefs Br. claim recall Br. benefit beliefs
Purch. intention Brand attitude Br. benefit beliefs Brand attitude

Purch intention Brand attitude Purch. intention
Purch. intention

Explanatory Priming
processes Image transfer
synergy Multi-source

Other effects Repetition effects
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7.1. Main conclusions

7.1.1. Single-medium campaigns

Repetition differences between media types under forced exposure
The results of the second study (experiment 2a, Chapter 3) showed that the relationship
between ad repetition and communication effectiveness varies for the different media
types. Media characteristics both facilitate and constrain the processing of the advertising
message, and consequently the exposure level at which the message wears in. Media differ
in the number and type of modalities, and in the extent that they allow for self-paced
processing. Ads in static media (i.e., print and static Internet) appeal to fewer sensory
modes than the dynamic media (i.e., TV and dynamic Internet) and they allow for self-
paced processing, which enhances ad processing. Our data support the hypothesis that
messages in static media are relatively easy to process and need only one exposure to wear
in. For ads in static media, we did not find an increase in ad processing and brand
communication effects with message repetition; this suggests that ads in static media have
the tendency to peak on the first exposure. On the other hand, ads in dynamic media (i.e.,
TV and dynamic Internet) are more complex and need multiple exposures to be processed
fully and to wear in.

Our findings suggest that message repetition has mainly an effect on cognitive ad
responses (total thoughts) and the cognitive communication effects (brand claimrecall and
brand benefit beliefs, which require brand benefits to be learned). Affective responses
(total feelings and attitude toward the ad) and evaluative brand communication effects
(overall brand attitude and purchase intention) did not vary with ad repetition and media
type. It seems that other factors, such as consumers' product involvement, are
determinative for these effects.This is in contrast with previous studies. For example, both
Belch (1982)and Rethans, Swasy, and Marks (1986)found, using TV ads, that increasing
the number of message exposures from one to three enhanced evaluations (i.e., brand
attitude and purchase intention).

Media effects under forced exposure
We found that advertising messages in the self-paced static media (i.e., print and static
Internet) are easier to process and wear in more quickly than messages conveyed by more
complex media with multiple modalities that cannot be controlled by the receiver (i.e.,TV
and dynamic Internet). As a consequence, one exposure to one of the self-paced static
media was more effective than one exposure to the dynamic media in creating brand
knowledge and strong brand benefit beliefs. However, with multiple ad exposures, the
dynamic media became as effective as the static media. Hence, with multiple exposures
(up to three), all media are equal if exposure to the ad is forced.

Media effects under voluntary exposure
With voluntary exposure, static Internet is as effective as print as for cognitive and
affective responses, brand claim recall, brand benefit beliefs, and brand attitude. However,
static Internet was less effective in creating purchase intention. On the other hand, with
voluntary exposure to the ads, TV was more effective than the static media in creating
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brand knowledge, a positive brand attitude, and purchase intention. Television, as a
delivery medium with attention-getting properties, may affect even low-involved
consumers, who have low interest in the product category. TV viewing is a right-brain
function that easily absorbs and retains information, and enhances learning (Krugman,
1977,1980).In contrast, reading is, a left-brain function, a relatively demanding task that
requires more active and involved participants.

Media effects: forced exposure versus voluntary exposure
Comparing the results of our forced-exposure experiment with our voluntary- exposure
experiment, we found no differences between the static media and TV with forced ad
exposure. However, with voluntary exposure, TV advertising was more effective than
advertising in the static media in creating brand knowledge, a positive brand attitude, and
purchase intention. Hence, media differ if exposure to the ad is voluntary but they do not
differ if exposure to the ad is forced. This suggests that the differences between media
operate through differential attention under natural viewing conditions. Media
characteristics that benefit attention cause that some media (i.e., delivery media with
multiple dynamic modalities) to be more effective than other media (i.e., retrieval media
with one modality or static modalities).

Forced-exposure experiments versus voluntary-exposure experiments
A well-known concern about forced-exposure experiments is that they may lead to over-
processing and therefore to artifactually better brand communication effects. A
comparison of the results of our forced-exposure experiment and voluntary-exposure
experiment provides no support for the over-processing phenomenon. Neither cognitive
nor affective ad processing responses increased with forced exposure, contrary to the usual
conjecture about forced exposure. We add that this is the first study, to our knowledge, in
which the same ad has been tested under both exposure conditions.

However, for the ads in the static media, voluntary exposure did reduce brand
communication effects. The reduction of brand communication effects occurred despite no
difference in ad processing, as the latter is usually measured. This suggests that the cause
is in the sustained attention given to TV ads (without further processing) or that there is
some advantage to dynamic content presentation as in TV.

From a positive perspective, the findings of no differences for ad processing between
forced exposure and voluntary exposure suggest that our forced-exposure experiment and
the forced-exposure experiments conducted by previous studies, have the same external
validity as that of voluntary-exposure experiments.

7.1.2. Multiple-media campaigns

It has become a common practice for advertisers to use multiple media to communicate
their message to consumers. They use multiple media to reach multiple audiences and
often assume that multiple-media ads also will result in better brand communication
effects. In our experiments, we examined whether multiple-media campaigns are more
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effective than single-medium campaigns in achieving particular brand communication
effects.

We proposed three processes that might explain synergistic effects in multiple-media
campaigns: (1) Priming - the processing of an ad in one medium may prime the
consumer's interest in seeing a subsequent ad in another medium, thereby facilitating the
encoding of the second ad, (2) Image transfer - elements in the second ad may act as a
retrieval cue to the ad memory trace from an initial ad exposure, thereby resulting in better
brand communication effects, and (3) Multi-source - consumers may perceive different
media as different information sources; if there is consensus between messages received
from these multiple sources, the convincingness of the advertising message may be
enhanced, resulting in better (evaluative) brand communication effects.

Multiple-media effects under forced exposure
We expected that ads in multiple- media complement each other, because of the
differential ability of media to evoke certain types of processing responses, thereby
resulting in synergistic brand communication effects. The results revealed a synergistic
effect for multiple-media campaigns only when compared to the static Internet-only
campaign, with forced exposure. However, compared to the TV-only campaign and print-
only campaign, multiple-media campaigns were not more effective in evoking ad
processing responses or in producing better brand communication effects with forced
exposure to the ads.

Multiple-media effects under voluntary exposure
Under voluntary exposure, participants in. the multiple-media condition reported more
thoughts and feelings, more brand claims, and had more positive brand benefit beliefs,
brand attitudes and purchase intentions than participants in the print-only and Internet-
only conditions, although some of the differences were only marginally significant. As
expected, however, the multiple-media condition resulted in equivalent brand
communication effects to the TV-only condition, when exposure to the ads was "natural".

The three explanatory processes for multiple-media synergy
As expected, priming did not occur in the Single-medium campaigns. The results for the
multiple-media conditions, however, revealed that priming occurs when a less complete
and complex medium (print) precedes a more complete and complex medium (TV,
dynamic Internet). The print-first campaigns led to better learning - recall of more brand
claims and more favorable brand benefit beliefs. An incomplete ad as a print ad seems to
prime interest in, and facilitate the encoding of, a subsequent TV commercial or dynamic
Internet ad. These second ads are complex due their dynamic nature, and require the
consumer's full processing resources to comprehend the TVor dynamic Internet ad.

As expected, image transfer occurred hardly at all in the single-medium campaigns. The
results for the multiple-media conditions, however, revealed that imagery transfer occurs
when a less complete ad (print) is presented after a more complete ad (TV, dynamic
Internet). Although path analysis showed that image transfer mediates the effects of media
type on brand claim recall partially, image transfer did not consistently result in more
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processing and better brand claim recall. This result is counter to the "encoding variability
principle" which hypothesizes that learning is improved when product information is
received in different media.

We expected that advertising messages communicated in multiple media would be more
convincing than when they are communicated only in one medium, due to a multi-source
effect on the convincingness of the ad. The results show that there is no multi-source effect
on ad convincingness. The ad is perceived as most convincing in campaigns with only TV
or a combination of TV and print, which suggests that it is TV that boosts the perceived
convincingness of the ad. Also, there appears to be a slight decrement to ad convincingness
when the dynamic Internet ad is seen last. Again, though, any superiority of the multiple-
media conditions over the single-medium conditions is due entirely to the presence of TV
and not to multiple sources.

Returning to the purpose of this research and the key question of whether multiple-media
campaigns result in synergistic effects and, if so, how these synergistic effects arise, we
may conclude the following:

1. In general, under forced exposure, multiple-media campaigns do result in
synergistic effects for brand learning - brand claim recall and brand benefit
beliefs. However, multiple-media campaigns are not more effective than single-
medium campaigns for brand evaluation - brand attitude and purchase intention,
which are usually the "bottom line" communication objectives for the advertised
brand. With forced exposure "laboratory" conditions, synergy appears to occur
for learning but not for evaluation

2. In general, under voluntary exposure, multiple-media campaigns result in
synergistic effects in ad processing and brand communication objectives
compared to print-only and Internet-only campaigns. However, despite this,
multiple-media campaigns are not more effective than TV-only campaigns in
producing brand communication effects. Under "natural" conditions, the ability
of the dynamic medium, TV,in maintaining attention seems to be dominant.

3. Of the three proposed explanatory processes for multiple-media synergistic
effects, only priming and image transfer appear to have validity. Mediation tests
confirm that the nature of the media pair in which the ad appears significantly
influences priming and image transfer. Media sequences that enhance priming
(less complete followed by more complete ads) appear to be more effective than
media sequences that enhance image transfer (more complete followed by less
complete ads). Priming mediates the effects of media condition on brand claim
recall, brand attitude, and purchase intention partially. Image transfer only
mediates the effects of media on brand claim recall.

7.2. Managerial implications

Media planners mainly focus on quantitative media planning, that is, the selection of
media in a campaign based on the minimization of the costs of these media to reach the
target g.roup with the required message frequency. With the advent of new and better-
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focused media, media planners should consider, besides this efficiency perspective, an
effectiveness perspective. Qualitative media planning takes an effectiveness viewpoint,
and is concerned with the fit between the message, the target group, and the media. The
proper media, media combinations and sequences should be selected for the campaign, in
terms of how consumers process the message and respond to it.

The findings of our research with voluntary exposure suggest using TV for communicating
an advertising message, for all of the brand's communication objectives (i.e., brand
knowledge, brand benefit beliefs, brand attitude, and purchase intention). Both print and
static Internet media ads are less capable of achieving these communication objectives.
However, it may depend on the type of product, message or target group as to whether TV
is superior to print media and the Internet to reach the brand's communication objectives.
We studied only two products, books and wine, and then exclusively wine in. the second
and third experiments.

Although Internet-only and print-only campaigns seem to be less effective on their own,
these media may fulfill a complementary function after TV has created awareness and
interest for the advertised product. As Rossiter and Percy (1998, p. 428) suggested, we can
distinguish primary media and secondary media. The primary medium, which is almost
always television, is the most effective medium for achieving all of the brand's
communication objectives. In comparison with other media, TV offers very high reach and
high effective frequency levels. Moreover, it is better in sustaining attention to the entire
message and has the ability to communicate via multiple modes, which facilitates learning
processes (needed for learning the brand name and the brand benefits).

Secondary media, on the other hand, should be used only (1) if the primary medium does
not reach or cannot reach a significant proportion of the target audience at an effective
frequency level, (2) if one or two communication objectives can be attained equally
effectively, but at a lower cost, with a medium (e.g., print) other than the primary medium,
or (3) when the additional medium offers a timing advantage near or at the point of
purchase or usage, that is, close to the target audience's decision (Rossiter and Percy, 1998
p. 429).The Internet may offer this timing advantage. It enables consumers to request more
information and to purchase the advertised product directly at a time convenient to them.

Considering the media used in our experiment, in real life, TV should be the primary
medium for reaching the target group, creating attention, brand awareness, and brand
attitude. Print and the Internet should have a more complementary function in the
campaign. Print media and the Internet allow the target group sufficient time to process
the information about the brand and to accept the brand claims; therefore, Rossiter and
Percy (1998,p. 423) suggest that print media (and also the Internet) should be considered if
the communication objectives include purchase intention. As the Internet may function as
a direct-response medium, which allows purchase without time delay or other constraints,
it may stimulate brand purchase. In a way, the Internet integrates advertising and
purchase. However, the main disadvantage of the Internet as an advertising medium is
that it is difficult to get target consumers to the website. As a consequence, the Internet
needs traditional mass media for reaching the target group, creating attention and
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awareness, and communicating the Internet address (URL). TV is needed to compensate
for the weakness of the Internet to attract attention, whereas the Internet may compensate
for the weakness of TV to facilitate purchase.

The finding that multiple-media campaigns are as effective as TV-only campaigns suggests
that the same or similar advertising effects can be reached using less expensive media or
combinations of media. Multiple-media campaigns may have lower costs of contact, due to
a larger combined reach and lower placement costs. However, this will be only valid for
large communication campaigns, because the initial costs of developing advertisements,
commercials and websites must be recovered. In addition, there will be extra placement
costs due to negotiation with different media sellers by which it becomes harder to obtain
economies of scale.

Finally, our research showed that that certain media combinations and sequences are more
effective in achieving brand communication effects than others. It appears that campaigns
in which first a print ad is shown and then a TV commercial or a dynamic Internet ad are
more effective than campaigns in which print ad is shown last or is not shown at all. A less
complete and complex ad such as a print ad seems to prime interest for, and facilitate the
encoding of, a subsequent more complete and complex TV commercial or dynamic
Internet ad, thereby resulting in better brand claim recall and stronger brand benefit
beliefs. Priming, however, does not improve brand evaluation.

7.3. Limitations

The common limitations of laboratory studies investigating media effects are the research
setting and the short time interval between ad exposure and answering the questionnaire.
These limitations also apply to our studies. Moreover, we artificially forced exposure to the
media. In extreme terms, participants who may not usually watch TV were forced to do so
if they were in that condition of the experiment. Moreover, in the forced exposure
experiments, we exposed the participants to the ads only, without the news information,
for a fixed time. Hence, participants' control over the medium, which is typical for the
print medium and the Internet, disappears. Overall, our results may lack external validity.
However, using laboratory experiments allowed us virtually complete control,
contributing to high internal validity. Moreover, in our last experiment we allowed
voluntary attention to the advertisements in the various media, which would contribute to
the external validity without losing control with respect to the independent variables (e.g.,
media exposure), environmental variables, and random assignment of consumers to the
treatment conditions (i.e., media condition) and thus without losing internal validity. We
found, remarkably, that voluntary exposure did not affect ad processing. However,
voluntary exposure did reduce brand communication effects for static media ads, as
compared with TV ads.

Although it is a common practice in advertising and media-effect research to measure
effects using questionnaires, this method has its limitations. The cognitive and self-
reporting way of measuring affective responses, in particular, with a questionnaire may
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lead to a reasoned atfectrather than a primary, spontaneous affect. Moreover, participants
gave their cognitive responses before their affective responses. This provided ample
opportunity to think about these experiences and to rationalize them. This may explain the
small or non-significant effects of media type on feelings and brand attitude. Simultaneous
affect measurement (with "liking" or "disliking" buttons or with physiological
measurement) may provide a more valid indicator of the differences in affect consumers
may experience while being confronted with messages in different media.

The type of product or message may influence the relative effectiveness of media. The
product in most our experiments was a brand of wine. The results may be generalized to
fast-moving consumer goods, but not necessarily to consumer durables and services, or to
business-to-business goods and services. Most importantly, information about more
complex and high-involving products or services may be better communicated through
retrieval media that consumers can process at their own pace. Likewise, the message in this
experiment was a relatively simple message about grapes, wine growing, and a South-
African brand of wine. The results may not be generalized to complex messages. TV
advertising, unless "infomercials" are employed, is unsuitable for complex messages,
whereas print media and the Internet are well-suited for these messages. In a multiple-
media campaign, TV may get attention and interest, while print media and the Internet
allow consumers to fully comprehend the complex message.

We kept the informational content of the ads constant across media, and used similar
visuals for the ads in different media. However, we were not able to make the ads identical
due to the media characteristics (notably TV with audio and moving visuals). These
differences in ad characteristics may have influenced the results of this study. However, in
our view, these very same media characteristics and differences determine the
communication power of each medium, and cause the synergy of multiple-media
campaigns, when synergy occurs.

7.4. Directions for future research

With the advent of new media, investigating the contributions of media to advertising
effects will become more relevant for media planners and advertisers. Especially, the
strengths and weaknesses of media in a campaign need further investigation. Moreover,
investigating consumer responses to other media (e.g., radio and outdoor media) and other
combinations of media is necessary to get more insights in the effects of multiple-media
campaigns. As Schultz (1996) has pointed out, consumers attempt to integrate the
information coming from the advertiser whether the advertiser does so or not. This may
mean that messages that are put together in unexpected ways may be harmful to the
brand. Hence, using different media for communicating an advertising message is only
useful when the chosen combination enhances the processing of information by
consumers. Future research should examine under what conditions positive synergy
effects are obtained from multiple-media campaigns. An interesting further research
question is: What is the most effective number of media to be used in a multiple-media
campaign? If too many media are included, which will increase reach, the minimum
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effective frequency needed to reach the communication objectives may not be achieved,
leading to lower communication effects. We expect a curvilinear relationship between the
number of media in multiple-media campaigns and communication effectiveness. The
number of media in an integrated campaign might also be a function of reach, message
complexity, duration of a campaign, and consumer involvement.
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A. Appendix Chapter 2: Stimuli, questionnaire, and power of tests

Chapter 2: Stimuli

Print advertisement: Wine Oude Kaap

Oude Kaap
Cabernet Sauvignon Shiraz

South Africa

Mooi danker rood
Vol en stevig
Aangename smaak met lengte

Een wijn van een 'superterroir'.
boordevol spanning en vooral kracht

Deze wijn is afkomstig uit het gebied Westerse Kaap,
dat beroemd is om zijn goede wijnen. Dit gebied is

ingesloten door bergruggen, terwijl het aan de
oostkant begrensd wordt door een natuurlijke

waterscheidinq. De wijnva//eien produceren door hun
ligging in een mediterraan klimaat de ftjnste

druiven voor de beste wijn in Zuid-A trika.
Aan de stevige afdronk proef je dat deze wijn

met hart en ziel is bereid en gerijpt

www.oudekaap.nl
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Print advertisement: Book 'De ondraaglijke lichtheid van het bestaan'

De Ondraaglijke Lichtheid van het Bestaan
Milan Kundera

''Een meditatie op het Ieven, op het erotische, op de aard van man en vrouw en lietde.
Gevuld met details en grote en kleine waarheden. "(J. de Vries, HP de Tijd)

De ondraaglijke lichtheid van
het bestaan beschrijft de
geschiedenis van twee paren
ten tijde van de Russiscbe
bezetting. De knappe Tereza is
jaloers op de maitresse van
haar mao Tomas. Dat komt tot
uiting in haar drornen, die
onvermijdelijk gaan over de
doo weet dat 'lie lomas tot
last . rden; ze maakt van
alle drama en kan de
lich n het genoegen van
de lief de niet rneer,
To
niet
niet tussen
voor en zijn

Sabina,
oriete

De ondraaglijke lichtheid van het bestaan
Milan Kundera

Normaal Hfi. 19,95
Tegen inlevering van deze bon

HfI.12,95

In te leveren bij kamer Fl-40
Erasmus Universiteit van 15 tjm 22 april 1999
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Internet site with banners

R/JNMDND
NIEUWS

Elyohb"man kmgt6 jaar eel
VOOf Ie-'~n van drugsbende

Rljke zakenman geeft Marokkaanse
geloofsgemeenschap 7.4 miljoen

Vro.v-; doe.dgerede.n II)

R"ttl3rdam Zuid
Een nJkezakenman Ultde Verentgde Arebrsche Emiraten heelt de
Marokkaanse geloofsgemeenschap in Rotterdam 7.4 miljo"n
gulden loogezegd voorwaarce IS wei dat met hel geld een
moskee word[ gebouwd op aangekochle grond of op grand die
voor eeuwig kan worden gepacht

(i\;OI,}, f'
~~hl ..~\

'li>1!t,.{
_ ...

~ 4.95

Opnteuw n-ekkramp in
ZUldl.nd

E'J:pcmment ort:tbs
heromevetslrekkino
Ultgeb,eld

Banners for the book and wine

tHC Caland boekt forse
winst

concern IHC
algelopenj •• r 1~6
lnstg~.kl 0.1is

4 prccent meer dan hetjaer
daaTVOO, IHehaelde het.fgelopen
jaarver.scfullende. grols orders
bmnen,

ElmVAn deb.l.o~riikstlits de
opd~chl VOOf d. bow,,"n eon
drijvellde oheopslagplaats In Bilma.
Die order leldde tot gr.ote commofle

Inolcober wees de gemeente Rotterdam een dergelljk verzoek nog ""owego de menseOiecl\lensilu.fie
at De gemeenteraad lal zich "oor apnl nogmaals over de zaak in dall.1ld VoOJ1nj.a(J!erwact:h::;1<l~e~~=_--=..:J='rr MyC""""'"

~ 4,95
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Internet site for the wine 'Oude Kaa •

Oude Kaap
"'bernet Sauvignon

Shiror

South Africo

Deze wijn is afkomstig uit het gebied Wester .. Kaap. dot boroomO is om zijn goode wijnen. bit gebied is ingesloten
door bergruggen. terwijl bet aan de oostkont bogrensd wordt door eon notuurlijke wo.terseMiding. De wijn valleien

produc.,,'"" door hun ligging in een meditem",n klimaat de fijllSt. druiven voor de best. wijn in Zuid-Afrika. AI
jaren long word! in aile rust d. wijn verwerkt; met hart en .iel wordt elke stap VClll be+ bereidings- en het

rijpingspl'oecs doorlopc.n. Dude Kaap is een pracht van een wijn. gemaakt uit 9¢Stilecteerde druivcm en opg/'lvoed in
een Bodega die gcbouwd werd doer idealidische wijnfanaten.

E~nwijn van een 'superrerroir',
Mooi dceker- rood

J '.a.;;;;;;d 9_.", BeojdE"""""'· E..,. liolP

~"""'" - "1'~ • ~I:lf\z~ (!;jFovoriet'" ';'~--.L~, a~: 1.51 if? ~

••• ~"" "'",;'.: T;;~ -ss 'Ii"""' ~

- - -~- - - - .... - -

~ :& ~ /1ti1'J ,J; , 'I:. !II
It Oude Kaap ..:. ~ Bestellen ."W ~!;Recepten e, "

Wojn thuis bewaren

Onze mode""" flat-architectuur en woengewoonten hebben geleid tot het verdwijnen van de koel•. ,t .. ig ge'isoleerde bowaarkelder. De
bowo.ringvan wijnflesson i. dan ook een probleem geword.". Om uw wijnen springlevend te heuden en ze tot op het ideele drinkmoment
naal' de tafel te begel.iden. moet men een aantol pl·aktiseM punten in het oog houd,,",

Eon goode bowaarruimt. he.ft steeds eon minof """'r constant. temperatuur. Weinig gelukkigcn beschikken heden ten doge over eon
geklimatiseerde en geventileerde opslagruimt •. waar d. ideal. temperatuul' fu .. en de 10 en 12 graden Celsius word! gehaald. Bedenk
echter wei dot te hog< temperaturen de wijnevolutie •• rsnellon. terwijl koude de ontwikkeling .. rder afr ..........

2 Uw bewcarruimtc moat verder trillingsvrij zijn (dus: liever "iet onder een inrit voar vrachtwagens), bovendien tochtvrij en met «en
red.lijke voch!igheidsgroad.

3 Maak van uw bowaarruimt. voor wijn ook geen magazijn voor gl'Genten of v.ripotten. Wijnen zijn hypergevoelig ooor doordringende
geurtjes.

4 &waren vanwijn veNist ook orde en organlsatie. Rangschik uw wijnen stUck naaf regio. soort of millisirne.
5 Nag .en allerlaatsto tip: bewQQrniet ..Ike wijn tot in den treur •. Eon <envoudig tafelwijntje uit he! Zuiden zonder oogstjaar

•• rdient een vlugge ontkurking. zodat zijn jeugdige kGrokter geproefd kan worden.

Proeven in de praktijl<

Het is eon foit dot goede. degelijk voorboreide degustatie niet all.." de nodige concentratie v.reist bij de proevers. maar ook dient te
voldoen aan mige comfortregels. B.longrijke tips in dit .orbond rijn'

1 Dequsteer in <en qoecI .erlich! en verlucht }okaal.
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Ja......, B""""".",,, [......... E... u",
IJ ""V"'" ..... 1) ~ GlI~z_ filF .......... t.:I_ !~. ~ I!l. !.!J.& ';';l

L :1'. ~ 1,.,'» ,f,' '. IS,il Oude Kaap .... 1;2 WiJnlnfo ....eN <~iBestellen ~

libioc von Zolm - Coulibioc de Soumon

rediemen: 'WC'IOr8 p.crsonen:
gram ztUmfilot • 150 gram rijst - BOO g"'"" bladerdeeg • 500 gram champignon •• 1 citroen· 5 eieren - l20 gram tapioca· 200 gram

fer- - 4 sjalotjes - 20 gram paprikapooder - 1.5 dl. witte wijn - zout. peper· 2 I""rierbloacij'"

iding

ook de .ioren hard in 10 minuten. Kook de rijst gaar. Maak de zalm schoon. dee ham in een pan somen met de "'ijn. hot paprikapoed<.r.

or en zout. deICOJrierblaadj •• en loat "- zachtjes 15 minuten pocheren. Laat "'m den in he+ vocht afk..,len. ScM de sjalotjes en hak
e fijn. PeN de citroen uit. AAaak de clxonpignons schoon en hak ze fojn. Giot or citrcensap ever zodat z. niot zwart worden. Sm.1t 20
ram bcter in eon pannotj. en doe or de sjalot en de gohakte e!>ampignong. bij. zout on peper en IMt 01' kl.in vuur 15 minut .... achtj ..

I.... Srong een hal .. liter water aan d. kook. strooi hier de tapiooa in en loat de .. zoer zaehtje. 15 minut .. koken.

en krijgt dan een praktisch doerzichtige substantie. Loat afkoelen. Neem 2/3 van hot bladerd<.eg en rei hot uif tot een rechthoek v,",
eor 50 bij 25 em. die eon dikt. hooft van 2;' 3 mm. Rol de plak om de deegrol en leg ze zo 01' eon nott. bokploat. Prik er o.eral

oed met eon york in. dit d<.eg hooft .iet %Ovool to rijzen. Zet de oven 01' 230 greden Celsius. Leg in hot midden van ... t deeg eon laag
ijst van 8 em breed en i.ts korter den dejengte von ... t deeg. Caarop eon laag champignons. doerop de zalm on daD.rop de tapioca. Soij

eieren in .ieren en leg ze 01' de tapioca. Sia de vier l-andon van ... t deeg dan 0111de iNloud h4en en plak ze _ elkaar met wat weter.

01 de rest van het deeg uit tot un plok die groat genoeg i.om hot pakket te bed.kken. Leg ze er overh ... en be.mig ze QD.n de r-onden
_ hot and.re deeg. Klop hot loatste oi los in eon kom. Strijk hierme<> de oppervlakte von de coulibiac in. Maak mot een scherI' mes

ichte meden ovor hot d<.eg zodat eon ruitvormig patroon ontstaat. 5chJif de bokplaat ongeveer 25 minuten in de hot. oven. Smelt de
oter tm doe den in tWl souskom. ~ de eoulibiac yoorzichtig op een Yoorvef'Warmde dienschaoJ en serv"r.

I~

Internet site for the book 'De ondraaglijke lichtheid van het bestaan'

"Een medltatre op net leyeo,
£len ptachhge roman over
liefde en i!rotlek .. _ gevuld
met de!OIUs en grote en
kleane waameden.·
(J do v"'~HP de TIjd)

"Een boek vol paradoxen. m
£len spel vol variatre9,
dromen, bespl€gehngen, £len
spel van heden en velleden.
Kundera is £len geme •
(P. Koig •. De VoIksl..,antj

De ondraaglijke lichtheid van het bestaan

Milan Kundera

Hetvemaa!
De ondraaglljke hchtheld van het bastaan beschrijft da
gaschiedenls van twee paren ten bjde van de russlsche
bazaUln9. De knappe Tereza ISjaloars op de maitrasse
van haar man Tomas Oat komt tot Uiting In haar dramen.
die onvermljdehjk gaan over de dood Ze weet datz.
Tomas langzamerhand tot last IS geworden ze maakt van
alles ean drama en kan de IIcl1t1leld en het genoegen van
de hefde noet meer Il11len Tomas Wli op zojn beur! Tareza
OIet langer kwetsen, maar kan met k1ezen tussen zijn
Ilefde voor Z1jn vrouw an Zljn liberttjnsa nelgongen Sabnna.
vroeger Tomas' favoriete minnares, dealt dlens hang naar
bevrijding. haar leven IS een aaneennJging geworden van
vetraad Haar minnaar Franz begnjpt hear Mhoene aan
licht· en vnjheid niet Hij blijft hear even taegewoJd als de
zaak van de revoluti e
am Zlch to vatzekeren dar de eraosche vnendschap nooll
in aggressie van hetde omslaat, ontmoet Tomas elk van
XlJn minaressen aileen met tussenpozen t-fiJ zegt hlerover
'Het belangnlksle IS aan de regals van dnelallen Ie
houdan Of je ziel een vmuwdne keer achIer elkear en
dan nooil weer, of J8 blljft Jaren in de relalie maer zorgl
ervoor del de onlmoellngen mrnslens dne weken UtI
elkaer IIggen'

Oe aanbieding
Beste! hler deze Zlndarende roman dorecr voor slechts n.
12,95 (narmaal ft 19.95). Vermeld on de subject·hne
"Kundera" en schnif in de 9-mail aileen Ie naam an
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Chapter 2: Questionnaire

Vragenlijst

In deze vragenlijst worden enkele vragen gesteld over de reclame-uitingen die zijn

getoond.

Het invullen van de vragenlijst duurt ongeveer 25 minuten.

Voordat je aan het invullen van de vragenlijst begint, willen we je vragen om op een paar

dingen te letten.

Lees alsjebJie£t goed de aanwijzingen bij de vraag. Er zijn verschillende soorten

antwoordcategorieen,

Denk niet te lang na over je antwoord. Er zijn geen 'goede' of 'foute' antwoorden. De

eerste reactie is meestal de beste.

Bijvoorbaat dank voor je medewerking.

1. Noem aIle merken waarvoor je reclame-uitingen hebt bekeken.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Het vervolg van de vragenlijst zal gaan over het geadverteerde boek en de geadverteerde

wijn.
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2. We zijn gemteresseerd in de gedachten en gevoelens die je had tijdens het bekijken

van de getoonde reclame-uitingen. We willen graag dat je zo uitgebreid mogelijkjouw

gedachten en gevoelens opschrijft.

Schrijf zo compleet mogelijk op wat je dachten voeldetijdens het bekijken van de reclame-

uitingen voor het boek.

Schrijf zo compleet mogelijk op wat je dacht en voelde tijdens het bekijken van de reclame-

uitingen voor de wijn.

3. We willen graag dat je zo uitgebreid moge1ijkopschrijft wat je je kunt
herinneren van de geadverteerde producten, zoals de belangrijkste voordelen,
eigenschappen en uiterlijkheden.

Schrijf op wat je je kunt herinneren van het geadverteerde boek
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Schrijf op wat je je kunt herinneren van de geadverteerde wijn

4. We zijn gemteresseerd in jouw gevoelens bij de geadverteerde producten. Geef aan
in welke mate het geadverteerde boek onderstaande gevoelens bij je oproept:

Oninteressant a a a a a a a lnteressant
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Nietszeggend a a a a a a a Aansprekend
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Nietleuk a a a a a a a Leuk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Slecht a a a a a a a Goed
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Geef aan in welke mate de geadverteerde wijn onderstaande gevoelens bij je oproept:

Slechte a a a a a a a Goede
kwaliteit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 kwaJiteit

Nietszeggend a a a a a a a Aansprekend
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Niet lekker a a a a a a a Lekker
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Slecht a a a a a a a Goed
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. Zowel het boek als de wijn kun je tegen een gereduceerde prijs kopen. Wil je hieronder
aangeven in welke mate je denkt dat je het boek en/of de wijn gaat kopen.

In hoeverre is het waarschijnlijk dat je het boek gaat kopen:
zeer a a a a a a a zeer
onwaarschijnlijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 waarschijnlijk
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In hoeverre is het waarschijnlijk dat je de wijn gaat kopen:
zeer a a a a a a
onwaarschijnlijk 1 2 3 4 5 6

a
7

zeer
waarschijnlijk

Aansluitend zouden we nog enkele persoonlijke gegevens van je willen hebben.

Geef aan op onderstaande schaal jouw kennis over literatuur.
Ik weet
zeer weinig a a a a a a a zeer veel
van literatuur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 van literatuur

Geef aan op onderstaande schaal jouw kennis over wijn.
Ik weet
zeer weinig a a a a a a a zeer veel
van wijn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 van wijn

Geef hieronder aan wat literaire boeken voor je betekenen.
Ik vind literaire boeken:
zeer a a a a a a 0 zeer
onbelangrijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 belangrijk

Zeer a a a a a a a zeer
oninteressant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 interessant

Geef hieronder aan wat wijn in het algemeen voor je betekent.
Ik vind wijn
zeer a a a a a a a zeer
onbelangrijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 belangrijk

zeer vies a a a a a a a zeer
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lekker

Wat vind je over het algemeen van rec1ame?
Niet a a a a 0 0 a lnformatief
informatief 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Niet leuk 0 a a a 0 0 a Leuk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Nutteloos 0 a 0 a 0 0 a Nuttig
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Kende je het geadverteerde boek al? 0 ja
0 nee
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Het boek is verfilmd. Heb je de film gezien? a
a

ja
nee

Kende je de geadverteerde wijn al? a
a

ja
nee

Hoeveel ervaring heb je met het gebruik van Internet?
Geen a a a a a a a

1234567
Zeer veel

Wat is je leeftijd?

Wat is je geslacht? Oman
a vrouw

Studierichting

Studentennummer

Chapter 2: Power of tests

Power
Dependent variables Book ad Wine ad

Total thoughts .61 .60
Brand thoughts .43 .38
Ad thoughts .69 .74

Total feelings .68 .69
Positive feelings .50 .85
Negative feelings .76 .81

Attitude toward the ad .23 .23

Brand claim recall .90 .97
Brand attitude .43 .89
Brand purchase intention .26 .50
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Appendix Chapter 3 and 4: Stimuli, questionnaire, and power of tests

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4: Stimuli

Print ad for the wine 'Oude Kaap'

o E
1997

CABER ET SAUVIG 0
SHIRAZ

Mooi donker rood
Vol en steviS

AantJenamesmaak met lentJte

fen wijn van een supperterroir,
boordovol spanninS en vooral kraclit

Deze wij» is d{omstiS uit het tJehieJ Weslerse KddP ddt
beroemd is am zijo tJoed.ewijnen. Dil tJebieJ is il1{]eslo/endoor
bertJru8tJelJ,terwijl bet aen de oostkant besrensd wordt door
een nd/lIl1r/iike wdterscheidinlJ. De wijnvalleien produceren
door hun fistJil1{]in een mediterrdlln klimlldt de lijnsledruiven
VOOl de beste wijn VIln Zuid-Afrilca.

Dude KL.dP is een pracht VlJOeen wijn. &0 de stevitJealdron1c
proel]e dat dere wijn mel !uut en zieI isbereid en tJerijpL

voor meer inlormaiie: wwwoudeiuuJp.n/
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Static Internet site for the wine 'Oude Kaap'

OUDEKAAP
1"7

C,uERNliT SAUVIGNON
SHlUZ

De:u Wtm JS aj'Jromsrtg flit fit'! gebsed Weeterae Koap, dot beroe-n d
is om 2IJn goede wijnen. Dn gebaed IS mg€slotcn door bergru.ggcn.

!~rwlJt bet aan de oostkrmt begrensd words door een nasuurlifke
waterschesdtng. W wtjnvallesen produceren door hUN i-tgg:ng in
an mediterraan kitm aas de fijtlste drusven voor de beste wijn m

Zwd-AJnka. Oude Kaap is een pracht vat! een wljn. Aan de stevsge
afdronkproeiJ" dar deze WIJI1 m<ft hart en ~~'ell;] bereid en genjpt,

~""..., .... ' -
~ .. ,: • ..t ...... _,~ ~~ ....

Dynamic Internet site for the wine 'Oude Kaap'

Molri donkar rood
Volenste.i&

--~-- -
~... .. "~,-& --- ~~: ,!'.t;. su ~.- 4( ob

_~II ". - ::"_
~'''''' e

OUDEKAAP
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Chapter 3 and Chapter 4: Questionnaire (TV-print condition)

Note:

The questionnaire for the one-exposure and three-exposure conditions did not
include the questions 2, 4, and 8 that measured priming, image transfer and multi-
source. These questions were only asked in the double exposure conditions to
one medium or two media.

Vragenlijst

In deze vragenlijst worden enkele vragen gesteld over de reclames voor de wijn. Met
reclarnes bedoelen we zowel de televisiecommercial, als de advertentie. Maar in sommige
gevallen wordt specifiek gevraagd naar de advertentie of de TV commercial. Geef dan
alleen uw antwoord voor die reclarne-uiting.

Het invullen van de vragenlijst duurt ongeveer 30 minuten. Voordat u aan het invullen
van de vragenlijst begint, willen we u vragen om op een paar dingen te letten.

Leest u alstublieft goed de aanwijzingen bij de vraag. Er zijn verschillende soorten
antwoordcategorieen.
Oenk niet te lang na over uw antwoord. Er zijn geen 'goede' of 'foute'
antwoorden. De eerste reactie is meestal de beste.

Bijvoorbaat dank voor uw medewerking.

1. Welke gevoelens en gedachten kwamen bij U op bij het bekijken van de
wijnreclarnes.

A. Schrijf zo compleet mogelijk op wat u voelde en dacht tijdens het bekijken van de
reclames voor de wijn.

Gevoelens

] .

] .

] .

] .

] .
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Gedachten

] .

] .

] .

] .

] .

] .

] ..

B. Ga nu terug naar uw antwoorden bij vraag A en geef bij elk gevoel en elke
gedachte aan of deze voor u positief is door een P ervoor te zetten, of negatief is
door een Nervoor te zetten. Is een gevoel of gedachte neutraal dan hoeft u niks in
te vullen.

2. Bijhet bekijken van de tweede wijnreclame (de advertentie), welke beelden en/of
woorden van de eerste wijnreclame (de TV commercial) kwamen bij u op?

Ter verduidelijking een voorbeeld van de rijstreclame:
Beeld: Tijdens het zien van de specerijen in de advertentie

kwam het beeld van de vrouw op de msrkt in mij op.
Woord: Tijdens het zien van de specerijen in de advertentie, zag ik de namen

van de specerijen in de commercial voor me.

Schrijf op welke beelden en/of woorden van de eerste wijnreclame (TV commercial) bij u
opkwamen bij het bekijken van de tweede wijnreclame (advertentie).

Beelden
] ..

] ..

] ..

] ..

Woorden

] ..

] ..

] ..

] ..
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3. Wilt u zo uitgebreid mogelijk opschrijven wat u zich kunt herinneren van de
geadverteerde wijn, zoals de merknaam, de belangrijkste voordelen, kenmerken en
uiterlijkheden.

Schrijfop wat u zich kunt herinneren van de geadverteerde wijn.
] .

] .

] ..

] .

] .

Bijde volgende vragen kunt u antwoord geven door het rondje dat het beste uw antwoord
weergeeft, zwart te maken.

4. Na het zien van de wijncommercial op TV kreeg ik
o minder interesse in de wijnadvertentie
o niet meer/niet minder interesse in de wijnadvertentie
o meer interesse in de wijnadvertentie

5. De volgende keer dat u wijn koopt en u ziet de geadverteerde wijn staan in uw
supermarkt/slijterij, hoe groot is de kans dat u deze wijn koopt?

o
0%

o
20%

o
40%

o
60%

o
80%

o
100%

6. Stel, u zit in een restaurant en u wilt wijn bestellen. Hoe groot is de kans dat u de
geadverteerde wijn bestelt als deze op de wijnkaart staat?

o
0%

o
20%

o
40%

o
60%

o
80%

o
100%

Bij de volgende vragen kunt u antwoord geven door het cijfer te omcirkelen dat het beste
uw antwoord weergeeft.

7. Geef op onderstaande schaal aan wat u vindt van de geadverteerde wijn.
Deze wijn lijkt mij:

Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed
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8. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan in welke mate u het eens of oneens bent met
onderstaande stellingen.

Na het zien van de reclames voor dit wijnmerk, dacht ik "dit moet een populaire wijn
zijn."

Zeer mee oneens 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer mee eens

Na het zien van de reclames voor dit wijnmerk, dacht ik "de reclame voor dit wijnmerk is
zeer geloofwaardig."

Zeer mee oneens 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer mee eens

Na het zien van de reclames voor dit wijnmerk, dacht ik "dit is een goed wijnmerk, omdat
het veel geld besteedt aan reclame."

Zeer mee oneens 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer mee eens

9. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan hoe waarschijnlijk u het acht dat de
geadverteerde wijn de volgende kenmerken bevat:

De wijn is vol van smaak
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn komt uit Zuid-Afrika
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn is donker rood
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn is met zorg gemaakt
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk
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10. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan hoe goed of slecht u het vindt dat een wijn deze
kenrnerken bevat.

Een wijn met een volle smaak vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

Een wijn uit Zuid-Afrika vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

Een wijn met een donkerrode kleur vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

Een wijn die met zorg is gemaakt vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

11. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan uw mening over de reclames voor de wijn. Ter
verduidelijking: we vragen nu niet naar uw mening over het product, maar naar
uw mening over de reclames.

Ik yond de reclames voor de wijn:

Niet leuk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer Ieuk

OnduideJijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ouidelijk

Lelijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mooi

Saai 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Levendig

Onbetrouwbaar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Betrouwbaar

Niet overtuigend 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Overtuigend

Ongeloofwaardig 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Geloofwaardig

Aansluitend zouden we nog enkele persoonlijke gegevens van u willen hebben.
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Wat vindt u van reclame in het algemeen?

0 0 0 0 0
met nauwelijks redelijk informatief zeer
informatief informatief informatief informatief

0 0 0 0 0
met nauwelijks redelijk vervelend zeer
vervelend vervelend vervelend vervelend

0 0 0 0 0
met nauwelijks redelijk leuk zeer
leuk leuk leuk leuk

0 0 0 0 0
met nauwelijks redelijk amusant zeer
amusant amusant amusant amusant

0 0 0 0 0
niet nauwelijks redelijk storend zeer
storend storend storend storend

Geef op onderstaande schaal uw kennis over wijn:

Ik weet zeer 1
weinig van wijn

2 3 4 5 6

Geef hieronder aan wat wijn in het algemeen voor u betekent:
Ik vind wijn
Zeer onbelangrijk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Zeer vies 1 2 3 4 5 6

o ja
o nee

0 man
0 vrouw

Kende u de geadverteerde wijn al?

Wat is uw geslacht?

Wat is uw leeftijd? .... jaar

Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.

7 Ik weet zeer
veel van wijn

Zeer belangrijk

7 Zeer lekker
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Chapter 3 and Chapter 4: Power of tests

Chaeter 3: Reeetition effects within media
Power

Print Static TV Dynamic
Dependent variables Internet Internet
Total thoughts .42 .63 .53 .12
Brand thoughts .07 .51 .31 .14
Ad thoughts .66 .15 .15 .05
Total feelings .14 .10 .79 .60
Positive feelings .10 .25 .44 .42
Negative feelings .42 .40 .23 .06
Attitude toward the ad .26 .19 .10 .13
Brand claim recall .15 .97 .39 .99
Brand attitude benefit beliefs .23 .36 .10 .40
Brand attitude .39 .14 .21 .15
Brand Eurchase intention .06 .23 .17 .07

Chaeter 3: Reeetition differences between static and dynamic media

Dependent variables Media Repetition x Media
Power

Total thoughts
Brand thoughts
Ad thoughts
Total feelings
Positive feelings
Negative feelings
Attitude toward the ad
Brand claim recall
Brand attitude benefit beliefs
Brand attitude
Brand Eurchase intention

.69

.75
1.00
1.00
.95
.95
.06
.53
.08
.11
.15

Repetition

.25

.22

.46

.80

.50

.31

.07
1.0
.44
.33
.31

.91

.45

.17

.74

.54

.30

.36

.91

.59

.44

.05

Chaeter 4: Power of tests
Dependent variables Power
Priming
Image transfer
Multi-source

frequencies
1.0
.84

Brand claim recall
Brand attitude benefit beliefs
Brand attitude
Brand Eurchase intention

1.0
.82
.27
.76
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Appendix Chapter 5: Stimuli, questionnaire, and power of tests

Chapter 5: Stimuli

Print ad for the wine 'Oude Kaap'

o E
1997

CABER sr SAUVIG 0
SHIRAZ

Mooi donker rood
Vol en steviS

Aansenamesmaak met lenste

fen wijn van een supperterroir,
hoordevol spannin8 en vooral kracht

Deze wijn isafomsfiB uii het IJebied Westerse Kad,A ddt
beroemd is om zijn IJoede wijoen.lJit IJebied is iosesloteo door
berIJruMen, terwijl het ee» deoosiknt beIJrensd wordt door
een ndlullrlijke wdferscheidiIJ8.De wijnvalleien produceren
door bllD liMin8 in eeu mediienea» kiim8.4t de lijnstedruiven
voorde beste wijn VdO luid-Alrik.

Oude &ap is een prac.btvan een wijD.Am destffitje"jdronk
proel]« ddt deze wijn met hart en ziel is bereid en tJerijpt

>'VOrmeer ialormaiie: www.oudekap.nl
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Static Internet ad

j~ ii ....·"""~~a-.lGudo i:!G,";'H_ -'-.- iJ',IB__ il =ii~M="'=_====:==~
OCDEKAAP

• Wijninfo

MMi donker rood
Vol en stevig

\angtnlune smaak met Iengte

Eal wiju van
een'superterroir'

OUDEKAAP
1997

o.8UN5T.$AUVICNON
SHJRAZ

Jl,wrdevol sp.,~ en
vooral kraeht

DfZ€ Wl}n I: .:zjk,)flIstig Ie.!t het gebted W.esur.:ti' Y.at.:.p. das beroemd
t;1 om z1jn goede W!}!'Ulli.. EfIZg~bJed:: tngesloten door bergruggen.

fer-wf}i he! iJur. de oostkanr begrenid wordr door een no:t:.illf":r;ke
warertchetdmg. De wIjnvlilleliffl.produceren door hun l~ggmgin
een mednerraon kiu1!aat de fijngre drurven voor de beete 'W{ln P'l

ZuJd-Aji-!ka. Ode Kaap is sen praciti van em WIj~. Aan de stevsge
qJ<lront proeJJI! dat deze wqn m e: han i!rI zte; is beretd en guypt.

-------- ------------

~ .. -- -
" ...., \( JIIfI"~ \ r _

?E:~.'! ' "lIi.... ,rill{' _" •m,~ -d ._

.Ii: "'.ll\lt_. _ ~-
"f1'Uto!lj;L ~, a

• ~GaMall

iJ,....,~.to<m~~-;.;;;;;;~~" '1

Wijninfo
Wijn duns bewaren

Oeze modeme 6at-archatectuur en WOO1'lgewoonten hebben geleid tot het verdwijoen van de
koele, steviggeisoleer-de bewaarkelder De bewanng van wiJOfiessen is dan ook een probleem
geworden Om \lW wijoen spnnglevend teo houde-n en ze tot op hl'!t ideale dnnkmomt1lt naar de
taftl te begeleiden, moet men cen aantal ptaktische ptmten m het Oo.g hQtKJen

1 Een goede bewaa:rruimte beef} steeds een min of meet constante temperatuur WclrUg
gelukktgen Oeschikk.en heden ten dage. over een geklimahseerde en geveruileerde ops~e.
waar de ldeale temperatuur tussen de 10 en 12 graden Celsius wordt gehaaJd. Bedenk ecbter wei
dat te hogt temperaruren de WlJDCvolutte versneUen. t-tfWljI koude de onrwikke1ing eerder
afremmen
2 Uw bewaarrumte m¢e1 venier tnlbngs:vnJ njn (dus: Iiever ruet ondff cen iorit yo.or
vrachtwa.gens), bovend:en tochtvnJ m met cen redehjke vochhghe1dsgraad
3 Man van uw bewaarruimte VOOf Wljn ook geen ma,gaz:iJll vOO!" groenten of vedpotten. Wijlltfl
7lp hyperge:voelig voor doordnnge:nde geurtJes.
4 Bewaren van Wljn vereist ook orde en orgarusane Rangschik uw Wljflt11 stteds naar reg,o.
soort of millesttne
5 Noa een allerlaatstt tip bewaar Illet eIke wun tot tn den treure Een eenvoudt.Q: tafeJWl.Intlc urt

II
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News Internet site

Wijnrecepten
Coulibiae van ZaIm - Coulibiac d. Saumon

Ing:rediinten: veer 8 perscnen
400 gram zaImfi1et - 150 gram rijst - 800 gram bladerdeeg ~ 500 gram champJ.gnons
- 1 citroen" 5 eieren - 120 gram tapioca - 200 gram bcter - 4 sjalctjes - 20 gram
peprikapoeder - 1,5 dt witte wijn - Lout. peper - 2launerblaadjes.

Bereiding:
Kook de eieren hard in 10 earnsen Kook de riJst gaar. Maak. de zalm schcce, doe
hem in een pan semen met de wijn, het paprikapceder, water en rout. de
laurierblaadjes en laat: hem zachtjes 15 minuten pccberen. Laat hem. dan in het eccht
efkoelen Schil de sjalctjes en hak ze fijn. Pen de citroen uit. Maak de champtgnons
schoon en hek ze fijn. Giet er citrcensap over zodat ze met zwart worden. Smelt 20
gram borer in eec pannetje en doe er de sjalct en de gehakte champignongs bij, LOut

en peper en laat op klein vuur 15 minuten zachtjes smcren. Breng een halve liter
water aan de kook, strOO! hrer de tapioca in en lear deze zeer zachtjes 15 minuten
kcken

(E)home

0nieuws

(i) internet nieuws

([)OPinie

Nieuws Week 2 KortNieuws

BritishLibrary de mooiste leesza,. ter wereld sJuil
The Round Reading Room van de British Library In Londen is de mcoiete leeszaat ter wereld. Nog
we 1.

"In 2002 gammill aUe
~
o.Sl.oJl!
-Oplln deYr bi! KPN TelecQtrI

~
-Bced njews mor
stambQornspeurders!

~
·Niel a!leen op rers
-Tonercartridge getest

Rotterdamse huisarts vindt Mind Power uit· $pel om geheugen te testen
Huisal1s Arthur van Schaik zag zieh in zijn Rtlllerdamse praktijk geconfronteerd met veel jonge
paliii!nten die klaagden O'I9r gelleugenverlies. Hij lon op een oplossing

SchiphoUaxi 00 een eiland- minister grijpt in
Schiphol geldt in de taxi-wereJd als de belangrijkste standpla~s in Nederland, er van behoortijk .....'81
Ie verdienen met de ritjes vanaf de [uehlnaven

Aile tandeR en frieze" nog?
De gevotgen van de loenemende ve:rgTljzing zijn inmiddels ook in de rrumd waar Ie nemen. Steeds
maer ouds,en behauelen lot op hogs leeftrjd hun eigen randen en kiezen.

Kind ontvoerd? Kinderbiisiag teruftbelalenJ
Toen hat in september vorig par langzaam 101 8e11 K1l1itenberg dOOfd¥Ong dat zijn beide dochters
waren onlvoerd, beging hij een grote tout: hij verzUlmde de Sociale Verzeksnngsbank in te lichten.

~-- ..--------- ..----.--!
!~ ;
im;m:a:m /! ~ ~Audio and Visual productions I
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Chapter 5: Questionnaire

Vragenlijst

In deze vragenlijst worden enkele vragen gesteld over de reclames voor de wijn. Met
reclarne bedoelen we zowel de televisieeommercial, als de advertentie in de nieuwsbrief
als de Internet advertentie.

Het invullen van de vragenlijst duurt ongeveer 30 minuten. Voordat u aan het invullen
van de vragenlijst begint, willen we u vragen om op een paar dingen te letten.

Leest u alstublieft goed de aanwijzingen bij de vraag. Er zijn verschillende soorten
antwoordcategorieen.
Denk niet te lang na over uw antwoord. Er zijn geen 'goede' of 'foute' antwoorden. De
eerste reaetie is meestal de beste.

Bijvoorbaat dank voor uw medewerking.

1. We zijn ge"interesseerd in de gevoelens en gedachten die u had tijdens het bekijken van
de wijn reclarnes. Deze vraag is zeer belangrijk voor het onderzoek. Wilt u daarom
proberen echt alles op te schrijven wat u voelde en wat in u opkwarn tijdens het bekijken
van de wijn reclarnes.

A. Schrijf zo eompleet mogelijk op wat u voelde tijdens het bekijken van de reclarnes
voor de wijn .

................................................................................. .

..........................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................

........................................................... ; .

.........................................................................................................................
B. Sehrijf zo eompleet mogelijk op wat u dacht tijdens het bekijken van de reclarnes

voor de wijn.
....................................................................................... .
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
C. Ga nu terug naar uw antwoorden bij vraag A en B en geef bij elk gevoel en bij elke

gedachte aan of deze positief is door een P ervoor te zetten, of negatief is door een
N ervoor te zetten. Is een gevoel of gedachte neutraal dan hoeft u niks in te vullen.
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1. We willen graag dat u zo uitgebreid mogelijkopschrijft wat u zich kunt herinneren
van de geadverteerde wijn, zoals de merknaam, belangrijkste voordelen, kenmerken
en uiterlijkheden.

Schrijf op wat u zich kunt herinneren van de geadverteerde wijn

Bij de volgende vragen kunt u antwoord geven door het rondje zwart te maken
dat het beste uw antwoord weergeeft.

3. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan uw mening over de reclames voor de wijn. Ter
verduidelijking: we vragen nu niet naar uw mening over het product, maar naar
uw mening over de red ames.

Ik yond de reclames voor de wijn:

Nietleuk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Leuk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Onduidelijk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Duidelijk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lelijk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Mooi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Saai 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Levendig
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. De volgende keer dat u wijn koopt en u ziet de geadverteerde wijn staan in uw
supermarkt, hoe groot is de kans dat u deze wijn koopt?
0 0 0 0 0 0
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

5. Stel u zit in een restaurant en u wilt wijn bestellen. Hoe groot is de kans dat u de
geadverteerde wijn bestelt als deze op de wijnkaart staat?

o 0 0 0 0 0
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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6. Geef op onderstaande schaal aan wat u vindt van de geadverteerde wijn:
Deze wijn lijkt mij:

zeer slecht 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 zeer goed
1234567

7. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan hoe waarschijnlijk u het acht dat de
geadverteerde wijn de volgende kenmerken bevat.

De wijn is vol van smaak
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn komt uit Zuid-Afrika
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn is donker rood
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer
on waarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

De wijn is met zorg gemaakt
Zeer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zeer
onwaarschijnlijk waarschijnlijk

8. Geef op onderstaande schalen aan hoe goed of slecht u het vindt dat een wijn deze
kenmerken bevat.

Een wijn met een volle smaak vind ik
Zeer sJecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

Een wijn uit Zuid-Afrika vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

Een wijn met een donkerrode kleur vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed

De wijn die met zorg is gemaakt vind ik
Zeer slecht -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Zeer goed
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9. We zijn gemteresseerd in wat u vindt van Internet advertenties in het algemeen.

A. Ik vind advertenties op Internet over het algemeen
a a a a
niet bee~e informatief zeer informatief
informatief informatief

a a a a
niet bee~e vervelend zeer vervelend
vervelend vervelend

a a a a
niet bee~e leuk zeer leuk
leuk leuk

a a a a
niet beetje amusant zeer amusant
amusant amusant

a a a a
niet bee~e storend zeer storend
storend storend

B. Ik vind advertenties op het Internet over het algemeen:

Onbetrouwbaar a a a a a a a Betrouwbaar
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Niet overtuigend a a a a a a a Overtuigend
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ongeloofwaardig a a a a a a a Geloofwaardig
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Onbelangrijk a a a a a a a Belangrijk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Oninteressant a a a a a a a Interessant
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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10. We zijn gemteresseerd in wat u vindt van televisiereclame in het algemeen.

A. Ik vind televisiereclame over het algemeen
0 0 0 0
niet bee~e informatief zeer informatief
informatief informatief

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e vervelend zeer vervelend
vervelend vervelend

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e leuk zeer leuk
leuk leuk

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e amusant zeer amusant
amusant amusant

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e storend zeer storend
storend storend

B. Ik vind televisierec1ame over het algemeen:
Onbetrouwbaar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Betrouwbaar

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Niet overtuigend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Overtuigend
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ongeloofwaardig 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Geloofwaardig
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Onbelangrijk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Belangrijk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Onin teres san t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lnteressant
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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11. We zijn gemteresseerd in wat u vindt van advertenties in het algemeen.

A. Ik vind advertenties over het algemeen
o 0 0 0
niet beetje informatief zeer informatief
informatief informatief

0 0 0 0
niet beetje vervelend zeer vervelend
vervelend vervelend

0 0 0 0
niet beetje leuk zeer leuk
leuk leuk

0 0 0 0
niet beetje amusant zeer amusant
amusant amusant

0 0 0 0
niet beetje storend zeer storend
storend storend

B. Ik vind advertenties over het algemeen:
Onbetrouwbaar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Betrouwbaar

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Niet overtuigend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Overtuigend
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ongeloofwaardig 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Geloofwaardig
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Onbelangrijk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Belangrijk
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Oninteressant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Interessant
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Aansluitend zouden we nog enkele persoonlijke gegevens van u willen hebben.

Geef op onderstaande schaal aan uw kennis over wijn:
Ik weet zeer 0 0 0 0 0 0
veel van wijn 1 2 3 4 5 6

o Ik weet zeer
7 weinig van. wijn
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Geef hieronder aan wat wijn in het algemeen voor u betekent.
Ik vind wijn
Zeer belangrijk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zeer onbelangrijk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Zeer lekker 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zeer vies
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Wat vindt u van reclame (op TV, in kranten, tijdschriften, op Internet etc.) in het
algemeen?

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e informatief zeer inforrnatief
informatief informatief

0 0 0 0
niet beetje vervelend zeer vervelend
vervelend vervelend

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e leuk zeer leuk
leuk leuk

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e amusant zeer amusant
amusant amusant

0 0 0 0
niet bee~e storend zeer storend
storend storend

Kende u de geadverteerde wijn al? o
o

ja
nee

Hoeveel ervaring heeft u met het gebruik van Internet?
geen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
zeer veel

Wat is uw geslacht? Oman
o vrouw

Wat is uw leeftijd? ...... jaar

Hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking.
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Chapter 5: Power of tests

Dependent variables Power
Total thoughts
Brand thoughts
Ad thoughts

.81

.76

.77

Total feelings
Positive feelings
Negative feelings

.93

.63

.51

Attitude toward the ad .68

Brand claim recall
Brand attitude benefit beliefs
Brand attitude
Brand purchase intention

.86

.80

.69

.79
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Samenvatting

Adverteerders gebruiken zelden slechts een medium om hun reclameboodschap te
communiceren naar de doelgroep(en). Om verschillende redenen worden vaak
verscheidene media ingezet: om verschillende doelgroepen te bereiken, kosten te drukken,
of omdat men verwacht dat het gebruik van verscheidene media leidt tot synergie-effecten:
het totaaleffect wordt dan meer dan de som van de deeleffecten. De gedachte is dat de
inzet van verschillende mediatypen effectiever is dan de inzet van een medium type.

Ondanks dat adverteerders en mediaplanners veelvuldig verscheidene media inzetten in
reclamecampagnes, blijkt dat er nog weinig onderzoek is gedaan naar de effecten van het
gebruik van multiple media, en of multimedia campagnes daadwerkelijk synergie-effecten
hebben. Het bestaande onderzoek op het gebied van media is met name gericht op de
kwantitatieveeffecten van media zoals bereik, contactfrequentie en kosten.

Dit onderzoek is gericht op kwalitatieve effecten van media. Media hebben hun specifieke,
sterke en zwakke communicatieve eigenschappen, die gezamenlijk het
communicatievermogen van een medium bepalen. De kenmerken van media
vergemakkelijken of beperken de verwerking van informatie, en daardoor beinvloeden ze
het gemak waarmee consumenten de reclameboodschap verwerken.

Media verschillen bijvoorbeeld ten aanzien van type en aantal modaliteiten. Een modaliteit
refereert aan de wijze van presentatie, te weten tekst (geschreven en gedrukte woorden),
audio (gesproken of gezongen woorden), beelden (statische visualisaties zoals foto's,
illustraties, tekeningen) en video (bewegende beelden). Deze modaliteiten corresponderen
met de menselijke zintuigen die worden gebruikt voor het verwerken van een boodschap
en beinvloeden daardoor het informatieverwerkingsproces. Televisie bijvoorbeeld, bereikt
het gehoor en het gezichtvermogen met dynamische beelden, woorden en geluiden. De
combinatie van video en audio maakt dat televisie gemakkelijker de aandacht trekt van
consumenten dan statische media zoals gedrukte media (print) met aIleen tekst en
statische beelden. Daarnaast, het veelvoud aan beelden in een televisiecommercial
vergemakkelijkt de verwerking van. de boodschap, omdat beelden in het algemeen
gemakkelijker te verwerken zijn dan woorden. De reclameboodschappen in de statische
media (gedrukte media en statisch Internet) doen op minder zintuigen een beroep dan de
dynamische media en zijn daardoor minder goed in staat om de aandacht van de
consument te trekken.

Daarnaast verschillen media in de mate waarin zij de consument in staat stellen zelf de
snelheid en de inhoud van de informatieoverdracht te bepalen (pacing) danwel of ze de
boodschap naar de consument brengen (delivery media zoals televisie) of dat de
consument zelf actie moet ondernemen om een boodschap onder ogen te krijgen (retrieval
media zoals gedrukte media en Internet). De consument kan zelf de snelheid en inhoud
van de informatieoverdracht bepalen in gedrukte media en Internet (retrieval media met
interne pacing). Dit heeft als voordeel dat de consument zelf kan bepalen wanneer, hoe
lang en in welke volgorde hij de boodschap kan verwerken. Dit vergemakkelijkt het
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informatieverwerkingsproces. Ais een consument echter geen interesse heeft voor de
boodschap, kan hij de boodschap gemakkelijk negeren. Het nadeel van retrieval media is
dat deze moeilijk de aandacht kunnen trekken voor boodschappen en dat consumenten
meer actie moeten ondernemen om een boodschap te zien en te verwerken. De
informatieoverdracht van boodschappen op de televisie wordt bepaald door de zender
(delivery medium met externe pacing). De vluchtigheid van televisie bemoeilijkt het
informatieverwerkingsproces. Televisie is echter beter in staat aandacht te trekken voor
boodschappen omdat het de boodschap naar de consument brengt en gebruik maakt van
dynamische modaliteiten.

In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt een overzicht gegeven van het voorgaande onderzoek op het
gebied van kwalitatieve media-effecten en wordt uiteengezet welke verschillen er bestaan
tussen de media en wat de consequenties zijn voor het informatieverwerkingsproces.
Daarnaast worden drie processen geintroduceerd die synergie-effecten in multimedia
campagnes kunnen verklaren, te weten: priming, image transfer en multi-source.

Priming treedt op als de boodschap in het eerste medium interesse creeert voor het zien
van dezelfde boodschap in een tweede medium en hierdoor de verwerking van deze
tweede reclameboodschap vergemakkelijkt. Image transfer treedt op als elementen
(beelden, tekst, geluiden) in de boodschap in het tweede medium de consument
herinneren aan (retrieval cue) de eerder verwerkte reclameboodschap in het eerste
medium, waardoor deze eerder geziene boodschap mentaal wordt herhaald en uit het
geheugen wordt opgeroepen. Hierdoor kunnen sterkere leereffecten bereikt worden,
resulterend in betere merkcommunicatie-effecten. Het multi-source effect treedt op als
consumenten verschillende media als onafhankelijke informatiebronnen beschouwen.
Door het ontvangen van dezelfde reclameboodschap uit verschillende media
(waargenomen als verschillende bronnen) wordt verwacht dat consumenten de
reclameboodschap geloofwaardiger en overtuigender zullen vinden, met als gevolg dat ze
het merk positiever zuUenbeoordelen.

Het doel van dit onderzoek is inzicht krijgen in de effecten van Single-medium en
multimedia campagnes op de verwerking van de reclameboodschap en de
merkcommunicatie- doelstellingen. Een aantal experimenten, waarin consumenten zowel
gedwongen als vrijwillig werden blootgesteld aan de reclameboodschap, is uitgevoerd om
een antwoord te krijgen op de hoofdvraag: ResuIteren multimedia campagnes ill synergie-
effecten ill termen van iniormetieverwerking en merkcommunicatie-doe/stellillgen en zo
fa, hoe ontstaan deze effecten? De tabel geeft een overzicht van de uitgevoerde
experimenten.
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Overzicht van de experimenten
Experiment 1 Experiment 2a Experiment 2b Experiment 3
(Hoofdstuk 2) (Hoofdstuk 3) (Hoofdstuk 4) (Hoofdstuk 5)

Deelnemers studenten EUR studenten UvT studenten UvT consumenten
panel TU Delft

Aantal N=145 N=296 N=250 N=147

Confrontatie gedwongen gedwongen gedwongen vrijwillig
situatie

Context redame in alleen redame alleen, redame redame in
redame- nieu wscon text nieuwscontext
uiting

Aantal drie een, twee, drie twee drie
confrontaties

Media Print Print Print Print
TV TV TV TV
Internet statisch Internet statisch Internet dynamisch Internet statisch

Internet dynamisch

Media P-P-P P P-P P-alleen
condities TV-TV-TV TV TV-TV TV-alleen

IS-IS-IS IS ID-ID IS-aIleen
ID Multimedia

P-IS-TV P-P P-TV
P-TV-IS TV-TV TV-P
IS-P-TV IS-IS P-ID
IS-TV-P ID-ID ID-P
TV-P-IS P-P-P TV-ID
TV-IS-P TV-TV-TV ID-TV

IS-IS-IS
ID-ID-ID

Afhankelijke Gedachten Gedachten Priming Gedachten
variabelen Gevoelens Gevoelens Image transfer Gevoelens

Attitude redame Attitude redame Multi-source Attitude redame
Merkkennis Merkkennis Merkkennis Merkkennis
Merkattitude Merkovertuiging Merkovertuiging Merkovertuiging
Koopintentie Merkattitude Merkattitude Merkattitude

Koopintentie Koopintentie Koopintentie

Verklarende Priming
processen Image transfer
synergie Mul ti-source

Overige Herhalings-effecten
effecten
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Experiment 1, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2, is een voorstudie waarin de effecten van
reclarneboodschappen in single-medium en multimedia campagnes op de verwerking van
de reclameboodschap en de communicatiedoelstellingen zijn onderzocht. Uit deze
voorstudie van single-medium campagnes blijkt dat de televisiecampagne verreweg het
effectiefst is in termen van informatieverwerking en het bereiken van communicatie-
effecten. Print campagnes en Internet campagnes zijn minder goed in staat om
merkcommunicatie-effecten te bereiken. De verwachte synergie-effecten in multimedia
carnpagnes worden niet bevestigd in deze voorstudie. Een beperking van deze voorstudie
was dat we de blootstelling aan het medium constant hebben gehouden, maar niet de
tijdsduur waarmee de consument werd geconfronteerd met de reclameboodschap die
omgeven was met nieuwsinformatie. Men kon zelf de duur van blootstelling bepalen met
de print advertentie en de Internet advertentie, terwijl de blootstelling aan televisiereclame
niet zelf bepaald kon worden. Hoewel dit ook gebruikelijk is in de praktijk, is dit een
mogelijke verklaring voor de superieure effecten van het medium televisie. Daarom is
besloten in het volgende experiment de blootstelling aan de reclameboodschap voor elk
medium constant te houden door aileen de advertentie te laten zien voor een bepaalde
tijdsduur.

In experiment 2a, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3, werden de effecten van herhaling van de
reclameboodschap in een medium op het informatieverwerkingsproces en de
merkcommunicatiedoelstellingen onderzocht. Daamaast zijn de effecten van herhaling van
de reclameboodschap in de statische media (gedrukte media en statisch internet)
vergeleken met de effecten van herhaling van de boodschap in de dynamische media
(televisie en dynarnisch Internet). Het doel van dit experiment was beter inzicht krijgen in
de effecten van de verschillende typen media onder verschillende herhalingsniveaus (een,
twee of drie herhalingen) op het informatieverwerkingsproces en de
communicatiedoelsteUingen. Dit is een theoretische studie met gedwongen blootstelling
aan de reclarneboodschap voor een vaste tijdsduur (30 seconden per reclarneboodschap),
met als gevolg dat consumenten minder controle hebben over de informatieoverdracht,
wat zo kenmerkend is voor de media print en Internet.

De resultaten laten zien dat de relatie tussen herhaling van de reclameboodschap en
communicatie effectiviteit verschilt voor de verschillende media. Namelijk
mediakenrnerken, zoals het aantal en aard van de modaliteiten en de mate waarin een
medium een consument toestaat de informatieoverdracht zelf te beheersen, bepalen het
gemak waarmee een reclameboodschap wordt verwerkt. Met gedwongen blootstelling
blijken reclameboodschappen in statische media (gedrukte media en statisch Internet)
waarvan de consumenten zelf de snelheid van informatieoverdracht kunnen bepalen,
gemakkelijker te worden verwerkt dan redameboodschappen in complexere media met
verscheidene modaliteiten waarvan de ontvanger de informatieoverdracht niet kan
beheersen (televisie en dynamisch Internet). Een confrontatie met de reclameboodschap in
een statisch medium blijkt voldoende te zijn om communicatie-effecten te realiseren. Met
herhaling van de reclameboodschap in statische media vonden wij geen toename van de
communicatie-effecten. Reclarneboodschappen in dynamische media (televisie en
dynamisch Internet) daarentegen zijn complexer en vereisen meer
informatieverwerkingscapaciteit en dus meer confrontaties om een effect te bereiken. De
cognitieve communicatie-effecten, dat wil zeggen merkkennis en merkovertuigingen,
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namen toe bij herhaalde blootstelling aan de rec1ameboodschap. De resultaten laten zien
dat herhaling van de rec1ameboodschap vooral een effect heeft op cognitieve reacties
(totale gedachten) en op de cognitieve merkcommunicatie-effecten (merkkennis en
merkovertuigingen, die vereisen dat de voordelen van het merk zijn geleerd). De affectieve
reacties (gevoelens en attitude ten opzichte van de reclame-uiting) en de evaluatieve
merkcommunicatie-effecten (merkattitude en koopintentie) varieerden niet met herhaling
van de reclameboodschap en het type medium dat de boodschap communiceert. Andere
factoren, zoals de betrokkenheid van de consument met het product, zijn voor deze
eHecten bepalend.

Bijde vergelijking van de statische en dynamische media valt op dat een blootstelling aan
de rec1ameboodschap in een statism medium effectiever is in het bewerkstelligen van
merkkennis en merkovertuigingen dan een blootstelling in een dynamisch medium. Met
meerdere gedwongen biootstellingen (tot drie confrontaties) aan de rec1ameboodschap zijn
dynamische media echter net zo effectief ais statische media.

In experiment 2b, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4, zijn drie theoretische verklaringen voor
synergie-effecten in multimedia campagnes onderzocht en gemeten, te weten priming,
image transfer en multi-source.

Priming
Priming is een voorwaarts effect waarbij de confrontatie met de boodschap in het eerste
medium de interesse kan opwekken om de boodschap te verwerken in een ander medium.
Op deze manier kan de boodschap in het eerste medium de verwerking van de boodschap
in het tweede medium vergemakkelijken.

De resultaten tonen aan dat in single-medium campagnes priming niet optreedt. Na het
zien van een boodschap in een medium kregen de deeinemers juist minderinteresse in het
zien van dezelfde boodschap in hetzelfde medium (verzadigingse£fect).

In multimedia campagnes daarentegen vonden we weI priming processen. De volgorde
waarin media in een campagne worden ingezet, blijkt bepalend te zijn: multimedia
campagnes waarin de boodschap eerst wordt gecommuniceerd in een minder compleet
medium (print medium) en vervolgens in een completer medium (televisie of dynamism
Internet) stimuleren priming processen. Voor de andere media volgorden vonden we geen
priming processen. De multimedia campagnes die priming stimuleerden, leiden ook tot
hogere merkkennis en betere merkovertuigingen. We kunnen concluderen dat een
onvolledige advertentie, zoals een gedrukte advertentie, interesse kan opwekken voor een
reclameboodschap in een dynamisch medium en daardoor het verwerken van de tweede
dynamischer reclameboodschap kan vergemakkelijken, waardoor betere communicatie-
e£fectenbereikt worden. De mediatie-testen bevestigen dat priming de effecten van media
op merkkennis, merkattitude en koopintentie intervenieert.

Image transfer
Image transfer is een achterwaarts effect waarbij confrontatie met elementen (beelden,
tekst, geluiden) in de reclameboodschap in het tweede medium het "oproepen" (retrieval)
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uit het geheugen van de boodschap in het eerste medium vergemakkelijkt. Zo kan een
plaatje of woord (retrieval cues) in de gedrukte advertentie de eerder uitgezonden beelden
van een televisiecommercial met hetzelfde plaatje of woord uit het geheugen van
consumenten oproepen. Bij het zien van de gedrukte advertentie zien of herhalen
consumenten mentaal dan de bijbehorende beelden en geluiden van de
televisiecommercial.

De resuJtaten laten zien dat bij herhaling van de reclameboodschap in hetzelfde medium
(single-medium) image transfer nauwelijks voorkornt. Dit is logisch, want het opdiepen uit
het geheugen vraagt meer inspanning dan de boodschap in hetzelfde medium opnieuw te
verwerken. De resuJtaten voor de multimedia campagnes laten zien dat image transfer met
name voorkomt wanneer een minder volledige advertentie (gedrukte media) na een meer
volledige advertentie wordt getoond (televisie, dynamisch Internet). De statische aard van
print biedt de mogelijkheid om de eerder verwerkte boodschap in een dynamisch medium
uit het geheugen op te roepen. Ook de volgorde waarin eerst een televisiecommercial
(minder compleet dan dynamisch Internet) wordt getoond en vervolgens een dynamische
Internet advertentie, blijkt image transfer te stimuleren. De verwachting dat image transfer
zou leiden tot betere communicatie-effecten wordt alleen en slechts gedeeltelijk bevestigd
voor merkkennis en merkovertuigingen. Hogere merkkennis is gevonden voor de TV-print
en dynamisch Internet-TV campagnes, maar met voor dynamisch Internet-print
campagnes. De mediatie-testen laten zien dat image transfer alleen de effecten van media
op merkkennis intervenieert,

Multi-source
Het verkrijgen van gerelateerde en elkaar ondersteunende informatie uit verschillende
media kan de geloofwaardigheid van de boodschap versterken en de boodschap
overtuigender maken. Het is alsof onafhankelijke bronnen de boodschap bevestigen. Het is
dus te verwachten dat identieke boodschappen in verschillende media een sterker
vertrouwen creeren, en dus overtuigender zijn dan hetzelfde aantal boodschappen in
hetzelfde medium. Overtuiging heeft met zo zeer een effect op de verwerking van de
boodschap, maar zal meer een effect hebben op evaluatieve merkcommunictie-effecten als
merkattitude en koopintentie. De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen echter aan dat er
geen multi-source effect op overtuiging van de reclameboodschap optreedt in multimedia
campagnes. De advertentie wordt gezien als overtuigend in campagnes met alleen televisie
of een combinatie van televisie en gedrukte media. Het type medium blijkt eerder de
overtuiging van een advertentie te bepalen dan het feit dat gebruik wordt gemaakt van
meerdere media (sources). De aanwezigheid van televisie blijkt de overtuiging van de
reclameboodschap te verhogen, terwijl de aanwezigheid van een dynamisch Internet
advertentie, met name als de advertentie als laatst wordt getoond, de overtuiging van de
reclameboodschap licht doet dalen. Het feit dat reclameboodschappen in multimedia
campagnes worden gezien als overtuigender is volledig toe te schrijven aan de
aanwezigheid van televisie en met aan multi-sources.

In experiment 3, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5, zijn de effecten van single-medium en
multimedia campagnes met vrijwillig blootstelling aan de reclameboodschap onderzocht
om een beter inzicht te krijgen in effecten van media in de werkelijkheid (externe
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validiteit). Gedwongen blootstelling experimenten, waarin participanten voor een
bepaalde tijdsduur worden geconironteerd met de reclame-uiting zoals beschreven in
hoofdstuk 3 en 4, zijn geschikt om de effecten van modaliteiten die een medium bezit te
onderzoeken, maar verwaarlozen de controle over en interactie met het medium die
consumenten hebben. In dit experiment hebben we geprobeerd de werkelijkheid te
benaderen en de externe validiteit van het onderzoek te vergroten door het gebruik van
replica huiskamers, geen tijdslimiet te geven, de aandacht te rich ten op nieuwsinformatie,
and consumenten de mogelijkheid te bieden over te schakelen (met een afstandbediening)
naar een ander kanaal tijdens de televisie-uitzending.

De resultaten van experiment 3 laten zien dat een reclameboodschap in het gedrukte
medium net zo effectief is als een reclameboodschap op (statisch) Internet in het bereiken
van communicatie-effecten. Oaarentegen bleek een commercial op televisie effectiever te
zijn in het realiseren van merkkennis, merkovertuigingen, een positieve merkattitude en
aankoopintentie dan een reclameboodschap in de statische media. In de praktijk hangt de
effectiviteit van een medium voor een groot deel af van de mate waarin het in staat is de
aandacht van consumenten te trekken en vooral vast te houden. Televisie kan door zijn
dynamische modaliteiten aandacht trekken en vasthouden en is zelfs in staat consumenten
die niet gemteresseerd zijn in de boodschap of product te bemvloeden. Een campagne
bestaande uit alleen televisiecommercials is dan ook net zo effectief in het bereiken van
merkcommunicatie-effecten als een multimedia campagne. Met vrijwillige blootstelling
blijkt de multimedia-campagne weI effectiever te zijn in termen van informatieverwerking
en merkcommunicatie-effecten dan campagnes met alleen gedrukte advertenties of aileen
Internet advertenties.

In Hoofdstuk 6zijn voor dezelfde media de resultaten van het experiment met gedwongen
reclameblootstelling (2a) vergeleken met de resultaten van het experiment met vrijwillige
reclameblootstelling (3). Het doel van deze vergelijking is het statisch testen of gedwongen
blootstelling aan de reclameboodschap leidt tot oververwerking van de reclameboodschap
en dus tot kunstrnatig betere merkcommunicatie-effecten.

In tegenstelling tot de algemene kritiek op experimenten met gedwongen blootstelling,
laten de resultaten zien dat gedwongen blootstelling aan de reclameboodschap niet leidt
tot meer reclameverwerking dan vrijwillige blootstelling aan de reclameboodschap. We
moeten weI wijzen op het feit dat, hoewel getracht is de situatie zo realistisch mogelijk te
maken, het vrijwillige-blootstelling experiment niet zo vrijwillig is als in het echte leven.
Vanuit een positief perspectief geven de bevindingen weI aan dat de exteme validiteit van
gedwongen-blootstelling experimenten als de onze maar ook andere studies in het
verleden, vergelijkbaar is met de externe validiteit van vrijwillige-blootstelling
experimenten.

Gedwongen blootstelling aan reclameboodschappen in de statische media resulteerde weI
in betere cornrnunicatie-effecten dan vrijwilIige blootstelling aan boodschappen in deze
media. Oaarentegen vonden we voor televisiecommercials geen verschil in
merkcommunicatie-effecten tussen gedwongen en vrijwillige blootstelling. Oit suggereert
dat het verschiltussen media met vrijwillige blootstelling het gevolg is van verschil in
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aandacht trekken. Met andere woorden, mediakenrnerken die aandacht voor de
boodschap stimuleren, zullen naar verwachting de reden zijn waarom bepaalde media in
de praktijk (delivery media met meerdere dynamische modaliteiten) effectiever zijn dan
andere media (retrieval media met een modaliteit of statische modaliteiten).

Terugkomend op het doel van dit onderzoek en de hoofdvraag of multimedia campagnes
in synergie-effecten resulteren, en zo ja, hoe deze synergie-effecten ontstaan, kunnen wij
het volgende concluderen:

1. In het algemeen, onder gedwongen blootstelling, resulteren de multimedia
carnpagnes in synergie-effecten met betrekking tot het leren van de
merkeigenschappen - merkkennis en merkovertuigingen. Aan de ander kant
blijken multimedia campagnes niet effectiever te zijn dan single-medium
carnpagnes in het creeren van merkattitude en koopintentie, wat uiteindelijk de
belangrijkste comrnunicatiedoelstellingen zijn voor een merk. Dus, met
gedwongen blootstelling blijken synergie-effecten aileen plaats te vinden voor
leren en niet voor merk- evaluatie.

2. In het algemeen, onder vrijwillige blootstelling, resulteren de multimedia
campagnes in synergie-effecten in communicatiedoelstellingen vergeleken bij
campagnes waarin aileen wordt gecomrnuniceerd via gedrukte media en Intemet.
Aan de ander kant, zijn multimedia campagnes niet effectiever dan
televisiecampagnes in het realiseren van de comrnunicatiedoelstellingen. Onder
vrijwillige blootstelling blijkt dat het feit dat een dynamische medium (zoals
televisie) in staat is om aandacht vast te houden, bepalend is.

3. Van de drie voorgestelde verklarende processen voor multimedia synergie-
effecten, blijken priming en image transfer valide te zijn. De mediatie-testen
bevestigen dat het type medium en vooral de volgorde waarin ze worden
gebruikt in een campagne, processen als priming en image transfer bemvloeden.
Multimedia campagnes die priming stimuleren (een minder compleet medium
gevolgd door een completer medium) blijkt effectiever te zijn dan multimedia
campagnes die image transfer oproepen (een completer medium gevolgd door
een minder compleet medium). Priming intervenieert gedeeltelijk de effecten van
media op merkkennis, merk- attitude en koopintentie. Image transfer
intervenieert aileen de effecten van media op merkkennis.
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